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ii PrefaceThese lecture notes started at the University of Canterbury, New Zealand as part of a courseentitled The Physical Universe. The original intent had been to develop a course that would give a broadpicture of the physicists conception of the Universe. Initially it represented an attempt to interest a widerange of students, outside of physics, in the whole sweep of physics and create a greater appreciation ofphysics in the community. At the �rst presentation the audience included many students from the Arts,Law and Commerce departments as well as non-physics science students, all of whom could gain creditfor the course. The emphasis was upon concepts rather than mathematical detail. Physics studentsdemanded to be included in the course as they felt the course brought a degree of coherence and overviewto their subject not obtainable in their more specialised courses. The University recognised the value ofthe course to both non-science and science students and extended credit to all participants.Since coming to Poland I thought that such a course might appeal to students and developedthe current course Physics as a Journey to be given in English to students of physics. This served thedual purpose of giving students a broad overview of physics and the opportunity to listen to lecturesin English. The choice of the title Physics as a Journey reects my interest in viewing physics as ahistorical journey and also my close interest in the relationship between science and technology - neithercan survive on its own. Science advances as technology advances and vice versa. The discovery of theelectron could not have preceded the development of vacuum technology. Likewise the performance ofthe Michelson-Morley experiment at the time of Copernicus was fortunately not possible!Lecture notes omit the spark of delivery, the numerous side comments and the demonstrationswhich breath life into the course from which they are taken. Nor do they reect the participatoryaudience. These notes are no exception - they represent the course in its broadest outline. I hesitate fromthe onerous task of weaving these notes into a more coherent presentation. I hope at least the reader willgain some appreciation of the joys and concepts of physics and perhaps consider delving more into thesubject matter of these notes. B. G. WybourneTechnika da la duszy wszechpot�eg�e. Ale i przygniot laj�a. Pojawi la si�e ,,techniczna dusza", posiadaj�acamechanizm tw�orczy, lecz pozbawiona tw�orczegonatchnienia.| Wasilij Rozanow, Aforyzmy
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1Chapter One The Journey Begins1. IntroductionPhysics enters all most every aspect of modern life. Sophisticated technology now dominates our lives forboth better and worse. It has not always been this way. The technological revolution is largely a productof this century, indeed even more so of the latter half of this century. Physics in all its diversity has playeda major, probably the major, role in fomenting this revolution. There has been a close interplay betweenscience and technology that has often been overlooked or misunderstood. Science has fed technology andtechnology has fed science. The two coexist and yet are distinguishable.Physics has not only led to advanced technology but has also fundamentally changed our per-spective of the universe in which we live. Physics at the close of the twentieth century is vastly di�erentin its view of the world than at the beginning of this century. Based on our past experience it would behazardous to predict the developments in both science and technology that will occur in the imminenttwenty-�rst century.These notes reect my conviction that it is important to understand the origins of the dualrevolution in physics and technology, to know something of the long journey that has lead us to thepresent, and to see how and why our concepts of the universe have changed. This is, in my opinion,too important to be left to just the physicists but must be communicated to a larger world of people ofdiverse cultures, educational experience, and occupation. The central problem is one of communicationto people of such di�ering backgrounds. Even physicists themselves often fail to see the inherent unityof their discipline and to grasp the bigger picture or to know the historical orgins of their subject.The physicist is most at home using the language of mathematics, with its own deep concepts.This in itself makes communication di�cult. This also leads to the popular misconception thatphysics = equationsSome people think that physics is over once the equation is found which governs some phenomena.To me this seems as foolish as somebody who says English is over once he has learned the wordsand the grammar and never goes on to read and understand Shakespeare. Physics is not theequation but the multitude of phenomena which result from it. To know the equation is not theend but the beginning and to deduce from it the physics is an unending quest. (W. E. Thirring1987)My objective is to give a broad sweep of our subject, largely free of mathematical equationsand not demanding a previous deep knowledge of physics. This makes the task of communicating moredi�cult but as Rutherford noted in a pre-feminist age "If you can't explain your ideas to the charwomanthen you don't understand them". I would hope that much of what I discuss will also be of signi�canceto experienced physicists whom in their busy life have often missed out on the historical development oftheir subject and on the often peculiar happenings that have lead to real advances for the wrong reasons.In this opening chapter I propose to �rst give a broad sweep of the key developments leading upto the present time and then to return to earlier times. Finally we shall look to the limitations of classicalphysics. Many of our discussions will be illustrated by simple experiments and most chapters concludewith a set of questions to stimulate further thought.2. The On-Going Physics RevolutionTo fully understand the origins of the physics revolution one needs a perspective of the keydevelopments that occurred in the past. Any such list is incomplete and ignores many small developmentsthat preceded major syntheses and new conceptual insights. Great names survive but lesser names oftenmade the great names possible. Here I only indicate some of the highlights. Later we shall explore thesein more detail.



2 I. MECHANICSPtolemy (100-168)Develops an early geocentric model of the solar system with the Earth being seen as the centre ofthe Universe. Used for the next fourteen centuries for navigation. Discrepancies with observationwere minimised by introducing epicycles. The Ptolemaic model was in broad agreement with theprevailing intuition of the sun rising and setting, the stars appearing to revolve about the earthand the apparent immovablity of the Earth.Copernicus (1473-1543)Develops a heliocentric model of the solar system. The planets are considered to revolve aboutthe sun in circular orbits. Copernicus has shifted the origin away from the Earth to the Sun. Stillthere is little theoretical basis to the model and for purposes of navigation appears to be inferiorto tables prepared on using the Ptolemaic model. The Copernicus picture gives an alternative,and sometimes more elegant interpretation of phenomenon such as the rising and setting of thesun. Epicycles are still used for details of planetary motion. Copernicus's theory meets withstrong opposition, his theory is counter intuitive. It is easy for we of the twentieth century toridicule the opposition faced by Copernicus. However, hindsight ignores the culture prevailingat the time and the observational experience of the time. Indeed it is likely that the majorityof those living in the twentieth century could still not adequately answer the questions put toCopernicus. Copernicus also enlarged the concept of the scale of the Universe and started todevelop some idea of the vastness of the Universe.Galileo (1564-1642)Galileo investigates the motion of bodies both experimentally and theoretically. The scienceof mechanics starts to develop particularly in his introduction of the concept of inertia and hisrecognition of the relativity of mechanics. This is the start of the quanti�cation of the laws ofphysics.Newton (1642-1727)Newton introduces his law of gravitation. Assumes his law has universal application and canbe applied to celestial objects. This makes it possible to predict positions of celestial objectsand establishes celestial mechanics. Detailed calculations of planetary and comet orbits becomepossible.II. ELECTROMAGNETISMFaraday (1791-1867)Entirely without any mathematics background Faraday establishes the experimental study ofelectric and magnetic phenomenon. His collected works encompass three volumes devoid of anyequations and are yet rich in insights into the nature of electric and magnetic �elds. Indeedthe �eld concept derives from Faraday. His experimental work was to form the basis of laterdevelopments in electromagnetic theory.Maxwell (1831-1879)Maxwell does to electricity and magnetism what Newton did to mechanics. He produces atheoretical synthesis of electricity and magnetism to produce a single uni�ed theory known aselectromagnetism. It then becomes possible to calculate electromagnetic e�ects and thus toquantify the subject. Electrical engineering becomes possible. Further, Maxwell establishes lightas an electromagnetic wave. Maxwell's collected works are also in three volumes with no pagesdevoid of equations.III. RELATIVITY AND QUANTUM THEORYPlanck (1858-1947)Planck, steeped in classical physics and more particularly thermodynamics, is forced to introducehis quantisation postulate and establishes his black-body radiation law. This was to lead to thedevelopment of modern quantum theory, of enormous technological signi�cance.



3Einstein (1879-1955)Einstein views light as a quantum phenomena and convinces the physicists of the signi�canceof the quantum theory. In parallel he develops the theory of relativity and completes Maxwell'suni�cation of electricity and magnetism. Einstein changes our concepts of space, time, energyand mass. Newtonian mechanics becomes an approximation of relativistic mechanics.de Broglie (1892-1987)de Broglie quantises particles attributing to them wave-like properties.Dirac (1902-84)Dirac combines quantum theory with relativity producing his relativistic wave equation. Theconcept of matter and antimatter follows.Feynman, Schwinger and TomonagaThese three physicists played a key role in quantising electromagnetism to produce quantumelectrodynamics (QED).IV. PARTICLE PHYSICS AND COSMOLOGYGell-Mann (1929- )Gell-Mann's introduction of the quark model of particles such as neutrons and protons representsthe start of a great synthesis of the diversity of particles produced by experimentalists.Penzias and WilsonThe 1964 observation by Penzias and Wilson of the cosmic relic background black-body radiationhad a major role in the acceptance of the Big-Bang model as the standard model of the Universe.Glashow, Salam & WeinbergIn 1967 Glashow, Salam and Weinberg successfully uni�ed the weak force of radioactivity withthe electromagnetic force to produce the uni�ed electro-weak theory. The predicted W�; Z0particles were discovered in 1984.Green & SchwarzIn 1984 Green & Schwarz developed a string model and thence a superstring model in anattempt to complete the uni�cation of the strong force that acts in the nucleus with the electro-weak force and the gravitational force. The dream of unifying all the forces into a single TheoryOf Everything (TOE) remains just that but recent developments suggest that the attainment ofthe dream may be possible.3. Do Heavy Bodies Fall Faster than Lighter Ones?The answer to the above question was given by Galileo Galilei in his book Dialogue Concerningthe Two Chief World Systems - Ptolemaic & Copernican.To the followers of Aristotle (~400BC) it was intuitively obvious and in accord with some ob-servations that heavy bodies fell faster than lighter ones. This idea was challenged by Galileo Galilei(~1628). Galileo argued that in a vacuum all bodies would fall at the same rate. Aristotle had assumedthat heavy falling bodies move in proportion to their weight .Consider a heavy stone connected to a light one by a string. According to Aristotle, whenreleased, the heavy one pulls the lighter one down and tries to make it fall faster than it would if it wasunattached. The light one, on the other hand, tends to slow down the heavier one. But the combinedbody is heavier than the heavy one. It should therefore fall faster than the heavy one! The Aristotelianview thus leads to a contradiction if we ignore air resistance. Galileo concluded that all bodies fall at thesame rate in a vacuum. This was an early example of a 'gedanken' or 'thought' experiment.Note that Galileo tries to reduce the problem to its simplest form - in vacuum. In one strokehe removes all extraneous and detracting inuences, resistance of air, winds etc. Only after studyingthe simplest case does one normally move on to more complicated e�ects. If we cannot understand thesimplest situation there is little point in considering more complex problems. The equality of the rate offall of a feather and a stone was demonstrated at the site of the �rst lunar landing. If we drop a largeand small coin in a cylinder of water we observe the heavier coin to sink faster than the smaller coin.



4 Why?4. MechanicsMechanics is associated with the reponse of material objects to applied forces and divides intotwo major areas:1. Statics where the objects of interest are stationary or at rest relative to the observer. e.g. aladder leaning on a wall.2. Dynamics where the objects are in motion with respect to a given observer. In a sense staticsis a limiting case of dynamics.Classical mechanics arose from the early studies of Galileo and Newton. Under Newton laws ofmotion were established that led to the description of the dynamics of bodies moving under the inuenceof the force of gravity. Major developments came from Laplace, Lagrange, Hamilton and Jacobi. In theHamilton-Jacobi formulation of classic dynamics the objective was to express the time evolution of agiven system in terms of initial conditions and thus to be able to predict the future state of a system ofobjects from a knowledge of its state at an earlier time - i.e. the time evolution of the system.5. Laplace's DictumGiven the initial positions and velocities of every particle in the universe it should be possible topredict every future event in the universeNB This implies a totally deterministic (clockwork) universe.Is Laplace's statement a valid point of view? Is classical mechanics totally deterministic? Let usconsider the case of uniform motion.6. Uniform MotionSuppose an object moves with a uniform constant speed of 10 metres/second. After 10 secondsit will have covered a distance of 10 x 10 = 100 metres. Suppose the object starts initially at a time t = 0at a distance x0 to the right of a marker at a speed of v/metres/second to the right.vmarkerx0After two seconds it will be at a distancex = x0 + 2vmetres from the marker. After t seconds x = x0 + vt (1)Eq.(1) is an example of a mathematical relation. It allows us to predict the position of the object at anyfuture time t knowing the initial values of the position x0 and the speed v0 and the time t0. Eq. (1)suggests that in the case of uniform motion we have complete predictability in terms of the initial valuesof the position and velocity.7. Is Classical Mechanics Deterministic?Let us consider a perfectly elastic ball C moving between two perfectly rigid walls A and B. Canwe predict the position of the ball at all future times?



5Since C is perfectly elastic and the walls are perfectly rigid the ball will bounce o� either wallwith no change in its speed v. Suppose A and B are 1 metre apart and the ball slides on a perfectlyfrictionless oor between A and B with and initial speed of v = 1metre/second starting at wall A. Canwe predict the position of C at any future time?After 1 sec B2 sec A2.5 sec midway982 sec AIt would appear we have achieved complete predictability. However, we have assumed we know v within�nite precision. What if v was somewhere between 0:7 and 1:3 metres/second?Let us determine the position of the ball from wall A at one second intervals for assumed valuesof v between 0:7 and 1:3 metres/second.v t = 1 2 3 40.7 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.80.8 0.8 1.6 2.4 3.20.9 0.9 1.8 2.7 3.61.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.01.1 1.1 2.2 3.3 4.41.2 1.2 2.4 3.6 4.81.3 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2At t = 1 second the ball has travelled somewhere between 0:7 and 1:3 metres from A. At t = 2 secondsthe ball has travelled somewhere between 1:4 and 2:6 metres while at 4 seconds it is somewhere between2:8 and 5:2 metres.Thus if the initial speed of the ball is only known to within 1 � 0:3metres/second then after 4seconds we can no longer predict where the ball is between the walls. What if we improve our accuracyof measurement of v ? If we determine the initial speed to be 1 � � metres/second then after t secondsthe ball will have travelled a distance of t � �t metres. Thus if we attained an accuracy of v = 1� 10�4metres/second then after 104 seconds we could not say where the ball is other than somewhere betweenthe walls. Regardless of the precision with which we determine the initial position and speed of the ballafter a �nite time we will cease to be able to make a meaningful prediction of the position of the ballbetween the walls.SIDE REMARKFrom the equation x = x0 + vtif x0 is between x0 and x0 � �x and v is between v and v � �v thenx = (x0 � �x) + (v � �v)t= (x0 + vt) � �x� �vtThe error in the initial position is constant in time whereas the error in the initial speed produces anerror in the position that grows with the time t.8. Can we ignore External BodiesE. Borel 'Introduction ge�om�etrique �a la physique" (Gauthier-Villars, Paris, 1912) has noted that themotion of one gram of matter by 1cm on a not too distant star (say, Sirius) would make a change ofabout 10�100 in the gravitational �eld on the earth leading to a change of 10�100 in the initial positionsand velocities of the molecules of a gas making it impossible to compute the motion of these moleculesfor more than 10�6 seconds.Clearly to make any progress we have to make approximations and these will prevent us frommaking precise predictions of the time evolution of a system. Improving the precision of measurement onlypostpones the time when we lose the ability to make a meaningful prediction. We need to remember thatin physics we always deal with model systems. Real systems are extremely complex and are approachedby developing more sophisticated models involving fewer approximations.



6 9. Trajectories in Classical Physics It is impossible to study the properties of a singlemathematical trajectory. The physicist knows onlybundles of trajectories, corresponding to slightly dif-ferent initial conditions| Leon BrilliouinClassical mechanics as developed by Newton, Lagrange, Euler, Laplace, Jacobi, Hamilton andothers was concerned with the prediction of the time evolution of physical systems in terms of given initialconditions. Thus the trajectories or paths of particles were expressed in terms of the initial conditions.Di�erent initial conditions lead to di�erent trajectories. If the initial conditions di�er slightly then thetrajectories will initially be close together but as time passes the trajectories will become increasinglydivergent.The prediction of the time evolution of a classical system depends on the accuracy with which theinitial conditions can be determined. The concept of trajectories is crucial to classical mechanics. At thesubatomic level the classical picture of a deterministic trajectory is lost. The generation of unpredictableoutputs from a deterministic system is part of the modern subject of chaos.10. Trajectory of a ProjectileThe trajectory of a projectile in the earth's gravitational �eld depends on its initial speed v andits initial angle � of elevation. Each choice of (v; �) leads to a di�erent trajectory. Galileo showed that thetrajectory of such a projectile follows a parabola. Given an initial and �nal position there is an in�nityof trajectories that will carry a projectile from the initial to the �nal position each involving a di�erentset of initial speed and elevation.11. Limitations of Classical Mechanics1. Assumes structureless particles.2. Assumes initial conditions can be determined precisely.3. Assumes a completely deterministic universe.12. Statistical MechanicsFor systems involving large numbers of particles one can develop statistical models such as thoseof Boltzmann where one tries to predict the bulk behaviour of a large ensemble while abandoning adetailed knowledge of the dynamics of individual particles.13. Physical Systems and ModelsPhysicists proceed by considering ideal systems that can be isolated from the rest of the universe.E�ects due to objects outside the system are assumed to be negligible or capable of being averaged out.Any such systems represent an abstraction of reality. Any system that is less than the universe itselfmust involve initial conditions that are of �nite precision.14. QuestionsQ1. Give other examples where predictive ability is lost with the passage of time.Q2. Copernicus's contempories argued against his hypothesis that the earth moved and in particularspun on its axis by saying that if they jump up in the air they land on the same spot from whichthey jumped whereas if Copernicus's earth rotates they would consider jumping a very dangerouspractice. Furthermore birds ying to the East ew neither faster nor slower than birds ying tothe West. How would YOU answer Copernicus's critics?Q3. To improve long range weather forecasting would it be better to get much larger and fastercomputers or to increase the accuracy of wind and temperature measurements at more sites?Q4. A golfer attempts to make a hole-in-one at a distance of 100metres with a hole 10cm in diameter.What are the essential initial conditions that must be satis�ed? What other factors might a�ectthe outcome? Does a hole-in-one require good luck or exceptional skill or both?Q5. A good athlete can cover 10km in under 13minutes in 25 laps on a 400metre track. Currentlytime measurements are quoted to 0.01seconds. Is this accuracy sensible?



7Q6. Why did dinosaurs have small heads while whales have large heads?Every e�ort has been taken to present the mathematical devel-opments in this chapter in a comprehensible logical sequence.But the nature of the developments simply does not allow a pre-sentation that can be followed in detail with modest e�ort: thereductions that are necessary to go from one step to another areoften very elaborate and, on occasion, may require as many asten, twenty, or even �fty pages. In the event that some readermay wish to undertake a careful scrutiny of the entire develop-ment, the author's derivations (in some 600 legal-size pages andin six additional notebooks) have been deposited in the JosephRegenstein Library of the University of Chicago.| S. Chandrasekhar, The Mathematical Theory of Black HolesIf it be true that the impetus with which the ship moves remainsindelibly impressed in the stone after it is let fall from the mast;and if it be further true that this motion brings to impedimentor retardment to the motion directly downwards natural to thestone, then there ought to ensue an e�ect of a very wondrousnature. Suppose a ship stands still, and the time of the fallingof a stone from the mast's roundtop to the deck is two beats ofthe pulse. Then afterwards have the ship under sail and let thesame stone depart from the same place. According to what hasbeen premised, it shall take the time of two pulses in its fall,in which time the ship will have gone, say twenty yards. Thetrue motion of the stone will then be a transverse line (i.e., acurved line in the vertical plane), considerably longer than the�rst straight and perpendicular line, the height of the mast, andyet nevertheless the stone will have passed it in the same time.Increase the ship's velocity as much as you will, the falling stoneshall describe its transverse lines still longer and longer and yetshall pass them all in those selfsame pulses.| Sagredo in Galileo's Two New Sciences



8 Chapter Two Of Scale and MotionOur question is, why snowakes in their �rst falling be-fore they are entangled in larger plumes, always fallwith six corners and with six rods, tufted like feathers.... There must be some de�nite cause why, wheneversnow begins to fall its initial formations invariably dis-play the shape of the six-cornered starlet| J. Kepler The Six-Cornered Snowake, (1611)
1. SYNOPSIS We �rst discuss the concept of scale which has important implications in physics, biologyand industry. We then develop Galileo's concept of Inertia and establish units or measures for force andenergy. We briey discuss Newton's Laws of Motion and Einsteins Mass-Energy Equivalence and itsapplication to space exploration.2. Changes of ScaleThe concept of scale, and of changes of scale, plays an important role in physics and failure toappreciate these concepts can lead to catastrophes. It has been known since Greek times, at least, thatthe area, A�, enclosed by a circle of radius r is given byA� = �r2 (1)while the area, Asphere was found to be Asphere = 4�r2 (2)The volume, Vsphere, of a sphere of radius r was known to beVsphere = 43�r3 (3)From these three elementary results can follow profound conclusions.3. Why do small animals have a higher rate of metabolism than big animals?Imagine we have a small sphere and a large sphere both at a temperature T . The total heatcontent of a sphere will proportional to the cube of its radius while the heat radiated from the sphere willbe proportional to its surface area and hence to the square of its radius. ThusHeat lost by sphereHeat content of sphere / 1r (4)



9Thus the ratio depends on the inverse of the radius of the sphere. The larger the sphere thesmaller is the ratio. This leads us to expect that small animals will lose heat, in relationship to their size,faster than large animals and hence will need to metabolise food more rapidly than large anuimals asobserved. By the same reasoning we expect babies to be more susceptible to temperature changes thanadults which is why they are provided with better insulating clothes than adults.4. Why do Dinosaurs have small heads?Let us model a small dinosaur by small sphere (the head) connected by a cylindrical rod (theneck) to a larger sphere (the body). What happens if the dinosaur grows and each characteristic radiusis simply scaled? The head and body would grow as the cube of the radii but the strength of the neck willbe proportional to its cross-sectional area consider muscles and hence as the square of its radius. Thusif the head grows in proportion to the body of the dinosaur it will rapidly outgrow the strength of itsneck. Such a characteristic can be seen in most animals. The head of the infant relative to its body issigni�cantly larger than for the adult animal.It was Galileo who �rst pointed out that scaling lead to limits of the size of animals. In the caseof whales the head scales and there is no neck. There the bouyancy of the water overcomes the force ofgravity experienced by the land dwelling animals and of course whales become helpless out of water.5. Lessons from ScalingFailure to appreciate the signi�cance of scaling e�ects has been the source of repeated industrialproblems and failures. A pilot plant is designed and found to work and then it has been simply scaledfor industrial production and often found not to work. When we change the scale of objects often newproperties arise that are not noted on the small scale.Gravitational forces are extremely weak, indeed the weakest of all known forces. In describingthe properties of a small object they can be wholly neglected but for large objects such as the sun or insuper novae they can become overwhelming.A cubic cm of 239Pu weighs about 19grams and can be safely carried in the pocket if enclosedin a plastic bag. A 400 cubic centimeter sphere, of diameter about 9cm becomes a fearsome object.6. Galileo's Law of InertiaGalileo examined the motion of a ball rolling down an inclined plane.�He observed that a ball going down an inclined plane would start from rest, accelerate to thebottom and then rise up an inclined to the same height as it started, momentarily coming to rest. As theangle � became smaller the ball travelled further. Galileo argued that if the second plane was horizontalthen in the absence of friction the ball would continue in motion along a horizontal line at the speed ithad at the bottom of the �rst plane. This observation led to Galileo's law of inertia. The inertia of abody is the property of a body that tends to resist change in its state of rest or motion.Galileo formulated his law of inertia asA body will remain at rest or continue to move with a constant speed in a straight line unlessacted upon by an outside agent.7. Consequences of Galileo's Law of InertiaGalileo used his law of inertia to demolish the mechanics of Aristotle and to establish the Coper-nican revolution. Following Galileo, imagine a ship travelling at a constant speed v relative to the earth.Imagine a stone dropped from the crows-nest of the ship. If the ship was at rest everyone expects the



10 stone to fall straight down to the bottom of the mast. Galileo claimed that if the ship was moving at aconstant speed relative to the earth the stone would still land at the foot of the mastGalileo reasoned that before the stone is released it is travelling along as part of the ship. Whenthe stone is released the stone's inertia keeps it moving with the same speed along the horizontal straightline. The ship and the stone continue to move together horizontally but gravity pulls the stone verticallydownwards. Galileo conjectured that the vertical motion does not interfere with its horizontal motion.So as the stone falls, it continues to move horizontally with constant speed dropping to the bottom ofthe mast. A sailor on the ship would see the stone fall in the same way on a moving ship as one at restrelative to the earth. Seen by an observer on the earth rather than the ship the stone will be seen to fallwith a parabolic path.9. Relative Motion and Frames of ReferenceImagine you are the only object in the universe. Are you at rest or in motion? Does the questionmake sense? No! you have no frame of reference. Now imagine there are two objects in the universe.You can now discuss the relative motion of one object with respect to the other. NB. you can only speakof the relative motion, you can not say one is moving while the other is at rest. All motion is relative -there is no such thing as absolute rest.A reference frame where Galileo's law of inertia holds is known as an inertial frame of reference.Any other reference frame that is moving at a constant speed in a straight line with respect to a giveninertial frame of reference is also an inertial frame of reference.vS S0Thus S and S0 could be two inertial frames of reference. We can say S0 is moving with a speed v relativeto S. We can make no statement as to the absolute motion of S or S0.N.B. An inertial frame of reference is a LOCAL frame of reference, NOT a GLOBAL frame ofreference.10. Galilean RelativityGalileo formulated his relativity principle asIt is impossible for an observer in an inertial frame of reference to detect any motion by anyexperiment performed entirely within that reference frame.Let us now briey review some elementary concepts and establish our units of measurement forthe rest of the course.11. Velocity and SpeedWe de�ne the speed of an object relative to an inertial frame as the rate of of change of theposition of the object with respect to time. The average speed is just the distance travelled divided bythe time taken. The instantaneous speed s is thens = dxdt (5)The concept of the velocity of an object includes not only its speed but also the direction of its motion ina given frame of reference and is a vector quantity. Thus the instantaneous velocity v isv = dxdt (6)



1112. AccelerationThe concept of acceleration, unknown to Aristotle, was developed by Galileo. An object is saidto be accelerating if its velocity is changing with time and like velocity is a vector quantity. Thus theinstantaneous acceleration a is a = dvdt = d2xdt2 (7)A body falling freely near the earth's surface experiences an acceleration due to the earth's gravity of10ms�2 directed towards the earth's centre.13. Mass and InertiaMass may be regarded as a quantitative measure of inertia and will be measured in kilograms14. Newton's Laws of MotionMechanics became a truly quantitative subject with Newton's enunciation of three laws of motion.1. A body at rest or in uniform motion will remain at rest or in uniform motion unless some externalforce is applied to it.2. When a body is acted upon by a constant force (F) its resulting acceleration (a) is proportionalto the force and inversely proportional to its mass (m). i.e.F = ma (8)3. To every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.The �rst law was certainly known to Galileo. Eq.(8.) is one of the most important equations inphysics though less well-known to lay persons than Einstein's energy-mass equivalence equation. Noteforce is a vector quantity.15. Newton's Universal Law of GravityNewton identi�ed the force of gravity as a universal force acting between bodies. It has an in�niterange r of action, occurs only as an attractive interaction, and the magnitude of the force F is directlyrelated to the product of the two interacting masses (m1;m2) decreasing with the square of the distanceseparating their centres-of-gravity. Thus FG = Gm1m2r2 (9)This was the �rst example of a universal force equation. The universal gravitational constant.G = 6:67� 10�11N:m2:kg�2is the force between two one kilogram masses separated by one metre.16. Einstein's Mass-Energy RelationshipWe shall deal with this subject more fully in the second semester but we shall need the resultthis semester. One of the highlights of Einstein's theory of relativity was his identi�cation of mass-energyequivalence via his celebrated result E = mc2 (10)where c is the speed of light and m is the mass. This result tells us that matter and energy are intercon-vertible. A 1kg mass will have an energy equivalence ofE = (3� 108)2= 9� 1016 Joules= 2:5� 1010 kWh



12 which is enough energy for every person in the world to run a one bar heater for six hours. In the caseof the sun about 4 million tonnes of matter are converted into energy every second.17. Relativity, Space Travel and Star TrekConsider a one way journey to a galaxy 109 light years distance from us. We might concludethat if we travelled at the speed of light we would age 109 years by the time we reach our destination.However, Einstein's theory of relativity assures us that such is not the case. The traveller measures ashorter time interval since the traveller's clock runs slower than an earth based clock.Suppose the traveller's aging for the journey is to be 10 years. Einstein's relativity assures usthat if the rocket travels very close to the speed of light (to within 10�8ms�1) the traveller need only age10 years. This seems to simply solve the deep space travel problem. Sci-Fi looks like becoming a reality!WAIT!HOW MUCH ENERGY IS REQUIRED TO LAUNCH A ONE KILOGRAM OB-JECT TO REACH THE DESIRED SPEED?Einstein's relativity gives us the answer : To accelerate 1kg so as to reach the desired speed isat least 3� 1018JHow much energy is that? In the USA the average person uses 105kWh/year. Assume a world populationof 4� 109 persons all at the USA standard of energy consumptioni.e. 4� 1014 kWh/yearThus the entire world's energy production would be required for nearly 104years to accelerate just 1kg.18. The Perils of Interstellar MatterEven if we could make such a space ship we would need to add to our space ship massive shieldingto protect the crew from radiation produce by collisions of the ship with the sparsely distributed hydrogenatoms of interstellar matter. Seen from the space ship this would result in radiation equivalent to thatproduced by the largest particle accelerators on earth. The perils of interstellar matter are largelyoverlooked by Sci Fi.19. QuestionsQ1. Why are there only large animals (e.g bears and seals) and large birds (e.g. penguins) in thepolar regions?Q2. An Aristotlelian claims there is no such thing as inertia because when a stone is released it doesnot remain in mid-air but falls, whereas the law of inertia states that it should remain at rest.How do YOU reply to this criticism?Q3. If the earth spins on its axis how come birds can y East to West or West to East with equalease?Q4. You are travelling in a super-silent plane that is travelling with a constant speed relative to theearth. The curtains are drawn for the movie. Can you tell that you are moving?5. You are travelling on a ship in a calm sea in a straight line at a uniform speed relative to theearth. You play a game of billiards. Will your game be any di�erent from that in a billiard saloonon earth? An observer is hovering over the earth in a balloon that is stationary with respectto the earth. The observer looks down on the billiard table on the ship. Describe in words thetrajectories seen by the observer.Q6. Your spaceship is moving in deep space at a constant speed relative to a distant star. A mechanicalarm reaches into the garbage bay, pulls out a load of garbage and releases it. Describe the motionof the garbage from the point of view of a passenger on the space ship.Q7. A plane drops a bale of hay while in level ight to cattle down below. The plane moves at aconstant speed relative to the earth. (a) What is the path the pilot sees for the falling bale? (2)What is the path seen by the farmer down below?



13Q8. You are travelling in a car at a constant speed relative to the road and the car turns a bend .You are "thrown" to one side. (a) Which side? (b) Why?Q9. Devise a gadget to test whether you are in an inertial frame or not.Q10. An object travels in a circle at a constant speed of sms�1. Describe the objects velocity. Is theobject's velocity constant?Q11. A particle travels at a constant speed s in a circle. What is the particle's acceleration and inwhat direction?Q12. Would the Earth be an interesting place to visit at the end of an interstellar journey?



14 Chapter Three Light as a Wave?The whole of science is nothing more than a re�nementof everyday thinking. It is for this reason that thecritical thinking of the physicist cannot possibly be re-stricted to the examination of the concepts of his spe-ci�c �eld. He cannot proceed without considering amuch more di�cult problem, the problem of analyzingthe nature of everyday thinking.| A. EinsteinSYNOPSISWe examine attempts to measure the speed of light, note Newton's use of prisms to disperselight into various colours and review some of the properties of waves leading up to Young's double slitexperiment and Maxwell's electromagnetic theory of light.1. The Speed of LightIn the previous chapter we introduced the gravitational constant G as a universal constantfundamental to the gravitational force. It is our �rst example of a "fundamental constant in physics.We shall meet further fundamental constants in the next few chapters. Here we introduce a secondfundamental constant, the speed of light c. The truly fundamental nature of the speed of light wasnot fully realised until Einstein's formulation of special relativity and his statement that observers inall inertial frames will report the same value for the speed of light in vacuum. Note that Einstein, likeGalileo, goes to the simplest case, that of the vacuum. In doing this he eliminates all media e�ects suchas refraction and dispersion. They are to be considered after the simplest case has been solved.2. Measurement of the Speed of LightThe �rst serious attempt to show that the speed of light is �nite and to attempt to measure itsspeed was made by Galileo, unsuccessfully. Note, Galileo concluded from his failure that the speed oflight was greater than he could measure - he did not conclude that the speed was in�nite as had earlierpersons. Galileo's method contained the basic idea of modern direct methods of measuring c, namelymeasuring the time taken for a light beam to travel from a source to a reector and back to the source.3. Roemer's Indirect Measurement of cThe �rst successful measurement of c was made by the Danish astronomer Ole Roemer who inthe 1670's deduced a value from his study of the eclipses of the moons of Jupiter. He had noted that ata certain time of the year the moons reappear behind Jupiter about four minutes earlier than one wouldhave expected from application of Newton's law directly. Six months later the moons appeared aboutfour minutes late. Roemer realised that the di�erence in time arose from the fact that the Earth is closerto Jupiter when Earth is on the same side of the sun as Jupiter than when they are on opposite sides.4. Direct Measurements of cSubsequent measurements have all tended to involve the measurement of the time taken for alight beam to travel a measured distance. Basically a method is used to chop the beam into pulses whichtraverse a path of known distance. Thus in 1849 Fizeau used a rotating wheel cutting a beam of light ona 17km path.



15SourceChopper
In 1850 Foucault completed a series of measurements that showed convincingly that the speed oflight in water is less than in air. Great improvements in the measurement of c were made in the heroicexperiments of the Polish/American physicist Michelson � (1852-1931). Present day measurements takeall the advantages of modern technology, especially of electronics, resulting in the speed of light beingone of the most precisely measured fundamental constants. Modern measurements give a value ofc = 2:99792458� 108 ms�1N.B. The gravitational constant is known to only 1 part in 10,000, the most imprecise of the so-calledfundamental constants.5. Reection of LightThe law of reection of light (angle of incidence = angle of reection) was deduced by the Greekslong ago on the assumption that in travelling from a point A to a point B light takes the shortest distanceand using the geometrical construction below arrived at the law of reection.A B� �� Michelson was born in Strzelno, Poland in 1852. Visitors to Strzelno will �nd in the villagesquare a plaque marking his birthplace and noting some of his achievements. The family migrated to theUSA when Michelson was seven years old. Michelson's achievements were considerable - measurementof the speed of light, development of the Michelson interferometer, the famous null Michelson-Morleyexperiment that was crucial to the theory of relativity and the discovery of the �ne structure of hydrogenthat played and important role in relativistic quantum mechanics



16 Such a construction could not yield the corresponding laws of refraction. In the 1700's theprinciple of least time was introduced and led to both the laws of reection and refraction could bederived by assuming that light takes the path of least time both in vacuum and in a medium.6. Dispersion of LightIn the 1670's Newton commenced a series of experiments on the nature of light which weresummarised in his remarkable book Opticks. Newton observed that white light could be broken up intoa series of colours which always appeared in the same order. He observed that the blue light was bentmost towards the base of the prism and the red light the least. This phenomenon is referred to as thedispersion of light. rybNewton assumed that light was made up of high speed particles (corpuscles). It appeared thatthe speed of light did not depend on the intensity of the light.Christian Huyghens (1629-1695) put forward an alternative theory that a beam of light was atrain of waves, a view largely ignored for a century.7. Properties of a WaveA wave represents a vibration, in the case of sound waves changes in pressures. A wave is saidto be periodic if it regularly repeats its form over a period of time � referred to as the period of the wave.The distance travelled in the time � is known as the wavelength of the wave.
�

y
The frequency f of a wave is the number of oscillations that take place in a given time interval.



17Since the time taken for one oscillation is equal to � the period we havef = 1�Normally we will measure f in oscillations/second or equivalently cycles/second (cps). For awave travelling at a speed c the distance covered in one period � is a wavelength � and hence� = c�and f = c�8. The Wave Theory of LightIn 1801 Thomas Young (1773-1829) performed a number of experiments that seemed to only becompatible with a wave theory of light. Young suggested that two waves arriving at the same point maystrengthen each other or cancel each other out. Strengthening would occur if the two waves were crestto crest whereas if the crest of one coincided with the trough of the other they would cancel out. Youngwas able to measure the wavelength of light and found that it depended on the colour of the light rangingfrom 0:4�m for violet to 0:8�m for red, i.e. 4� 10�7 to 8 � 10�7 metres (c.f. size of an atom � 10�10metres).9. Young's Double Slit ExperimentYoung's wave description of light stemmed from his famous double slit experiment. The impor-tance of Young's experiment cannot be overstressed. It was later to play a major role in the interpretationof quantum theory and remains today as an important device for understanding the foundations of quan-tum physics. S1 S2S2Huyghens had suggested that a wave striking a slit would spread out to form a series of advancingwave fronts as shown on the next page.
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Young considered that if this wavefront impinged on two slits as shown then these two slits wouldact as the source of two new spherically expanding wavefronts. If the two wavefronts were intercepted bya screen then at some parts on the screen the wavefronts will reinforce one another leading to a bright lineof light while at other parts the wavefronts would cancel leaving a dark line. The phenomena was termedinterference. The interference of light was to lead to much modern technology as well as its scienti�cimportance. Newton's corpuscular theory seemed incapable of describing such phenomena. As a resultthe wave theory of light was the theory for the next century.Foucault's experiment showing that the speed of light was less in water than air was consistentwith Young's wave theory of light but not with Newton's corpuscular theory.Note that in Young's experiment interference fringes are observed if both slits are open. Blockingone slit results in the disappearance of the interference pattern.10. An Ether?If light is a wave how does it propagate in a vacuum? Newton's answer was obvious but in-consistent with Young's interference experiments. Classically it was thought that the wave motion mustinvolve a medium called the ether. All attempts to measure a change in the speed of light with respectto the ether failed - most notably in the Michelson-Morley experiment (1887).11. Maxwell's Electromagnetic Theory of LightIt was known from the experimental works of Faraday (1791-1867) and of Oersted (1777-1851)that a changing magnetic �eld could create an electric �eld and vice versa. With that observationMaxwell (1831-1879) went on to predict the existence of electromagnetic waves - combinations of electricand magnetic �elds that are continually oscillating and propagating through space free of matter, chargeand current. Maxwell showed that the electric and magnetic �elds were perpendicular to one another andperpendicular to the direction of propagation of the wave. A changing magnetic �eld creates an electric�eld perpendicular to the direction of the change of the magnetic �eld and vice versa.



19xcz
y E E EH H H12. The Speed of an Electromagnetic WaveMaxwell showed that the electric and magnetic �elds must change at such a rate that their speedis equal to a constant c. Remarkably, Maxwell was led to identify c with the speed of light. Maxwellconcluded that light rather than being a mechanical vibration in an ether was an electromagnetic wave.13. The Spectrum of LightAn electromagnetic wave is produced when electrons are accelerated. Maxwell's electromagneticwave theory leads to all wavelengths of light being propagated at the same speed c in a vacuum. In amedium such as glass the speed of light c depends on the frequency f and hence it becomes possible tosort out di�erent frequencies and hence wavelengths using a prism. Maxwell's theory places no restrictionon the possible wavelengths or frequencies of light only on the speed. Thus we could expect to observeelectromagnetic waves outside of the normal visible light range.14. Why is the Study of Light Important?Young realised that his discovery of the interference of light could lead to precise measurementof the wavelength of light. Michelson used the interference of light to develop what became known as theMichelson interferometer which played the key experimental evidence for the non-existence of the etherand perhaps more importantly was to lead to precise measurement of lengths in terms of wavelengths oflight. The most precise measurements of lengths all involve the interference of light. The same interferencephenomena are used in optical gyroscopes that allow pilots of 747 jumbo jets to determine their positionwith remarkable accuracy anywhere on their journey. Large optical gyroscopes are capable of measuringfrequency shifts as small as one part in 1021 making possible studies of wobbles in the earth's rotation,measurement of rotational shears created by earthquakes etc. Interference of light is a key feature oflaser technology and the use of light waves to transmit information at much higher densities than radioor microwave transmission. The understanding of the reection and refraction of light has led to �breoptics which is revolutionising communications, surgery etc.The ability to measure the wavelength of light was to lead to the whole subject of spectroscopywhich in turn lead to the technologically productive quantum physics. Measurement of the Doppler e�ectassociated with the relative velocity of sources and receivers of light was to enhance our knowledge ofthe universe by allowing us to determine the relative velocities of stellar objects as well as that of carsby using radar guns. Without the abstract study of the properties of light our world today would be avery di�erent world and in my opinion a much poorer world.QuestionsQ1. You are running at the speed of light holding a mirror in front of you. What do you see in themirror? (Einstein pondered this question when he was sixteen).Q2. Why do the breast feathers of pigeons often appear to be changing mixtures of green and blue?(irridescent)Q3. On a hot day in a desert telegraph poles often appear to be standing in water? (mirages)



20 Q4. Why do people living in desert regions of the world where the daytime temperatures are veryhigh often wear long loose �tting gowns?Q5. Why is it possible to walk across a glowing hot bed of embers?Two Experiments1. Place your palm of your hand facing, within a few centimetres. your open mouth and exhale airupon it. What sensation do you feel on your hand?2. Now repeat the experiment but this time with your lips pursed so that you must force the airout of your mouth. What sensation do you now feel on your hand?Q6. Interpret the results of the above two experiments.
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The whole of subject of electrical radiation seems work-ing itself out splendidly.| Oliver Lodge, Phil. Mag. (London) August 1888



21Chapter Four The Structure of Matter BeginsMy new view of the �rst principles or elements of bodiesand their combinations ... will produce the most im-portant changes in the system of chemistry and reducethe whole to a science of great simplicity| John Dalton (1766-1844)SYNOPSIS In this chapter we �rst comment on Coulomb's law for the force between electric chargesand then lead up to the discovery of the electron, X-rays and radioactivity.1. Coulomb's Law of ElectrostaticsThe force between static electric charges was independently studied by Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790) and Charles Coulomb (1736-1806) leading to what is today known as Coulomb's Law of electro-statics. In modern notation and in SI units is written asFC = kQ1Q2r2 (1)where the charges Q1, Q2 are measured in Coulombs, their separation in metres andk = 14��0 � 9� 109 (2)with �0 = 8:854187817� 10�12Fm�1being the permittivity of free space. Note the very close similarity between Coulomb's law and Newton'sgravitaional force equation. An indication of the relative strengths of gravitational and electrical forcescan be found by calculating the ratio of the forces for two electrons placed a distance r apart. ThenFCFG = kG � em�2= 9� 1096:7� 10�11(1:76� 1011)2=� 4:3� 1043 (3)which is a dimensionless number that does not depend on the system of units used. Equation (3)demonstrates that electric forces are vastly stronger than gravitational forces. Both are inverse-squareforces of apparently in�nite range. Signi�cantly the gravitational force is a purely attractive force whereasthe electric force can be attractive (charges of opposite sign) or repulsive (charges of the same sign). Thegravitational force is additive, the more mass the stronger the attraction whereas electrical forces largelycancel out due to the charge on protons being, to astonishing precision, of the same magnitude butopposite sign to that of the electron . Intuitively we tend to conclude from our daily experience that thegravitational force dominates and yet it is the weakest of all known forces. This is because most systemswe encounter are electrically neutral - there are an equal number of positive and negative charges. Ifone were to place all the negative charges of an average person at a point separated from their positivecharges placed at another point so that they are separated by one metre we would �nd an attractive forcebetween them of the order of the weight of the earth.



22 2. Chemical ElementsThe Greeks recognised four elements - earth, water, air and �re. Boyle(1627-1691) and Lavoiser(1743-1794) developed the modern concept of a chemical element as a substance that could not be dividedinto two or more di�erent substances. This spelt the death knell of alchemy. Gold was identi�ed as anelement. Chemical compounds were resolved into speci�c combinations of chemical elements.John Dalton�(1765-1844) postulated that each element consisted of atoms which were all alike,immutable. Each element involved di�erent atoms. This e�ectively established chemistry as the scienceinvolving combinations of atoms.3. Atomic MassesIt became possible to prepare samples of di�erent elements that possessed the same number ofatoms. Comparison of di�erent samples having the same number of atoms led to the concept of atomicmass. If the atomic mass of hydrogen was taken as 1 then the atomic mass of helium was found to be 4,carbon 12, oxygen 16, etc.4. Molecules and Molecular MassesMolecules were assumed to be composed of de�nite combinations of atoms, e.g. the watermolecule H2O. The molecular mass of a given molecule was essentially the sum of the atomic masses ofits constituents. e.g. H2O molecular mass 2 + 16 = 18Note: Mass numbers are integers but molecular masses are only approximate integers.5. Atomic and Molecular WeightsThe gram atomic or gram atomic weights are just the atomic or molecular masses expressed ingrams. Thus the gram atomic weight of of oxygen is 16gms while the gram molecular weight of waterH2O is 18gms.6. Avogadro's NumberThe number of atoms in a gram atomic weight or molecules in a gram molecular weight is a �xednumber known as Avogadro's number NA named after Avogadro (1776-1856) which was �rst determinedby Loschmidt (1821-1895). Its modern value isNA = 6:00221367(86)� 1023 mol�1N.B. This is an enormous number!7. The Classical AtomThe atom as conceived by Dalton and his followers lacked any structure and was assumed to bean indestructable, indivisible particle. No theoretical basis existed to interpret their atomic weights ortheir modes of combination. Their structure was to be revealed in the twentieth century.
� The school master John Dalton was colour blind to the extent of only being able to distinguishshades of grey. That is the origin of the term Dalton blindness



238. The Cathode Ray Tube� +Cathode AnodeElectrical discharges were observed in evacuated glass tubes with a high voltage applied betweenthe cathode and anode as above.1833 Faraday (England) studies electrical discharges in gases "rarefaction of the air wonderfullyfavours the glow phenomena".1858 Pl�ucker (Germany) observes that the glow is a�ected by a magnetic �eld.1868 Hittorf (Germany) uses a mercury vacuum pump to obtain a higher vacuum and sees a shadowcast by an object placed in front of the cathose indicating that the discharge originated in thecathode.1879 Crookes (England) achieves a higher vacuum with improved pumps. Rays appear to emanatefrom the cathode and travel down the tube - CATHODE rays.1892 Hertz (Germany) claims experimental evidence that the cathode rays are waves - all Germanphysicists agree.1892 Crookes (England) claims cathode rays are radiant electrically charged matter - all Englishphysicists agree.1894 Stoney (England) coins the name electron.1895 Perrin (France) proves that the rays are negatively charged particles - discovery of the electron.1897 J. J. Thompson (England) con�rms the corpuscular nature of cathode rays and measures theirvelocity and the ratio of their charge e to their mass m.1899 Thompson and C. T. R. Wilson measure separately the charge e and the mass m of theelectron. e = �1:602189� 10�19 Coulombsm = 9:10953� 10�31 kilogramsThe discovery of the electron represented the �rst isolation of a fundamental particle and was to usher inthe electronic age. The fact that the cathode rays could be manipulated by electric and magnetic �eldswas to very shortly lead to the �rst primitive attempts at producing television. Note that television didnot arise as a result of market demand for a new product but was the �nal end product of a long seriesof basic discoveries in science. Each step, apparently unrelated to the �nal product, was essential andtotally unplanned. This we need to bear in mind in thinking about how new technology arises and howits development is to be stimulated.9. R�ontgen's X-rays



24 The discovery of the electron was largely overshadowed by R�ontgen's discovery of X-rays in 1895.R�ontgen's discovery was to have a vast impact on the nature of atoms and lead ultimately to Becquerel'samazing discovery of radioactivity. R�ontgen's discovery was totally unexpected and came from R�ontgen'scuriosity concerning the observation that uorescence was often seen on the glass envelope of a cathoderay tube. R�ontgen had used a large induction coil to create the discharge in the tube. Paper coveredwith barium platino-cyanide was used in the detection of uorescence. He noted that if the apparatuswas placed in a dark room and covered uorescence of the paper could still be detected each time theinduction coil discharged. He was struck by the observation that uorescence occurred even when thecoated side of the paper was not facing the tube. He realised some radiation must be penetrating thepaper. He then observed the e�ect persisted even if a double pack of cards was placed in front of thepaper. Finally, to his amazement, he saw the shadow of the bones of his hand on a screen.
X-raysAlmost immediately the medical possibilities of X-rays were realized. The guess work of bonesetting was eliminated.10. H. Becquerel's Discovery of Radioactivity (1896)R�ontgen's discovery created a sensation. On 20 January 1896 Henri Poincar�e shows Henri Bec-querel one of R�ontgen's X-ray photographs. Becquerel thinks that since the glass where the X-rays emergeuoresces that a relationship must exist between uorescence and X-rays.30 Jan 1896 Poincar�e asks "Do all bodies whose uorescence is su�ciently intense emit both luminousrays and also R�ontgen's X-rays, whatever the cause of their uorescence?"24 Feb 1896 Henri Becquerel reports to the Academie des Sciences, Paris on his experiment involvinga uranium salt, uranyl potassium sulphate, known to uoresce. I wrapped a photographic platewith two sheets of thick black paper, so thick that the plate did not become fogged by exposure to thesun for a whole day. I placed on the paper a layer of the phosphorescent substance, and exposedthe whole thing to the sun for several hours. When I developed the photographic plate I saw thesilhouette of the phosphorescent substance in black on the negative... The same experiment can betried with a thin sheet of glass placed between the phosphorescent substance and the paper, whichexcludes the possibility of a chemical action resulting from vapours that might emanate from thesubstance when heated by the sun's rays. We may therefore conclude from these experiments thatthe phosphorescent substance in question emits radiations that penetrate paper that is opaque tolight...The 26/27th February the weather was poor and the sun did not appear for long enough to



25repeat the experiment. Becquerel leaves the prepared plates in a drawer.2 Mar 1896 Becquerel reports again to the Academie. Since the sun did not show itself again forseveral days, I developed the photographic plates on the 1st of March, expecting to �nd imagesvery feeble. On the contrary, the silhouettes appeared with great intensity. I thought at once thatthe action might be able to go on in the dark.9 Mar 1896 Becquerel found that the radiation emitted by the uranium not only blackened photo-graphic plates but also ionized gases making them conductors.Studies showed that the radiation emitted was independent of the chemical form of the uraniumshowing that it was directly associated with the uranium.11. Radium and PoloniumMarie Sk lodowska-Curie��� (1867-1934) and Pierre Curie (1859-1906) succeeded (1898) in isolat-ing two new radioactive elements, radium and polonium, 22688 Ra was found to have a half-life of � 1600yrand 21084 Po of � 138:4d and which thus vastly more radioactive than 23892 U (t 12 = 4:51 � 109y) or 23592 U(t 12 = 7:13� 108y).12. Matters of NotationHalf-Life The half-life of a radioactive atom is the time taken for one half of a sample to havedecayed by a given process. Note That does NOT mean half the sample has disappeared, ratherhalf the atoms have decayed.Becquerel The standard measure of radioactivity is the Becquerel (Bq) and corresponds to onedecay/sec.Activity The activity A of a radioactive sample was found experimentally to be proportional tothe number N of radioactive atoms in the sample. ThusA = �N (1)The proportionality constant � is known as the decay constant.Exponential Decay Let N0 be the number of radioactive atoms of a given isotope at t = 0.The number of disintegrations/second is �dNdt = �N (2)Integration of Eq.(2) leads to the exponential law of radioactive decayN = N0e��t (3)Putting N = N02 in Eq.(3) leads to t 12 = 1� ln2 = 0:693� (4)� Marie Sk lodowska-Curie is usually viewed as the heroine who with tremendous energy and labourseparated out the element radium from pitchblende - true but often we overlook what was probably hermost important discovery the explicit recognition that radioactivity is associated with individual atomsand that such atoms are inherently unstable and decay statistically rather than deterministically.�� Marie Sk lodowska-Curie was the �rst woman to given burial in the French Panth�eon. It hascommonly been thought she died of the e�ects of exposure to radium, however when her body wasexhumed for reburial the level of radium in her co�n was found to be well below maximum acceptedlevels for public exposure. It is now thought that her death was associated with her considerable exposureto X-rays during her work with injured soldiers during World War I.



26 13. Types of Radioactive DecayRutherford (1871-1937) in 1897 found that the radiation from radioactive materials was morecomplex than just X-rays. Three distinct types of radioactive decay were identi�ed:��decay ��particles are emitted and correspond to the nuclei of helium atoms (i.e. a tightly boundcluster of two protons and two neutrons). The particles carry two units of positive charge. Theyare strongly ionising particles - stopped by a sheet of paper. Very short penetration - dangerousif ingested.��decay Energetic electrons (or positrons) - less ionising than ��particles - penetrate tissue orders ofmillimetres.�decay Electromagnetic radiation similar to visible light but of much shorter wavelength. Similar toX-rays but of nuclear origin. More penetrating than ��particles.14. The Electron VoltIn succeeding lectures we will use the electron volt eV as an energy unit. One electron volt is theamount of energy acquired by an electron moving through a potential di�erence of one volt.1eV = 1:6021� 10�19JoulesMultiples of the electron volt �nd much use in nuclear and particle physics. Thus1kiloelectronvolt = 1keV = 103eV1Megaelectronvolt = 1MeV = 106eV1Gigaelectronvolt = 1GeV = 109eV1Teraelectronvolt = 1TeV = 1012eVChemical bonding energies are � 10eV , X-rays occur in the keV range whereas typical nuclear transitionsare � 1� 10MeV . The largest particle accelerators involve particle energies � TeV .QuestionsQ1. How big is 1043? You have a supercomputer that can count up to 109 in one second. How longwould it take to count to 1043?Q2. What would be the cosmological consequences of a di�erence in the magnitude of the charges onthe proton and electron being slightly di�erent?Q3. Explain why Mass numbers are integers but molecular masses are only approximate integers.Q4. Estimate the number of molecules in a 60kg person.Q5. The human body contains radioactive K4019 giving rise in the average human to about 4000de-cays/sec. Each decay involves an energy of about 106eV . If it takes approximately 10eV to breaka chemical bonds what is the maximum number of chemical bonds that could be broken duringa one hour lecture? Compare you answer with the number obtained in the previous question.Q6. The year is 1830. The Medical Congress passes a resolution seeking the setting up of a fundto improve the treatment of bone fractures. Would you consider making grants to assist theresearches of Faraday, Hertz, Crookes, Perrin, or R�ontgen?Q7 The human body contains 0:2% of potassium. Estimate the number of atoms of K in a 70kgperson.Q8 Naturally occuring potassium contains 0:0118% radioactive 4019K. How many of the atoms calcu-lated in Q7 are radioactive?Q9 4019K has a half-life of 1:28� 109y. What is the activity A for a 70kg person in Bq?



27...Not that I aspire to complete coherence. Our mistakeis to confuse our limitations with the bounds of pos-sibility and clap the universe into a rationalist hat orsome other. But I may �nd the indications of a patternthat will include me, even if the outer edges tail o� intoignorance.| William Golding, Free Fall (1959)



28 Chapter Five The Stability of MatterThe universe is in�nite in all directions, not only aboveus in the large but also below us in the small. If westart from our human scale of existence and explorethe content of the universe further and further, we �-nally arrive, both in the large and in the small, at mistydistances where �rst our senses and then even our con-cepts fail us| Emil Wiechert, K�onigsberg (1896)1. SYNOPSISThe discovery of radioactivity revealed that certain elements are unstable. The concept of the absolutestability of matter was lost. In this chapter we develop the concept of the stability of matter and itslimitations. After briey considering some matters of notation we commence by �rst looking at naturalradioactivity and then nuclear reactions and the production of new elements, nuclear �ssion and fusion.The Oklo phenomena is then discussed and �nally the question "Are the ultimate constituents of matterstable?"2. Review of NotationAtomic Number ZThe di�erent elements may be distinguished by their atomic number Z which is equivalent tothe number of protons contained in the nucleus and gives the number of units of positive chargein the nucleus. Neutral atoms have a core (or nucleus) of positive charge Ze surrounded by Zelectrons.Neutron Number NThe atoms of a given element, X, contains an integer number, N , of neutrons each of approxi-mately the same mass as the proton but carrying no electric charge.mp = 1:6725� 10�27kg mn = 1:6748� 10�27kgor mp = 938:272MeV=c2 mn = 939:565MeV=c2Nucleon Number ANeutrons and protons are collectively referred to as nucleons. The nucleon number A is equalto the sum of the neutron (N ) and proton (Z) numbers.A = Z + NIsotopesSeveral values of N may be associated with a given element, X, of atomic number Z and arereferred to as isotopes of the element X. The isotopes of an element X will normally bedesignated as AZXe.g. 42He 32HeN.B. The ��particle is a helium nucleus, 42He.



29��decay AZX �����!A�4Z�2Y +42 Hee.g. 23892 U �����!23490 Th+42 HeN.B. The nucleon number A is decreased by four units and the atomic number Z decreased by two units.3. ��decayThree distinct types of ��decay are observed.AZX ������!AZ+1Y + e� + �� electron emissione.g. 4019K ������!4020Ca+ e� + ��AZX �+����!AZ�1Y + e+ + � positron emissione.g. 4019K �+����!4018Ar + e+ + �AZX + e� EC����!AZ�1Y + � +  electron capturee.g. 4019K + e� EC����!4018Ar + � + Note that a given isotope may decay by more than one process or mode, as shown, for example by 4019Kabove. The nucleon number N is unchanged but the atomic number Z is increased or decreased by oneunit. The positron is the antiparticle of the electron.4. Natural Radioactive DecayA number of radioactive isotopes occur in nature. Thus uranium occurs in the earth's crust at about4�gm in each gram of rock and in sea water betweem 0:3 and 2:3�gm per litre. Thus a sea water Olympicswimming pool 100� 20� 2metres would contain one or two grams of uranium.isotope half-life abundance23892 U 5:4� 109y 99:28%23592 U 7:1� 108y 0:715% (1)5. Naturally Occurring 4019K0:0118% of all potassium occurs as the radioactive isotope 4019K with a half-life of 1:3 � 109y. Theoccurrence of radioactive potassium along with thorium in the earth supplies a very signi�cant heatoutput.6. Nuclear ReactionsThe �rst man-made nuclear reaction was produced by Rutherford in 1919 when he bombarded nitrogenwith ��particles. 147 N +42 He!178 O +11 HThe �rst nuclear reaction producing a radioactive nuclide was made in 1934 by Irene Joliot Curie andher husband Fr�ed�eric 2713Al +42 He!3015 P +10 n3015P 2:5min����!3014Si + e+ + �7. Discovery of the neutronIn 1932 J. Chadwick bombarded 94Be with ��particles and observed the reaction94Be +42 He!126 C +10 n



30 Chadwick inferred the existence of the neutron and deduced its mass must be slightly greater than thatof the proton. The neutron itself was observed to be unstable in free space with a half-life of sim10min.10n!11 p+ e� + ��Nevertheless bound in a nucleus the lifetimes of the proton and neutron are the same.8. New Elements and the Discovery of Nuclear FissionIn 1934 Fermi, Amaldi, D'Agostino and Rasetti started to irradiate atoms with neutrons to create newisotopes. Within 3 years they had produced 40 new radioactive isotopes using a Ra�Be neutron source.22688 Ra �����!22286 Rn+42 He94Be +42 He!126 C +10 nFermi suggested neutrons could be used to produce new elements and bombarded 23892 U with neutrons23892 U +10 n!23992 U + 23992 U ������!23993 Y + e� + ��Fermi and collaborators sought to produce a new element Y and succeeded in producing new unidenti�edradioactive substances. In 1935 Ida Noddack criticised Fermi's experiment pointing out that Fermi hadnot proved that uranium could not break up into two large fragments.In late 1934 Fermi observed that nuclear reactions involving neutrons seemed to occur more e�cientlyif the neutrons were passed through a block of para�n and correctly concluded that the neutrons wereslowed down by elastic collisions. Within a few hours he and his collaborators concluded the experimentand on the evening of 22 October 1934 wrote a one page paper.In 1939 Hahn and Strassman found radioactive barium among the products of bombardment of uraniumwith slow neutrons and reportedAs a consequence of these investigations we must change the names of the substances mentionedin our previous disintegration schemes, and call what we previously called radium, actinium, andthorium, by the names barium, lanthanum, and cerium. As nuclear chemists who are close to thephysicists, we are reluctant to take this step that contradicts all previous experiences of nuclearphysics. Naturwissenschaften 2711 (1939).This was the discovery of a new type of nuclear decay - nuclear �ssion. It was found that 23892 Ucould be made to �ssion only with fast neutrons whereas 23592 U could �ssion with slow neutrons.9. Production of Transuranic ElementsIn 1940 McMillan and Abelson identi�ed the element Fermi had been trying to create frombombarding uranium with neutrons.23892 U +10 n!23992 U 23min����!23993 Np+ e� + ��and soon thereafter the element plutonium via23993 Np 2:3d����!23994 Pu+ e� + ��which was also found to be �ssile and with a half-life of 24400y. These discoveries led ultimately to thediscovery of all the elements of the transuranic series.10. Nuclear FissionNuclear �ssion involves the deformation of the nuclei of heavy elements leading to the separation of thenuclei into two fragments. The absorption of an extra neutron by 23592 U results in23592 U +10 n!23692 U�which is an unstable isotope of uranium that is sensitive to deformation of its nuclear shape



31
spherical nucleus deformed nucleus �ssioning nucleus �ssion fragmentsThe nett e�ect is to produce two very energetic fragments together with extra neutrons and�rays. The �ssion fragments are highly radioactive and will gradually decay into stable elements.11. Nuclear Chain ReactionsThe extra neutrons created in the �ssion process can be used to induce more �ssions and hence moreneutrons and more �ssions. If the sample is too small the mass will be subcritical and the chain reactionwill not be self-sustaining. If the mass is su�ciently large the chain reaction can be self-sustaining andthe mass is said to be critical.12. Nuclear FusionIn nuclear �ssion energy is released when nuclei split to form lighter nuclei. It is also possible to build-uplight atoms from lighter atoms and produce energy. Thus if two protons react we can have11H +11 H !21 H + e+ + �leading to the formation of deuterium 21H. Such a reaction is strongly hindered by the Coulomb repulsionof the two protons approach one another prior to fusion.The reactions 21H +21 H !32 He+10 n21H +21 H !31 H +11 p31H +21 H !42 He+1o nall give rise to considerable excess energy known as fusion energy. These reactions are basic to thermonu-clear reactions.13. Solar EnergyFusion energy rather than �ssion energy is the source of solar energy. This is due to the abundance oflight elements in the sun. The proton-proton chain11H +11 H !21 H + e+ + �21H +11 H !32 He31He+32 He!42 He+ 211His largely responsible for energy production in the sun and similar small stars. In larger mass stars acarbon-nitrogen cycle is involved.14. The Oklo PhenomenaA knowledge of the half-life of an element allows us to predict the future of a radioactive sample. Thusthe half-life of 23592 U is 7:1� 108y and hence a 1kg sample of 23592 U will after 7:1� 108 years contain only500gm of 23592 U the rest being various decay products. If we observe today a 1kg sample of 23592 U in anore then presumably 7:1� 108 years ago it contained 2kg of 23592 U . Working backwards in time we have



32 for the abundance of 23592 U as a percentage of the total uranium contentYears before present time %23592 U0 0:72%0:5� 109 1:08%1� 109 1:63%1:5� 109 2:44%2� 109 3:65%Thus the concentration of 23592 U in the earth was higher than at the present time. P. K. Kuroda publisheda paper J. Chem. Phys.25, 781 (1956) entitled Could nuclear reactors have spontaneously started upon earth � 2 � 109 yrs ago?. In 1972 in Oklo, Gabon irrefutable evidence was found for the occurrencethere of a natural nuclear reactor. For a reviews see R. Naudet, Interdisciplinary Science Reviews, 1, 72(1976) and the book The Oklo Phenomena, I.A.E.A. Vienna (1975).15. Is Matter Forever?What do we mean when we say an atom or particle is stable? We can never answer the question withcertainty but we can establish experimental limits. When we say something is stable we are saying noexperiment, as yet, has observed any decays. Many isotopes have half-lives that are many powers of tenlonger than the age of the universe. There are good theoretical reasons to suppose that electrons andneutrinos are absolutely stable. The ultimate stability of matter will depend on whether protons decayinto lighter particles such as positrons, mesons etc. Some uni�ed theories have predicted that protonsshould decay with a half-life of � 1031 years that is about 1021 times longer than the age of the universe.Current experimental results give t 12 > 1032 years.How can we measure such an enormously long lifetime?1gm of matter contains � 6� 1023 nucleons1 tonne = 106gm1 tonne contains 6� 1029 nucleons1000 tonnes contains 6� 1032 nucleonsThus if t 12 = 1032 years then we expect a 1000tonne sample to yield approximately 6 decays/yr. Formore details see S. Weinberg, Proton Decay, Scienti�c American June (1981).16. QuestionsQ1 Is antimatter ever produced in the human body?Q2 If the present percentage of 23592 is 0:715% what would the percentage have been 2 � 109 yearsago?Q3 Could a nuclear reactor have spontaneously started up on earth � 2� 109 years ago?Q4 The man-made element 24395 Am decays by � emission and is commonly used in smoke detectorsin houses. Explain how such a device works.Q5 Can the Oklo phenomena tell us how nuclear waste can move over geological periods of time?



33Ceci's ego was not destroyed or transformed by her relationshipwith God but compressed, squeezed, compacted, to the verypoint of collapsing under its own mass. The gravitationalforce of her passion had become so strong in her that lightcould not escape outwards, and she gave little joy or comfortto those around her. She had become a black hole: there wasa perfect dark night of her soul. Time slowed down in thatgravitational force; as if in slow motion once the irrevocableprocess had begun she was stretched, twisted, warped by theplunge; and everything that was Ceci was sucked towards thesingularity; and thence into an alternative universe beyondthe laws of physics and psyche, into a new universe, into God.{ Sara Maitland Home Truths,Chatto and Windus, London(1993)



34 Chapter Six Black-Body RadiationLectures were once useful; but now, when all can read,and books are so numerous, lectures are unnecessary.If your attention fails, and you miss a part of a lecture,it is lost; you cannot go back as you do upon a book.| Samuel Johnson, 15th April 1781 : see Boswell Lifeof Johnson, London (1791)1. SYNOPSISWe explore the subject of black-body radiation which led to the development of quantum theory andprovided a means of determining the temperature of stars and furnaces. The black-body radiation is offundamental signi�cance in Big Bang cosmology.2. Absorption and Emission of RadiationThe rate at which a body emits or absorbs radiant energy depends on its absolute temperature and thenature of its exposed surfaces. Objects that are good emitters are also good absorbers of the same kindof radiant energy. A blackened body is an excellent emitter as well as an excellent absorber.3. Change of Colour with TemperatureIt has been known, almost from earliest times, that a metallic rod will, with increasing temperature, startto glow red and as it gets still hotter become yellow and thence white. This shift of colour seems to belargely independent of the nature of the rod.4. The Ideal Black-BodyIn 1859 Kircho� introduced the idea of a perfect black-body as a body that completely absorbs allwavelengths � of radiation that falls on it. Such a body must also be a perfect emitter of radiation.5. The Black-Body Cavity
Consider a box, as above, having black walls. A light beam entering the box will be partially reectedand partially absorbed each time it strikes the walls. After a number of reections the light will betotally absorbed even if the walls were not perfectly black. To a person looking from the outside, at roomtemperature, the aperture in the box will appear blacker than black!6. Radiation from a Black-BodyImagine a black-body cavity is heated so that the walls are kept at a constant temperature of T oK. Thewalls will emit radiation. Since the cavity behaves as a perfect absorber it must also be a perfect emitterindependently of the precise nature of the walls. The whole cavity will be �lled with radiant energy. Ifthe cavity contains a small aperture radiant energy will stream from the aperture. The aperture behaves



35as an ideal black-body emitting radiation exactly as for an ideal black-body of the same temperature asthe cavity and its walls.We can measure the total energy E emitted in one second by the aperture in Joules and if we divide thisenergy by the area A of the aperture we can say that the surface is emitting radiant energy with a totalenergy density u. Total Energy passing through aperture in 1sArea of aperture = EA (1)Remarkably, Kircho� showed that the energy density u depends only on the temperature of the black-bodymeasured in oK and in no way upon the materials composing the black-body.7. Stefan's LawIn 1879 J. Stefan conjectured, on the basis of extrapolation of two experimental measurements by Tyndall,that the total surface energy density u of the radiation from a black-body at a temperature T wasu = �T 4 (2)where � was a, then unknown, constant that had to be �xed by experiment. Nowadays this constant istermed the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.� = 5:67� 10�8Js�1m�2 (3)Thus a doubling of the temperature raises the surface energy density of the emitted radiation by sixteen(16) times. A theoretical derivation of Stefan's result was given in 1884 by L. Boltzmann. The fourthpower law is now known as the Stefan-Boltzmann law.8. Black-Body Radiation is Wavelength DependentSo far we have spoken of the total energy density u without regard to the wavelength of the radiationbeing measured. Suppose we had a black-body emitting radiation at a temperature T oK and pass theradiation through a �lter that only allows light to pass through it if it falls in the wavelength interval � to�+ d�. We could measure the total energy passing through the �lter in 1s and call it E�. If the surfacearea of the black-body is A then we would say that the energy density u� in the wavelength interval �to �+ d� is u� = E�A (4)u� is essentially the power radiated in the wavelength interval � to �+d� per unit area of the black-bodyradiator and if � is measured in nanometres (1nm = 10�9m) then u� would be in watts per metre2 pernanometre. So for a typical visible light of 500nm we might use a �lter that passed 500 to 501nm light todetermine u� for � = 500nm etc. Early workers frequently plotted the variation of u� with wavelength� for a black-body at a �xed temperature T and observed results as shown below.I
�T



36 Notice that the black-body radiation forms a smooth continuous spectrum with u� attaining a maximumfor a given temperature T . We denote the wavelength of the maxima by �max9. Wein's Displacement LawIn 1893 Wein noted that the product of the wavelength �max with the temperature in oK was a constantb. �maxT = b (5)The constant b was later determined experimentally asb = 2:897� 10�3mK (6)Wein's displacement law gave an important method for determining the temperature of a black-body.Simply determine �max where the energy density attains its maximum value.Thus for the sun we �nd �max � 500nm leading toT = b�max = 5974KNotice Wein's law is consistent with the observation that as the temperature is raised the colour of aglowing object changes from red to yellow to white, that is to shorter wavelengths.10. Big-Bang Cosmic Radiation BackgroundIn 1965 Penzias and Wilson measured microwave radiation intensities coming from outer space. Theradiation was the same in all directions and peaked at about �max = 0:107cm. Assuming that theradiation corresponds to that of a black-body we �nd from Wein's lawT = 2:7Kand corresponds to relic cosmic radiation from Big Bang.The most important thing accomplished by the discovery ofthe radiation background in 1965 was to force all of us totake seriously the idea that there was an early universe{ Steven Weinberg, The First Three Minutes New York:Basic Books (1977)11. The Black-Body Radiation CurveThe central problem in the second half of the 1800's for physicists was to explain the form of the black-body radiation curve. Two notable results were obtained.Wein (1896) had deduced a result that appeared to correctly represent the black-body curve for shortwavelengths (e.g. in the ultraviolet) but which failed to give the correct behaviour for long wavelengths(e.g. in the infrared).Rayleigh (June 1900) introduced a new radiation law (later to be known as the Rayleigh-Jeans law) whichcorrectly described the long wavelength behaviour but failed catastrophically in the ultraviolet predictingthe energy density rising to in�nity leading to the "ultraviolet catastrophe".



37relative intensity
frequency (cycles per centimetre)0246810 2 6 8 10 12 14 16 18y 12. Planck's Solution to the Black-Body ProblemThe black-body problem posed a major dilemma for physicists at the close of the 19th century. Classicalphysicists had had some stunning successes, most notably Newton's mechanics and Maxwell's electro-magnetic theory of radiation, and yet classical physicists seemed unable to solve the black-body problem.While solutions for the long wavelength limit (the Rayleigh-Jeans law) and the short wavelength limit(the Wein law) were adequate over certain wavelenght ranges neither would cover the entire range.A single solution that covered the entire spectral range was sought. Planck attempted desperately toproduce a classical solution to the problem and successfully interpolated between the Wein and Rayleigh-Jeans laws to produce a single formula. An interpolation is not a derivation! In late 1900 Planck triedto assume that the radiation in a black-body cavity was produced by a set of elementary oscillatorsthat could continuously radiate energy. Recall Maxwell had shown that an accelerating electric chargecould emit radiation. Planck found that it was impossible to produce a solution that agreed with hisinterpolated result if it was assumed that the oscillators radiated continuously. He found it was necessaryto assume that the energy E radiated by an oscillator working at a frequency f was radiated in discreteamounts. Indeed it appeared that the oscillators could only radiate energy in integral multiples of hf .i.e. E = nhf n = 1; 2; : : : (7)where h is a new fundamental constant, now known as Planck's constant,h = 6:626196� 10�34JsThe above result became known as Planck's quantisation postulate. An oscillator of frequency f can onlyradiate energy in multiples of hf . In all previous treatments it had been assumed that the energy E ofan oscillator was continuously variable whereas Planck was driven to assume the energy could only be anintegral multiple of hf .Making use of the quantisation postulate made it possible to derive a complete and seemingly exact resultfor the entire black-body radiation curve givingu� = 8�ch�5 1e hc�kT � 1 (8)where k was Boltzmann's constant k = 1:380622� 10�23JKPlanck's general result gave Wein's law and the Rayleigh-Jeans law as limiting special cases and further-more lead directly to the Stefan-Boltzmann and Wein's displacement law. Stefan's constant � and Wein'sconstant b became expressible in terms of fundamental constants.Planck's quantisation postulate gave rise, all be it rather slowly, to what was to become the quatumtheory of matter and radiation and led to the quantum technology revolution that persists today. Thenext major step was to be Einstein's, the subject of our next chapter.



38 Historical Note:- Stefan's LawStefan read about Tyndall's experiments in W�ullner's textbook on heat noting that Tyndallmeasured the total emission from a platinum wire at 1473oK and 798oK and reported that the emissionwas 11.7 times greater at the higher temperature. Stefan noted that�1473798 �4 � 11:7and in 1879 Stefan concluded that for a blackbody the total radiation E is proportional to T 4.A modern repetition of Tyndall's experiment - which was far from being a blackbody - wouldyield a ratio of 18.6 rather than 11.7.ConclusionStefan's result was fortuitous. The theoretical proof of Stefan's Law was given by Boltzmann in1884. People have now a-days, got a strange opinion that ev-erything should be taught by lectures. Now, I cannot seethat lectures can do as much good as reading the booksfrom which the lectures are taken. I know nothing thatcan be best taught by lectures, except where experimentsare to be shewn. You may teach chymistry by lectures.- You might teach making of shoes by lectures!| Samuel Johnson, February 1766 : see Boswell Life ofJohnson, London (1791)



39Chapter Seven Particles and Waves?I promise you four papers...The �rst..deals with radiation and energy characteristics of lightand is very revolutionary...The second work is a determination of the true size of the atomfrom the di�usion and viscosity of dilute solutions of neutral substances. The third proves thatassuming the molecular theory of heat, bodies whose dimensions are of the order of 1/1000mm,and are suspended in uids, should experience measurable disordered motion. It is the motionof small inert particles that has been observed by physiologists, and called by them `Brown'smolecular motion'. The fourth paper exists in �rst draft and is an electrodynamics of movingbodies employing a modi�cation of the doctrine of space and time; the purely kinematical part ofthis work will certainly interest youA. Einstein, in a letter to Conrad Habicht, Spring 1905.
1. SYNOPSISEinstein's study of the photoelectric e�ect develops the concept of the photon leading to a reinterpretationof the Young double slit experiment. Photon's exhibit properties involving a wave-particle duality. Couldthis duality also occur for particles of matter? de Broglie makes a daring hypothesis.2. Einstein and the Photo-Electric E�ectPlanck's 1900 black-body radiation theory assumed that for electromagnetic radiation of frequency f ,energy is emitted or absorbed discontinuously, in quanta of magnitudeE = hf (1)Planck's result was largely ignored until Einstein considered the subject in 1905 stating [Annalen derPhysik 17, 132 (1905)]In accordance with the assumption to be considered here, the energy of a light ray spreading outfrom a point source is not continuously distributed over an increasing space but consists of a �nitenumber of energy quanta which are localised at points in space, which move without dividing, andwhich can only be produced and absorbed as complete units.Whereas Planck considered quantised oscillators Einstein took the important step in realising that elec-tromagnetic radiation itself was quantised.Among Einstein's �rst application of the quantisation of light was an analysis of the photo-electric e�ect.It had been observed in the 1880's that when short wavelength light (e.g. ultraviolet) impinged on ametallic surface electrons were expelled from the surface. Light of longer wavelengths failed to expel anyelectrons, i.e. there was a sharp wavelength cuto�. The photo-electric e�ect appeared to be inconsistentwith classical electromagnetic theory.



40 Einstein's resolution of the photo-electric e�ect proceeded from the assumption that light consisted ofquantised photons. Einstein wrote further in his 1905 paperAccording to the concept that the incident light consists of energy quanta (photons) of magnitudehf ,... one can conceive of the ejection of electrons by light in the following way. Energy quantapenetrate into the surface layer of the body (the target electrode), and their energy is transformed,at least in part, into kinetic energy of electrons. The simplest way to imagine this is that a lightquantum delivers its entire energy to a single electron; we shall assume that this is what happens.The possibility should not be excluded, however, that electrons might receive their energy only inpart from the light quanta. An electron to which kinetic energy has been imparted in the interiorof the body (the target electrode) will have lost some of its energy by the time it reaches thesurface. Furthermore, we shall assume that in leaving the body each electron must perform anamount of work P characteristic of the substance. The ejected electrons leaving the body with thelargest normal velocity will be those that were (located exactly on) the surface. The kinetic energyof such electrons is given by hf � P .If the body is charged to a positive potential V0 and is surrounded by conductors at zero potential,and if V0 is just large enough to prevent loss of electricity, it follows thatV0e = hf � P;where e denotes the electronic charge ...The above equation became known as Einstein's photo-electric equation and led to an experimentaldetermination of the ratio h=e and since e was known it was possible to use the photo-electric e�ect as ameans of determining Planck's constant h.I
ff03. Einstein's PhotonsEinstein's photons travel at the speed of light c and as a result of Einstein's relativity theory can neverbe found, in vacuum, at a speed less than c. There is no situation where the photon could be found atrest. It either travels at the speed c or it does not exist. A further consequent of relativity is that thephoton posseses no rest mass. At the instant of its creation it takes o� at the speed c. If it is absorbedby matter it ceases to exist as a photon. The photon carries with it momentum pp = hfc = h� (2)This means that a photon impinging on a surface will exert on that surface a force and hence there existsa radiation pressure that can be experimentally measured.4. How numerous are photons?A 100 watt light bulb emits approximately 1 watt of visible light at about 500nm. How many photonsof visible light are emitted each second?



41The energy of one photon of light at 500nm isE = hc� = 6:6� 10�34 � 3� 108500� 10�19= 4� 10�19JOne watt = 1Js�1 and thus the number of photons emitted in 1s is= 14� 10�19 = 2:5� 1018which is an enormous number.5. Sensitivity of the human eyeThe human eye can detect light down to a few photons/second. Suppose we place a source emitting 1018photons/second at the centre of a large sphere of radius R metres and suppose the photons are emitteduniformly in all directions. The number of photons N striking a square metre of the surface of the spherewill be equal to N = 10184�R2 (3)Under favourable conditions the human eye has a receiving diameter of � 6mm and hence an area of� 3� 10�5m2. Thus the number of photons the eye receives from the source at a deistance R will ben = 3� 10�5N = 7:8� 1011R2 (4)Suppose we ask that n = 10 be the number of photons entering the eye/second at the distance R thenR2 = 7:8� 1010and hence R = 2:8� 105m = 280kmQ1 Discuss the assumptions made in the above calculation.6. Photons can not be splitFor two excellent accounts of this topic see the �rst chapter of Principles of Quantum Mechanicsby P.A.M. Dirac (that chapter is readable by any physics student - the succeeding chapters aredemanding!) and Take a Photon ... by O.R. Frisch in Contemporary Physics 7 (1985).Einstein assumed that a photon could not be divided into fractions of a photon. Consider an arrangementas below
1 2Can we use a beam splitter to split a photon? Suppose we adjust the photocells so that they count onlyif photons with energy between hc� and 23 hc� will be counted. We can arrange for the beam splitter to



42 divide the beams of photons into a transmitted beam and a reected beam of equal intensity. In thatcase both photocells will count at the same rate.On the classical wave theory we would expect the wave train to be divided and neither counter to click.Experimentally we �nd that the wavelength of the light in the two beams is unchanged and the countingrate registered by photocell 2 is halved from what it would be if the beam splitter were absent.From the above observations we may conclude that photons do not split.Now lower the intensity of the lamp until photons arrive singly. We now �nd that as each photon strikesthe beam splitter it either passes through and photocell 2 registers a count or it is reected and photocell1 registers a count. If we carry out observations over a long period of time we will �nd that the twophotocells register essentially the same number of counts. However, for an individual photon we can makeno deterministic prediction as to which counter will be activated.7. Young's Double Slit Experiment (Again)Let us return to Young's double slit experiment that gave rise to the revival of the wave theory of light.S1 S2S2Let us consider photons coming from the source. We know experimentally that an interferencepattern of bright and dark bands is produced. If either slit is blocked no pattern is seen. If both slitsare open the interference pattern is seen. Suppose we regard the beam of light as split into two beams ofphotons of equal intensity, i.e. equal numbers of photons. If the two components interfere destructivelywe would require a photon in one beam to annihilate a photon in the other to produce a dark spotor two photons to somehow combine together to produce four photons. Either situation would violateconservation of energy. Evidently photons do not arrive at the spots where there are dark fringes. Toovercome this paradox it is necessary to assume that the photon is partly present in both beams. Eachphoton only interferes with itself. No interference occurs between two di�erent photons.We can again make no meaningful statement that a particular photon is in a particular beam. Its positionbetween the slits is indeterminate. Note an interference pattern is expected, and found !, even when theintensity of the source is so low that photons reach the slit system one at a time. Photons exhibit a fullrange of phenomena associated classically with waves (e.g. di�raction and interference e�ects) as well asparticle-like properties as shown in the photo-electric e�ect.8. Do Electrons exhibit wave-like properties?In 1923 Prince Louis de Broglie suggested that atomic particles might exhibit a wave-like aspect to theirbehaviour. He had noted that photons carried a momentum p that was related to the energy E of thephoton by E = pc (5)Noting Planck's quantisation result E = h� = hc� (6)



43he could write for a photon p = h�c = h� (7)and hence � = hp (8)de Broglie then made the daring jump by suggesting that a particle of mass m travelling with a speed vwould exhibit wave-like properties with a wavelength� = hmv (9)The wavelength so calculated is known as the de Broglie wavelength. Somewhat remarkably de Brogliepresented his results in French in his thesis and in English in his scienti�c paper on the subject.L. V. de Broglie, A tentative theory of light quanta, Phil. Mag. (London) 47, 446 (1924).9. Examples1. A 1000kg car travelling at 10ms�1 (� 36kph)� = 6:6� 10�341000� 10 = 6:6� 10�38m2. A 10gm bullet travelling at 500ms�1 � = 1:3� 10�34m3. An electron with a kinetic energy of 1eV� = 1:2� 10�9m = 1:2nm4. For thermal neutrons 12mv2 = 32kT and hence mv = p3mkT leading to� = hp3mkTFor T = 300K we obtain � � 15nmThe �rst two examples involve wavelengths that are very small compared with the atomic dimensions(� 0:1nm). The third example involving electrons results in a wavelength comparable with atomicdimensions and hence could be expected to give rise to interference and di�raction phenomena at theatomic scale. N.B. For more energetic electrons it is necessary to replace the classical momentum (mv)in Eq.(9) by its relativistic momentum. Likewise in we expect similar interference and di�raction e�ectsfor neutrons. The 1994 Nobel Prize in Physics was for the practical development of neutron di�ractiontechniques and then application to studies of solids and liquids. Neutrons carry no nett charge so areuna�ected by Coulomb �elds but have a non-zero magnetic moment so are sensitive to magnetic �eldsand electron spins and can thus supply information not obtainable from X-ray studies.Q2 Protons have a wavelength also comparable with that of the neutron and are more easily preparedas beams why are they not also used in atomic structure studies?de Broglie's matter theory was supported in 1927 by the experimental work of Davisson, Germer andThomson. Later experimental work was to show di�raction and interference e�ects for beams of neutrons,helium atoms and hydrogen molecules. We can conclude that all matter exhibits wave-like propertiesTheseproperties become discernible at the atomic scale.10. "Seeing" an electronCould we "see" an electron? To "see" an electron implies that we scatter light o� it and detect thescattered or reected light. Ordinary visible light will not su�ce as the size of the electron is very muchless than the wavelength of visible light. This suggests we should use very short wavelength radiationsuch as  rays. However the e�ect of such energetic radiation striking the electron will be to impart avelocity to the electron. If the position of the electron is to be determined accurately shorter wavelength



44 , more energetic radiation must be used. Thence the disturbance of the electron's motion and hence theelectron's momentum. The more accurately the position of the electron is determined the greater is theinaccuracy in the momentum of the electron.11. Heisenberg's Uncertainty PrincipleIn 1926 Werner Heisenberg (1901-76) examined the problem of simultaneously determining the positionand velocity of an electron using a hypothetical �ray microscope. He found that every process of mea-surement disturbs the measured object no matter what the process and no matter what the object. Thisdisturbance causes uncertainties or inaccuracies in the position and velocity of the object. Heisenberg'sresult maybe stated as: we cannot simultaneously measure the position and velocity of an object toarbitrary precision.The product of the uncertainty in position (�x) with the uncertainty in the x�component of the velocity(�vx) cannot be reduced to zero �x��vx � h2�m � 10�34mHeisenbergs result is often written in terms of the momentum p = mv for a particle as�x��px � 10�34In the case of a photon the momentum is precisely p = hfc and as a consequence its position is completelyindeterminate - it cannot be localised in space at all.N.B. An important consequence of Heisenberg's work is that a particle such as an electron cannot beassociated with a well-de�ned path through spacetime. The concept of a trajectory implies that, at agiven instant, one may specify where a particle is and the direction and speed with which it is moving.The concept of a well de�ned trajectory is incompatible with the requirements of quantum theory. If theposition of an electron at one time is A and another time B we cannot trace out a well-de�ned path ofmotion connecting A and B.12. Matter Waves and Interference (Again)As noted earlier a photon cannot be localised at a place. The interaction of a photon with a detector occursat a de�nite place and time. Prior to this interaction the photon has no meaningful (or determinate)position. This point needs to be clearly realised in analysing Young's double slit experiment.Likewise in the case of electrons passing through a double slit system we cannot determine the electrontrajectories or paths with certainty. The electron is believed to be a point-like entity without structure.The precise location of the point may not be well-de�ned. In that sense the electron is not a wave butthe way it moves about is controlled by wave-like principles.Matter waves may be viewed as probability waves which tell us where the particle is most likely to befound. The electron interference pattern is built up of a series of electron-detector interactions. Observinga large number of such interactions builds up the interference pattern. No predictions can be given of theactual path taken by an individual electron before interacting with the detector. We cannot determinewhich slit the electron passes through without destroying the interference phenomena itself.We believe it is an appropriate time to review the evi-dence, and to see if the case for a critical density Uni-verse is compelling. Inter alia the purpose of so do-ing is to emphasize that this is indeed an experimentalquestion, where theory - no matter how dear it may beto us - will eventually have to bow to the experimentalevidence| P. Coles and G. Ellis The case for an open Universe,Nature 370, 609 (1994)



45Chapter Eight From Line Spectra to Particle PhysicsOne of the most striking phenomena which have beenobserved in this experiment is the occasional simulta-neous appearance of paired tracks consisting of one pos-itive particle and one negative with a common point oforigin.| C. D. Anderson and S. H. Neddermeyer, Phys. Rev.33, 1034 (1933)1. SYNOPSISThe development of quantum theory, after Planck's initial black-body studies, was greatly inuencedby the experimental studies of the line spectra of the elements, with Balmer's observations concerningthe simple line spectra of the hydrogen atom leading up to Bohr's semiclassical quantum model of theH�atom. We then switch to questions relating to the discovery of antimatter and its relationship toparticle physics and the ultimate constituents of matter.2. The Hydrogen Atomic SpectrumThe simplest spectrum is that of the hydrogen atom which involves relatively few lines in the visible.H� H H� H�
with the following lines being prominentline wavelength � nmH� 656:2H� 486:1H 434:0H� 410:13. The Balmer SeriesIn 1884 the Swiss school teacher, J. Balmer, learnt of the existence of the H spectral lines H�; H� andH� and noted the ratios H�=H� = 656:2486:1 = 1:3499 � 2720 = 1:35H�=H� = 656:2410:1 = 1:600 � 85 = 1:6H�=H� = 486:1410:1 = 1:1853 � 3227 = 1:1852



46 Balmer then conjectured that the wavelength of any member of the series would be given by�n = n2n2 � 22�0 where n = 3; 4; 5 : : :with �0 = 364:56nm. Using Balmer's conjecture we �ndn �n3 99�4�0 = 95�0 = 656:2nm H�4 1616�4�0 = 43 = 486:1nm H�5 2525�4�0 = 2521�0 = 434:0nm H6 3636�4�0 = 98�0 = 410:1nm H�1 �0 = 346:6nm H1His conjecture readily reproduced the observed ratios and correctly gave the H line. Balmer's result,having absolutely no theoretical foundation, was later to play a key role in Bohr's quantum model of theH�atom and in the subsequent development of Schr�odinger's equation.4. Discovery of the PositronRutherford showed that the atom consisted of a core of protons (later also neutrons) surrounded by anumber of electrons. For a neutral atom the number of electrons was equal to the number of protonsin the nucleus. Such a model immediately ran into serious conict with classical electromagnetism. Ifthe electron is a classical charged particle in orbit about the nucleus then it would be under constantacceleration and should radiate, losing energy and eventually collapse into the nucleus in about 10�9s!In 1913 Niels Bokr (1885-1962) made a semiclassical derivation of the energy levels of the hydrogen atom.He essentially extended Planck's quantization postulate to say that the angular momentum of an electronwould also be quantized and used a mixture of classical Newtonian mechanics and the classical Coulomb'slaw with the quantization postulate and obtained a correct expression for the energy levels of a hydrogenatom. Bohr had assumed that the energy states of his quantised version of Rutherford's planetary atominvolved a lowest energy state, the ground state, from which it did not radiate.In 1926 Schr�odinger tried to introduce a relativistically correct equation for the hydrogen atom but hefound it gave an inadequate description of the �ne structure of the hydrogen atom and abandoned hisequation (later to become known as the Klein- Gordon equation, a relativistically correct equation fordescribing bosons which we shall meet later). He then wrote the equation nowadays universally knownas the Schr�odinger equation. His equation, while relativistically unsatisfactory, has to this day been theprincipal equation of low energy quantum theory. Schr�odinger's equation had the considerable advantageover the crude Bohr model in that it led directly to the possibility of calculating properties other thanjust energy, such as transition probabilities and was also capable of extension to many-electron systems.In 1928 P. A. M. Dirac produced a new equation to describe the properties of an electron taking intoaccount both quantum theory and relativity in a consistent manner. Dirac's new equation was an em-barrassment as it possessed four solutions instead of the two expected for the two spin states of thenegatively charged electron. These extra solutions, as realised by Dirac, seemed to be appropriate to theproperties of a positively charged particle of the same mass as the electron. The only known positivelycharged particle was the proton some 1836 times the mass of the electron. J. R. Oppenheimer showedthat Dirac's extra solutions could not be associated with the proton.In 1932 C. D. Anderson and S. Neddermeyer studied the properties of cosmic rays interacting withmatter using a cloud chamber and on 2 August 1932 obtained a remarkable photograph that could onlybe identi�ed with a positively charged particle with the same mass as the electron! This particle, thepositron, was indeed the particle described by Dirac's extra solutions and was the antiparticle of theelectron.5. AntimatterThe discovery of the positron heralded the discovery of a new form of matter known as antimatter. Dirac'stheory, along with the Klein-Gordon equation rejected by Schr�odinger, predicted that for every particlethere should be a corresponding antiparticle of the same mass with the opposite sign of the electric chargeand magnetic moment. Indeed it was predicted that even neutral particles such as the neutron, or more



47exotically the neutrino, would have corresponding antiparticles. For some neutral particles (bosons) theparticle and antiparticle would be equivalent as is the case for the photon.In 1955 it became possible to produce in the laboratory antiprotons and antineutrons. With an antiprotonand a positron it becomes possible to create antihydrogen and in principle, though not in practice, itshould be possible to create the antiparticle equivalent of any object.6. Matter-Antimatter creation and annihilation�rays are essentially particles of light or photons of high energy and carry no electric charge. Theyare in essence packets of electromagnetic energy. If the energy of a �ray (E ) is greater than the restenergy of an electron and a positron it is possible for an electron-positron pair to materialiseE > 2mec2 = 1:022MeV (1)Conversely an electron and a positron may come together and annihilate each other to for a pair of�rays (at least two s are required to conserve linear momentum.e+ + e� ! 2 (2)Q1. Use the above two equations to show how energetic �rays can be reduced to �rays of energy� 0:511MeV .In general matter brought into contact with antimatter will annihilate producing neutrinos, antineutrinos,�rays etc.Q2. Matter and antimatter appears to be completely symmetrical and we would at �rst sight expecta universe with equal quantities of matter and antimatter. In practice the universe appears tobe made of only one form of matter. Why?7. Neutrinos and AntineutrinosEarly studies of ��decay created a crisis in physics. It appeared to violate both the conservation ofenergy and the conservation of spin statistics. Pauli realised in 1930 that both conservation laws woulsdbe saved by hypothesising the existence of a particle that had the same spin as the electron (s = 12�h )but necessarily carrying no charge. He assumed that the particle had only very weak interactions withmatter. The particle was called the neutrino � with its corresponding antiparticle being an antineutrino��. Direct observation of the neutrino was made by Cowan and Reines in 1953.Neutrinos are produced in enormous numbers in nuclear reactors and in the sun. Approximately 1011pass through a given square centimetre of the earth's surface every second. The neutrino is one of themost abundant particles in the universe and has a mass close to zero if not zero itself.Q3. Supernova 1987a was only visible in the Southern hemisphere. Japanese researchers detected afew neutrinos from 1987a. Why were they able to detect them?8. Quarks and Subnuclear StructureThree quarks for Muster Mark, Finnegan's Wake, James JoyceAre the neutron and proton elementary entities or do they have a substructure? Might not the nucleonsbe composites of some other particles? If high energy electrons are scattered o� nucleons it appears thatnucleons do indeed have a substructure and consist of parts (partons). It is now believed that nucleonsare made up of two types of quarks - u� and d�quarks with electric chargesqu = 23e qd = �13eThe proton involves two u quarks and one d quark while the neutron involves one u quark and two dquarks where e is the magnitude of the electron charge.proton uud Qp = �23 + 23 � 13� e = eneutron udd Qn = �23 � 13 � 13� e = 0



48 The antiproton and antineutron are built out of antiquarks�u q�u = �23e �d q �d = 13eantiproton �u�u �d Q�p = �eantineutron �u �d �d Q�n = 0Notice that the neutron and antineutron while electrically neutral involve quarks that carry an electriccharge. This makes it possible for the neutron and antineutron to exhibit magnetic properties eventhough they are electrically neutral.��decay can be regarded as the decay of a neutron in the nucleus vian! p+ e� + ��or in terms of their quark constituents udd! uud+ e� + ��and hence d! u+ e� + ��9. The Strong Nuclear ForceWe have already met the very weak gravitational force via Newton's law of gravitational attraction andthe vastly stronger electromagnetic forces as seen for example in the force law of Coulomb for electriccharges. Neither of these forces is strong enough to account for the observed strong forces that bindnucleons together to produce stable nuclei. The strong nuclear force may be studied by observing theway it scatters particles that come close to the nucleus. Beams of energetic protons or neutrons may bemade to scatter o� nuclei in a controlled manner. Among the �rst surprising result was the observationthat the strong nuclear force seemed to be essentially independent of whether neutrons or protons wereused. That is, the nuclear force seemed to be charge independent the forces beingp� p � p� n � n � nWe have already noted that the mass of the neutron and proton are same to approximately one part in athousand. This observation lead Heisenberg to suggest that the two particles could be viewed as di�erentcharge states of a single particle, the nucleon. This suggested that if one could somehow switch o� theCoulomb force leaving just the strong nuclear force these two particles would have exactly the same mass.These observations were strongly analogous to the observation of electron spin in atoms. For a singleelectron the two possible spin states have the same energy and are said to be two-fold degenerate. Thistwo-fold degeneracy may be lifted by application of an external magnetic �eld to produce two states ofslightly di�erent energy. This to physicists is an example of broken symmetry. To explore these ideas weneed �rst to remark on the subject of symmetry in physics but this must await the next chapter.The contemporary scienti�c revolution has e�ected thedissolution of one of the most extensive superstitiousbeliefs of the age: the materialistic, clockwork universeof nineteenth-century physics. But perhaps all of thisneed not be considered on the old true/false scale ofdualities and polarities. Perhaps it can be used merelyto suspend temproarily our disbeliefs| Sara Maitland Women y when men aren't watching,Virago Press, London (1993)



49Chapter Nine Ideas of Symmetry in PhysicsDeep down inside, no-one understands quantum me-chanics ...| Murray Gell-Mann, Lecture at University of Canter-bury, Christchurch, New Zealand (1978)1. SYNOPSISSymmetry plays a key role in modern physics. Here we give a number of examples of symmetries andoutline the various types of symmetries encountered in physics. We comment on the relationship ofsymmetry to the conservation laws of physics and the signi�cance of the breaking of symmetries. Finallywe give some practical demonstrations of the distinction between rotations through 2� and 4�. In a laterchapter we will relate some of these ideas to the understanding of the various particles of physics.2. Examples of SymmetrySymmetry and invariance are closely related. Symmetries are usually associated with an operation ona system that transforms it into itself in such a manner that the system after the transformation isindistinguishable from its initial state. If the symmetry is perfect, which is rarely the case, then it shouldbe experimentally impossible to distinguish any change in the system after carrying out the symmetrytransformation. A simple example is the case of a square lying on a plane surface. If the square is rotatedthrough an angle of 90o about its centre it should be indistinguishable from the original unrotated square.If that is the case then the square is said to be symmetric with respect to a rotation through a �niteangle of 90o about its centre. The properties of the square are said to be invariant with respect to sucha rotation. In picturing such a transformation it is useful to attach the integers 1; 2; 3; 4 to the verticesof the original square and to display the rotated square displaced from the original square as below1 2
4 3 =) 4 1

3 2rotationNote that our rotation could be regarded as equivalent to a permutation of the vertices of the squaresuch that 1 ! 2; 2 ! 3; 3 ! 4; 4 ! 1. It is not di�cult to see that there are eight distinct permutationsthat leave our square invariant and each of these permutations can be associated with either a rotationabout the centre of the square or a reection about the diagonals or bisectors of the square. This givesan example of a �nite symmetry characterized by a �nite number of symmetry operations which form theelements of a �nite group.Our square is also symmetric with respect to an inversion through its centre. In that case the inversion



50 symmetry is equivalent to a rotation through 180o about the centre as seen below1 2
4 3 =) 3 4

2 1inversionThe Platonic solids, the cube, octahedron, dodecahedron and icosahedron all posssess a centre of inversionwhich, however, can not be made equivalent to any set of rotations.We could decorate our square and still leave a square that has the full symmetry of the plain square asshown, for example, below
The �gure below clearly no longer possesses the symmetry of the plain square as clearly it does not gointo itself under a simple rotation of 90o about its centre.However, we could extend our symmetry by introducing a more complicated transformation - �rst carryout the rotation and then a counterchange operation that turns black into white and white into black.



51This two step process is illustrated below.=) =)rotation counterchangeThis is an example of a black and white symmetry beautifully outlined in four articles published by H.J.Woods in the British Journal of the Textile Institute in the early 1930's, the counterchange operationarising naturally in the production of textiles. These Black and White groups are commonly referred toas Shubnikov groups though it is clear that Woods' work preceded that of Shubnikov. It was Landauwho supplied the interpretation in the physics of magnetism by regarding the counterchange operationas the equivalent of ipping a spin.Permutational symmetry is important in considering the interchange of identical objects. A diatomicmolecule with each atom being of the same isotope will exhibit permutational symmetry - interchangeof the two atoms leaves the molecule in position indistinguishable from its former position. If the twoatoms involve di�erent isotopes then the permutational invariance is broken.The preceding examples all involve �nite symmetry transformations. Other examples can involve contin-uous transformations. Thus a blank coin will exhibit cylindrical symmetry with respect to any rotationabout an axis perpendicular to its centre. A sphere devoid of any markings and perfectly regular maybe rotated into itself by any rotation about any axis that passes through its centre. An atom sitting infree space exhibits spherical symmetry. Since there is no preferred direction in space there is no preferreddirection to align the angular momentum of the atom with the result that the 2J + 1 states jJM i aredegenerate. Break the spherical symmetry by placing the atom in a magnetic �eld which destroys thespherical symmetry locally and the degeneracy is lifted as in the Zeeman e�ect.3. Continuous and Discrete SymmetriesThe above examples of symmetries may be divided into two classes, continuous and discrete. Discretesymmetries such as reections, inversions, permutations and �nite rotations are associated with multi-plicative quantum numbers whereas continuous symmetries are associated with additive quantum numberssuch as, for example, angular momentum addition.4. Symmetry, Conservation Laws and Impossible ExperimentsThe existence of a symmetry is always tentative and experiments are required to determine the limitsof applicability of a given symmetry. No symmetry can be considered as a perfect symmetry. Theobject of much of fundamental physics is the establishment of the limits of particular symmetries andwhere a symmetry is broken to explain the nature of the symmetry breaking mechanism. One cannotoveremphasize the connection between symmetry and experiment. In 1905 Emmy N�oether made theremarkable observation the conservation laws in physics are associated with particular symmetries. Thusconservation of linear momentum was associated with invariance with respect to spatial translations,angular momentum with spatial rotations etc. Parity conservation was associated with the equivalenceof the mirror image of an interaction and the real interaction. Every symmetry can be considered asa statement that a certain experiment is impossible. If the experiment is possible then the symmetrymust at least be broken. Thus for the parity conservation the impossible experiment would be to detecta di�erence between the mirror image of a real process and the process itself. If you could detect sucha di�erence then the symmetry is broken and parity is not conserved. Indeed, Madame Wu succeededin 1956 in making a ��decay experiment that showed an asymmetry with respect to parity and henceparity conservation was broken by weak interactions. Still more subtle was the demonstration, in 1964by Fitch and Cronin, of CP violation for K mesons .5. Integer and Half-Integer Angular Momenta



52 The basic particles of the universe can be divided into two distinct classesFermions which have half-integer spin such as the electron, nucleon, neutrinos quarks etc all ofwhich follow Fermi-Dirac statistics and involve antisymmetric states,Bosons which have integer spin such as the mesons, photon, gluons, graviton etc all of whichfollow Bose-Einstein statistics and involve symmetric states.Bosons and fermions behave di�erently under particle interchange or a rotation through 2�.6. Examples of 2� and 4� RotationsOur intutitive expectation is that if we rotate a system through 2� or if we circumnavigate a system oncewe will return to the initial state. I now give you three demonstrations where the niave expectation doesnot hold.The M�obius StripWe can readily make ourselves a M�obius strip by taking a longish narrow strip of paper and rotatingone end through 180o and then bringing the two ends together and sticking them together with glue.Now place a reference mark on the strip and from that mark draw a line along the middle of the stripcontinuing until you return to the reference mark. You will note that in doing this you have traversedthe strip twice!.Cup and SaucerPlace a cup on a saucer and hold it in the palm of your hand. Now turn the cup and saucer by rotatingyour hand through 2�. This leaves your hand twisted. To return to the original untwisted con�gurationrotate through a further 2�. To do that you will need to move your hand over your head to completethe total rotation through 4� and return to the original position. This is more dramatic if the cup ispartially �lled with water - this makes the cup more stable though students are likely to �nd the failureof the experiment more memorable.Rotation of a TriangleMake an equilateral triangle with distinguishable sides. Make a hole in each vertex and attach to eachhole a di�erently coloured tape, e.g. red, green and blue. Attach the loose ends to �xed points. Nowrotate the triangle through 2� by turning it over twice so as to develop a twist in two of the tapes. Atthis stage it is impossible to undo the twist without reversing the rotation or cutting the tapes. Nowrotate the triangle through a further 2� so that the two twisted tapes are further twisted. I now assertthat the twist can be removed while keeping the triangle in a �xed position and not untying any of thetapes. Indeed the twists incurred by any rotation through an even multiple of 2� may be undone but notfor odd multiples of 2�.7. Symmetry and Selection RulesThe existence of a symmetry usually implies that certain processes are not possible. If they were possiblethen the symmetry would be broken. Part of the application of symmetry considerations is to determineselection rules and to determine the conditions under which these selection rules are broken. Thus in thecase of transition matrix elements those that satisfy the selection rules are said to correspond to allowedtransitions and those that violate the selection rules are termed forbidden transitions. In the case ofelectric dipole transitions in atoms there are the well-known angular momentum selection rules�S = 0 �L = 0;�1 �J = 0;�1and in each case NOT 0 $ 0. These selection rules arise directly from the fact that the electric dipoleoperator is spin-independent and transforms like a vector with repect to the group of angular rotationsSO3. The electric dipole operator has odd parity so can only connect states of opposite parity.As a consequence of the above selection rules we would expect electric dipole transitions involving 1S0 $3P0 to be strongly forbidden. Nevertheless such transitions are observed in gaseous nebulae. The selectionrules on the quantum numbers S and L can be broken by the spin-orbit interaction but it cannot breakthe NOT J = 0 $ J = 0 selection rule.8. Resolution of the 1S0 $3 P0 PuzzleTo understand the origin of these seemingly highly forbidden transitions we need to �rst ask "What is the



53total angular momentum of an atom?". The quantum number J represents the total electronic angularmomentum of the atom. But the atom has a nucleus that also has a total nuclear angular momentum Iso that the total angular momentum of the atom F isF = I + JI will be an integer (or half-integer) if the number of protons plus neutrons is even (or odd) while J willbe an integer (or half-integer) if the number of electrons is even (or odd). If J is an integer and I isa half-integer then F will be a half-integer. If I � 12 then the nucleus may possess a nuclear magneticmoment that can couple to the electronic moments leading to a mixing of states of di�erent electronicangular momentum J leading to a breakdown of the �J = 0 NOT 0 $ 0 selection rule as occurs forexample in the transition array associated with the 3s2 $ 3s3p transition array.9. Concluding RemarkSymmetry provides a very useful method of organising information in physics as we shall see in the nextchapter when we try to organise the particles of nature into recognisable patterns.Compared to this discovery, the theory of relativity, which you all understand to be a great revo-lution in physics, was only a minor modi�cation... You think I'm going to explain it to you soyou can understand it? No, you're not going to be able to understand it ... You see my physicsstudents don't understand it either. That is because I don't understand it. Nobody does. I'mgoing to describe to you how Nature is, and if you don't like it, that's going to get in the way ofyour understanding it. It's a problem that physicists have learned to deal with: they've learned torealise that whether they like a theory or not is not the essential question. Rather, it is whetheror not the theory gives predictions that agree with experiment ... The theory of quantum elec-trodynamics describes Nature as absurd from the point of view of common sense. And it agreesfully with experiment... I'm going to have fun telling you about this absurdity, because I �nd itdelightful. Please don't turn yourself o� because you can't believe that Nature is so strange...Richard Feyman, QED: the strange theory of light and matter, A series of lectures �rst given inNew Zealand, later published as a book and recently translated into Polish. Available in thePhysics Library.



54 Chapter Ten Symmetry and the Particle ZooTHE CERN COUNCIL HAS APPROVED THE CONSTRUC-TION OF THE LARGE HADRON COLLIDER (LHC). Thehuge proton- proton collider, to be housed in the existing 27-kmtunnel used by the Large Electron Positron collider, will be builtin two stages. First, 10-TeV beams will be achieved by aboutthe year 2004. Head-on collisions would have a total energy of20 TeV. Primary topics of study in this �rst phase would be topquarks and CP violation. In the second phase, to start in 2008,the total collision energy would be boosted to 28 TeV. At thisenergy the search for the Higgs boson would be a high priority.1. SYNOPSISIn the chapters remaining for this semester I shall be discussing aspects of our current under-standing of the forces of nature and what can be expected from the construction of the large hadroncollider in Geneva. We will �rst extend our earlier remarks on symmetry, with some deliberate repeti-tion, and its consequences and trace the development of our knowledge of the particles that make upmatter as we know it.2. Why Symmetry?Symmetry is usually associated with an action or transformation of a system or object such that aftercarrying out the operation the system or object is in a state indistinguishable from that which it hadprior to carrying out the action or transformation. Thus there is a close relationship between symmetryand impossible experiments. The existence of a symmetry implies that it is impossible to devise anexperiment to distinguish the before and after situation. If you succeed then the symmetry does notexist. All the great conservation laws are associated with the assertion that a particular experiment isimpossible. Indeed in the early 1900's Emmy N�oether showed that every conservation law is associatedwith a certain invariance which in turn is associated with the statement of an impossible experiment. Forexample, the conservation of angular momentum is associated with the statement that no experimentalisthas been able to determine a preferred direction in space. A partial list of impossible experiments is givenin Table 1.1.Thus the existence of a symmetry tells us what is NOT possible but does not tell us what IS possible.The existence of a symmetry rules out some possibilities.1 2 It leads to selection rules. The existence ofa symmetry constrains the form of theories used to model the system possessing an observed symmetry.We must strongly emphasise that the existence of a symmetry can only be determined by experiment andis always a tentative statement. We can never be sure that some improvement in experimental techniqueor some experiment not hitherto contemplated will reveal an inexactitude in the symmetry. As examplesconsider the parity violation experiment or the CP violation experiments of kaons.1 Kepler in his beautiful Christmas essay The Snowake is fascinated throughout by the existence of symmetry andcosmologically writes of the harmony of the spheres. Copernicus, prior to Kepler, recognises the approximate nature ofsymmetries - writing of the sphericity of the earth Although it is not immediately apparent that it is a perfect sphere, becausethe mountains project so far and the valleys are so deep, they produce very little variation in the complete roundness ofthe Earth2 Muslim theology sees only God as perfect and thus carpet chanters, recognising their own imperfection, willdeliberately make the occasional error, so that such a carpet will contain imperfections which is then consistent with theirtheology.



55Table 1.1 Impossible experiments and symmetries.Immeasurable Quantity Implied Invariance Conserved Quantity AccuracyAbsolute Position Space Translation Momentum exact(?)Absolute Time Time Displacement Energy exact(?)Absolute Direction Rotational Angular exact(?)MomentumRelative Phase of Charge Gauge Charge Q exact(?)charged and neutral TransformationsparticlesLeft and Right Space Inversion P parity violated inIndistinguishability weakinteractionsDirection of Time Reversal T - violatedTime FlowIndistinguishabilityParticle-AntiParticle Charge Conjugation C Charge Parity violated inDistinction weakinteractionsRelative phase Baryon Gauge Baryon Number B exact(?)of baryons and Transformationsother particlesRelative phase Electron Number Electron Number Le exact(?)of e� & �e and Gauge Transformationsother particlesRelative phase Muon Number Muon Number Le exact(?)of �� & �� and Gauge Transformationsother particles



56 3. Broken symmetryIn practice very few symmetries are 'exact' and in most cases we are led to consider 'approximate'symmetries. A symmetry need not be exact to be useful. Indeed I would assert the following:Proposition: We should always strive to construct theories with the highest possible symmetry even ifthese are not exact symmetries of nature. The physics comes in the process of breaking the symmetry.4. Global and local symmetriesA symmetry may be global or local. A local symmetry need not be global. In most of this course we willbe discussing local symmetries.5. Types of symmetriesThere are a wide range of possible symmetries that we might consider. Two major categories would bediscrete and continuous symmetries. Discrete symmetries, such as reections, inversions, time reversal,charge conjugation, parity, �nite rotations, permutations etc. are associated with multiplicative or phase-like quantum numbers. Continuous symmetries such as translations and rotations are associated withadditive quantum numbers (e.g. angular momentum J or linear momentum p).6. Symmetry and the UniverseOn a clear night, away from city lights, look up to the sky (A feat more readily accomplishedin the time of Copernicus in old Toru�n than in modern Toru�n) and you arrive at two utterly amazing,and deep conclusions, concerning the nature of the Universe which are in accord with more detailedobservations:- 1.The universe is almost empty.2.The universe is not empty.Matter in the universe is astonishingly rare. Radiation is in comparison superabundant there being about1018 photons for every baryon3. Why is matter so rare? Why is there any matter in the universe? Orsomewhat more anthropologically, Why can we ask these questions? Our ability to ask these questionshinges on their answer. Why is the matter in the universe predominantly of one type and does not appearin equal quantities of matter and antimatter? What is the origin of this broken symmetry between matterand antimatter? We shall return to these questions later.7. The charge neutrality of matterHow neutral is matter? What would happen if we placed all the protons of a 68kg person in one boxand a meter away put all the electrons? We could anticipate that an attractive electric force woulddevelop between the two groups of charges. Application of the Coulomb force law readily leads to themagnitude of the force as � 1030 Newtons! Matter is neutral to an astonishing extent. This neutralityof matter hides from us the strength of the Coulomb force. From our daily experience with forces wefalsely conclude that gravity is the strongest force when in fact it is the weakest of all known forces4. Theneutrality of matter hints at another conservation law - namely charge conservation. What is the originof charge conservation and the neutrality of matter5?8. The Beginnings of Particle PhysicsThe discovery of the particles of physics very much belongs to our century and can con�dently be expectedto continue into the next century. The only particle known up to the end of the last century was theelectron, discovered in 1897 when J. J. Thomson measured the ratio of its charge to mass giving the �rstcharacterisation of an "elementary" particle. The next particle was the photon introduced by Einstein3 Questions of the existence of dark matter are irrelevant. Even if, as some believe, that 95% of the matter in theuniverse is unseen the existence of matter in the universe remains very rare.4 The separation of charges plays a key role in many human activities. A golfer propelling a golf ball by hitting itwith a club involves electrical forces - gravity enters only in the subsequent motion of the struck ball5 In the 1950's R. A. Lyttleton suggested that the expansion of the universe could be explained if there was a slightdi�erence in the charge on the proton from that on the electron. Subsequent precise measurements of the charge ratio haveruled out that possibility.



57as a quantized packet of electromagnetic energy and as the basis for the quantum theory of light. Theproton was characterised in 1907 with Thomson's measurement of the ratio of its charge to mass and�nding it to be 1850 times the mass of the electron.The concept of spin was introduced in 1925 by Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit and led to the electron andproton as spin s = 12 particles. The introduction of spin gave a further means of classifying particles.Thus by 1925 the known particles wereParticle Mass Charge SpinPhoton  0 0 1Electron e 0:510MeV �e 12Proton p 938:2MeV +e 129. The Neutron and the Structure of NucleiNo new particles were found until the 1932 discovery by Chadwick of the neutron. Ir�ene Curieand her husband F. Joliot had discovered that bombarding beryllium (Be) produced a very penetratingradiation which they suggested were very high energy �rays. Furthermore, they observed that the radi-ation interacted strongly with para�n wax to produce protons. In the June 1 1932 issue of Proc.Roy.Soc.(London) Chadwick published his paper Existence of a Neutron. In the same issue some of Chawick'scolleagues reported additional experimental evidence. In the June 20 1932 issue of the French journalComptes Rendus Ir�ene Curie, F. Joliot and P. Savel reported new results, and following Chadwick, usedthe word neutron. Chadwick gained the Nobel Prize for his discovery - Curie and Joliot narrowly missedthe discovery though later they won the Nobel Prize for their work on the production of arti�cial radioac-tivity. Heisenberg in the July 19 1932 issue of Zeitschrift fur Physik published Part I of his Structure ofAtomic Nuclei attributing spin s = 12 to the neutron. He claims that nuclei can be constructed from pro-tons and neutrons only. Furthermore he says of the neutron "... if it consists of a proton and an electron,the electron must have zero spin and follow the Bose statistics. This is considered to be improbable, andthe author would prefer to look upon the neutron as a fundamental unit.Later experiments by Franco Rasetti unequivocally established the neutron as being a spin 12particle and that it must be regarded as distinct from the proton and electron. Thus in 1932 it appearedthat all matter could be viewed as constructed from a nucleus of protons and neutrons with the electronsbeing in quantized orbits about the nucleus. Later physicists were to study the behaviour of protonsand neutrons in magnetic �elds and to measure their magnetic moments. Thus a particle could becharacterised by the quantitiesMass Charge Spin Magnetic MomentThe magnetic moment of the electron was measured in units of the Bohr magneton�B = e�h2meand nuclear magnetic moments in terms of the nuclear magneton�N = e�h2mpthe latter quantity being roughly 11850 smaller than �B. Experiments were ultimately to determine thesequantities with incredible accuracy as shown my the modern �gures given below:Particle Mass Charge Spin Magnetic MomentPhoton  < 3� 10�27eV < 2� 10�32e 1 0Electron e 0:51099906MeV �e 1=2 1:001159652193�BProton p 938:27231MeV +e 1=2 2:79284739�NNeutron n 939:56563MeV < 0:4� 10�21e 1=2 �1:9130428�N



58 Note that �p�N = �1:46 � �32We normally think of a particle having to have a nett electric charge to have a magnetic momentand yet the apparently neutral neutron possess a magnetic moment. Furthermore why is the ratio ofthe proton to neutron magnetic moment approximately �32 ? These are two observations that a suitabletheory of particles should explain. Likewise we should be able to explain why the mass of the neutron isjust slightly greater than that of a proton.With much greater di�culty we might expect to explain why the mass of the proton is approxi-mately 1850 times that of the electron. I shall attempt to explain some of these observations in succeedingchapters. While it seemed apparent that all nuclei could be constructed from neutrons and protons andthe existence of di�erent isotopes of a given element understood there remained many fundamental ques-tions concerning nuclei. Among these questions were:1. What causes the protons and neutrons to be strongly bound in a nucleus?2. Why do some nuclei undergo ��decay?3. Why do some nuclei undergo ��decay?4. Why are some nuclei very stable while others are unstable?5. Why does nuclear instability increase with increasing atomic number?6. What is the mechanism that leads to ��decay?7. What is the mechanism that leads to ��decay?8. Do protons and neutrons have a substructure or are they truly fundamental particles?9. Are there any other fundamental particles? All nine of these questions were to be answered inthe years following Chadwick's 1932 discovery of the neutron.10. Weyl, Dirac and the PositronIn 1928 Dirac introduced his relativistic equation for the electron and in 1932 C. D. Andersonexperimentally discovered the anti-particle partner of the electron - the positron which had the oppositesign electric charge and magnetic moment. In 1929 Hermann Weyl tried to construct a relativistic two-component equation for describing a massless spin 1=2 particle. At that time no such particles were known.These two solutions separately described a left-handed and a right-handed particle. Pauli recognised thatWeyl's equation violated space inversion symmetry, or parity, and dismissed Weyl's equation with thecomment "God does not have a weak left-hand". Later (1957) with the downfall of parity Weyl's equationwas revived. With the successful discovery of the positron Dirac's equation gained respectability and gaverise to the belief that there were two states of matter - matter and antimatter. This implied that forevery particle there was an antiparticle and of the same mass but opposite charge and magnetic moment.Thus it was predicted that antiprotons and antineutrons should exist. These were not discovered untilthe 1950's when high energy accelerators were constructed.11. Handedness and Two ways of dividing an AppleAs an illustration of handedness consider the cutting of an apple into two equal halves. Ournormal solution is to cut the apple with a single vertical cut to produce two symmetrical halves. There isanother way to create two equal halves. First make a vertical cut to half way down, that is to the equatorof the apple. Now turn the apple upside down and rotate it through 90o and make a second verticalcut to the equator. Now make a horizontal cut to the centre of the apple along the equator starting atthe point on the equator where one of the vertical cuts and cutting along the equatorial line for 90o or,equivalently a quarter turn. You have a choice as to the direction you rotate your knife! Now rotate theapple to the position on the equator of the other vertical cut and make a second cut along the equatorfor 90o moving in the same direction as the �rst horizontal cut. As long as you have been careful cuttingto the centre of the apple your apple should separate into two equal halves. Now take a second appleand repeat the process but this time for the two horizontal equatorial cuts make the opposite choice youmade when cutting the �rst apple. Now we have a further two halves of an apple. Can you �t a half fromthe �rst apple to a half of the second apple? You certainly could have if you had made the traditionalcutting of the apples. What is the di�erence?



59Chapter Eleven More ParticlesYou boil it in sawdust: you salt it in glue;You condense it with locusts and tapeStill keeping one principal object in viewTo preserve its symmetrical shape.| Lewis Carroll The Hunting of the Snark1. SYNOPSISProgress in discovery new particles after 1932 proceeded very slowly. Most new results came fromcosmic ray studies. It was not until 1956 that the design of accelerators started to permit the discovery ofnew particles. By 1960 major progress was being made on both the experimental and theoretical fronts.The possibility of a very light particle, the neutrino, was considered in 1934 and �nally discovered in1953. It had, and still is having, a major impact on our understanding of the universe.2. Charge conservationElectrons do not appear to disappear. The experimental limit for the decaye �!= � + is > 1:5� 1025yr. Within these limits we know of no exception to the statement that charge is conservedin all reactions and hence we may label particles by their electric charge Q. We note that the di�erencein the absolute charge of the electron and proton is < 10�21e.3. The �� crisisThe discovery of ��decay gave rise to a serious problem in physics that appeared to threatenthe very foundations of the subject. It was realised that for electron emission one had the reactionAZX !AZ+1 Y + e� (1)The above equation conserved charge but appeared to violate conservation of energy and conservationof spin statistics. Whereas it was expected that the electron would be emitted at a single energy, corre-sponding to a transition between two quantized nuclear states, it was found that the energy distributionof the emitted electrons was continuous with low and high energy cuto�s. It appeared that energy wasnot being conserved.The ��decay could be regarded as due to the transformation of a neutron into a proton and anelectron 10n!11 p+ + e� (2)The proton, neutron and electron were all known to to be spin s = 12 particles. The left-hand-side ofEq.(2) clearly can only have a total spin angular momentum of S = 12 while the addition of the two spins = 12 particles on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2) can only yield total spin values of S = 0; 1. Thus itappeared that the particle on the left-side followed Fermi-Dirac statistics while the pair on the right-sidewould follow Bose-Einstein statistics. Physicists were very reluctant to give up the conservation of energyand of spin statistics and thus arose a major crisis.4. Pauli's SolutionA possible solution to the crisis was given by W. Pauli in a note he wrote declining an invitationto a Ball! He made no publication of his idea in the scienti�c literature! Pauli suggested that the crisiswould be overcome if there existed a particle of very low mass with spin s = 12 and zero charge. Thisat once saved the conservation of energy and preserved the spin statistics. The continuous nature of theelectron emission could be understood as the energy available for the ejection of the electron would infact be shared between the electron and the hypothesized particle. It was assumed that the particle hadvery little interaction with matter making it especially di�cult to detect.



60 5. Fermi's ��decay TheoryEnrico Fermi considered Pauli's suggestion and termed the hypothetical particle as the neutrino,the particle being very little and electrically neutral. In a landmark paper Fermi (Zeitschrift f�ur Physik88, 161-71 (1934)) developed a theory of ��decay based upon Pauli's suggestion. He was able to explainthe shape of the observed electron emission spectrum and suggested that a careful measurement of thelow energy part of the spectrum could lead to constraints on the mass of the neutrino. The possibilityof experimentally being able to detect the neutrino directly appeared in 1934 to be quite impossible.No sources generating large numbers of neutrinos were known. The intensity of neutrinos emitted fromall known radioactive sources was much too low to hope for success. Direct detection would remainimpossible unless a radically new source of neutrinos was found.6. Neutrinos and anti-NeutrinosIt followed from Dirac's relativistic wave equation for spin 12 particles that if neutrinos exist soshould antineutrinos. Symbolically these were designated as � and �� respectively and it was taken thatbeta�decay involved the emission of antineutrinos and hence Eq. (2) became written as10n!11 p+ + e� + ��e (3)This raised the question Are the neutrino and antineutrinos distinct particles? The answer to this questionwould come much later.7. The Hunting of the NeutrinoIt was the development of nuclear reactors that gave an entirely new and intense source of neu-trinos, actually antineutrinos, the high ux coming from neutron decay as in Eq. (3) and additionalneutrinos from ��decay of �ssion products. While the reactor is heavily shielded to contain the radioac-tivity in the reactor the antineutrinos are almost totally una�ected and penetrate the shielding with ease.Thus close to the outside of a high ux reactor is an ideal site for attempting to detect antineutrinos.The basic idea was to have the antineutrino induce ��decay via the reaction�� + p! n+ e+ (4)Such a process could be identi�ed by observing the emitted positron followed by the �rays emitted bythe annihilation of the positron by an electrone+ + e� ! 2 (5)In that way Reines and Cowan in 1953 were able to announce the detection of antineutrinos (F. Reines andC. L. Cowan, Jr. Phys. Rev. 90, 492 (1953)). This was to be the start of a whole series of experimentselucidating the properties of neutrinos and which continue to this day.8. Symmetry AgainExperiments involving neutrinos forced physicists to sharpen their ideas on symmetry and inparticular the symmetries associated with Parity P, Charge conjugation C and Time reversal T . Each ofthese symmetries involve a discrete transformation and we now will consider them separately.9. Parity PIn chapter nine we mentioned briey inversion symmetry in regard to a square in two-dimensions.There we saw it was equivalent to a point symmetry rotation through 180o. In three-dimensions thesituation is quite di�erent. A spatial inversion cannot be reduced to a set of rotations in 3-space. By aspatial inversion I we mean a symmetry transformation P such that(r; t) P�!(�r; t) (6)The operator P is commonly referred to as the Parity operator NB. The parity operator is very di�erentfrom that of the angular momentum operator. The former is associated with multiplicative eigenvalueswhile the latter is associated with additive eigenvalues. The parity operator is always a discrete operator



61whereas the angular momentum can be a continuous operator. Angular momentum conservation arisesfrom the assumption that there is no preferred direction in space. Spatial inversion is a less obviousproperty of space and indeed less fundamental.Under P r P�!� r and p P�!� p (7)The angular momentum operator ` = r x p is of even parity since under Pr P�!� r and p P�!� p (8)Likewise, spin and charge are even parity operators whereas the electric �eld E is of odd parity. Recallingthat B = r�A and E = �r�� @A@t (9)we may conclude that the magnetic �eld vector B is of even parity.10. Left-handed and Right-handed neutrinosWe may use the parity symmetry to describe massless neutrinos. Under P the direction of thelinear momentum p is reversed but the spin is unchanged. If the neutrino is massless then we expect itsspin to point either parallel or antiparallel with respect to its momentum direction and the momentumdirection to be the direction of propagation of the neutrino. If the spin and momentum are parallel weshall term the particle Right-handed and if antiparallel Left-handed Thus we expect neutrinos �L and �Rand antineutrinos ��L and ��R - if parity is conserved!11. Time-reversal TUnder time reversal T (r; t) T�!(r;�t) (10)and hence the motion of objects is reversed. As a consequence the time reversal operation changes thesign of angular momentum operators and since the directions of currents are reversed so is the directionof the magnetic �eld B.12. Charge conjugation CThe operation of Charge conjugation C replaces a given particle by its antiparticle. Thus Cchanges the sign of all charges (Q;B;L;S). The electric �eld E is associated with static charges whilethe magnetic �eld B is associated with currents and henceE C�!� E and B C�!B (11)We summarise the operations of C;P; T in Table 1.Table 1. Transformations under C;P and T .Quantity C P Tr r �r rt t t �tp p � p � pL = r x p L L � LS S S �SE �E �E EB �B B �BQ �Q Q Q13. The CPT theoremSchwinger, L�uders and Pauli have established a remarkable theorem known as the CPT theoremwhich states that any quantum �eld theory compatible with special relativity and which assumes onlylocal interactions is invariant under the combined action of CPT including all orderings of the three



62 operators. This means that while there may be noninvariance with with any of the individual operatorsthere cannot be, within the assumptions of the theorem, noninvariance with the triple product. Thus ifthere is noninvariance with respect to CP then there will consequently be noninvariance with respect toT but not for CPT .As an example consider the action of C and P on the left-handed neutrino �L as illustrated below. Underthe action of P the left-handed neutrino is turned into a right-handed neutrino �R while under chargeconjugation it is turned into left-handed antineutrino ��L. However, under the joint action of CP weobtain a right-handed antineutrino ��R.�L P������������������! �RC?????????????????y C ?????????????????y��L P������������������! ��RWe have obtained a beautifully symmetric �gure showing all the actions of the three transfor-mations C;P; T and seemingly a complete picture - but remember H. L. MenckenFor every complex question there is a simple answer| and it's wrong.| H. L. MenckenWhere have we gone wrong! We have assumed that Nature has produced all the particles in ourdiagram BUT there is no right-handed neutrino and no left-handed antineutrino!Under the action of P the left-handed neutrino is turned into the non-existent right-handedneutrino �R while under charge conjugation it is turned into the non-existent left-handed antineutrino��L. However, under the joint action of CP we obtain the observed right-handed antineutrino ��R. SinceCP invariance is maintained in weak interactions then if the CPT theorem holds then weak interactionswould also be time reversal T invariant.Thus Nature has chosen the parity symmetry to be broken but CP and T to be conserved in theweak interactions associated with �� decay. As we shall see later, in kaon physics even CP symmetryis broken and if the CPT theorem holds that would imply that time-reversal symmetry is also broken.Thus consideration of the properties of the neutrinos can lead to profound consequences for the physicistsconception of the universe.



63Chapter Twelve LeptonsIt is very rare that any major new insight into the natural worldhas come about inductively by the Baconian method of assem-bling large sets of data and deriving general laws from them.Far more typically a ash of imagination based on very few ob-servations, leads to a theoretical structure, usually in the formof a mathematical system by which the results of further obser-vations can be calculated. Those calculations are then comparedwith observation and if there is satisfactory agreement, the the-oretical model is accepted as a means of predicting yet otherobservationsA. Cook, The Observational Foundations of Physics CambridgeUniversity Press (1994)1. SYNOPSISThe discovery of the electron and its associated neutrino was followed by the discovery of otherobjects with similar properties, apart from mass. Such objects form families termed leptons. Newquantum numbers, known as lepton numbers, are introduced. Three families of leptons are known andit is believed the list of possible lepton families is complete. The electro-weak theory of Glashow, Salamand Weinberg uni�ed electromagnetism with the weak interactions associated with ��decay led to theprediction that weak interactions involve a triplet of bosons W�; Z0.2. Yukawa's Nuclear Force HypothesisThe discovery of the electron, proton and neutron lead to the picture of the atom as a nucleuscontaining Z protons and N neutrons surrounded by electrons in quantized orbitals (Z electrons in thecase of neutral atoms). The nucleus had a radius � 10�15m compared with an atomic radius � 10�10m.With the introduction of Dirac's relativistic wave function it became possible to make surprisingly precisepredictions of the electronic properties of many atoms. For the electrons the predominant interactionsinvolved the Coulomb attraction between electrons and the positively charged nucleus tending to pull theelectrons into the nucleus but compensated by the inter-electron repulsion.No such model of the nucleus existed in 1935. It was clear that in spite of the Coulomb repulsionbetween pairs of protons the neutrons and protons were bound to one another by a strong non-Coulombicnuclear force. This force appeared to be essentially independent of the charge of the nucleons.The �rst theory of a strong nuclear force came from Japan with H. Yukawa's paper Interactionof Elementary Particles. Part I which was published in English in Proc. Phys. Math. Soc. Japan 17 ,48-57 (1935). Yukawa assumed that the strong nuclear force arose from the exchange of hitherto unknownparticles, later to be called mesons. The strong force arose from pairs of nucleons tossing back and forthmesons. These were assumed to be bosons, to preserve spin statistics, and to have three possible chargestates +e; 0;�e. The resultant force was assumed to be, unlike the Coulomb force, a short range forceacting only over nuclear dimensions. This meant that the mesons must be con�ned to within the nucleus.Using Heisenberg's uncertainty principle it was possible to deduce that the mesons would have a mass of� 300me. Thus Yukawa's meson theory involved a triplet of particles which we shall designate as�� �0 �+ (1)No such particles were known in 1935.Yukawa showed that his meson forces could be described by a potentialY (r) = �g e�krr (2)where g and k were appropriate constants. The Yukawa potential was very di�erent from the Coulombpotential associated with the electrons of atoms. The constants g; k were �xed so that at distances greaterthan the nuclear radius the potential went to zero whereas at distances less than the nuclear radius thepotential fell rapidly forming a deep potential well leading to con�nement of the nucleons.



64 3. Discovery of the MuonsIn 1935 no accelerators were available to give any possibility of creating Yukawa's mesons. Theonly source of high energy particles came from the study of cosmic rays. In 1936 C. D. Anderson and S.Neddermeyer observed some tracks left in a photographic emulsion a collision of a cosmic ray particle.The new particle was termed a mesotron as it was thought to be one of Yukawa's mesons. Subsequentmeasurements showed it was a particle of spin 12 and hence could not be a Yukawa meson. The particlewas �nally named the muon and designated as ��. Apart from it having a mass of about 210me anda relatively short lifetime it seemed to have properties almost identical to those of an electron. I. Rabi,on learning this, remarked "Who ordered this one!" Like the electron it also had its corresponding anti-particle, the anti-muon, (��+) the analogue of the positron.Particle Q mass spin mag. mom. mean lifeelectron �e 0:511MeV 12 1:00116�B > 2:7� 1027yrmuon �e 105:7MeV 12 1:00116 e�h2m� 2:2� 10�6sWe would expect the muon to be able to decay via the following processes�� !e� +  (3a)�� !e� + e� + e+ (3b)�� !e� + 2 (3c)Such decays can certainly satisfy spin, charge, energy and momentum conservation laws but there is noexperimental evidence for such decays. What is preventing such decays from occurring?The observed decay of the muon is of the form�� ! e� + ��e + �� (4a)and the anti-muon as �+ ! e+ + �e + ��� (4b)In each case two neutrinos are emitted and they di�er from one another! The electron and muon neutrinosare experimentally distinguishable!4. LeptonsThe observation of the electron and muon together with their respective neutrinos suggests theexistence of two families of light fermions (spin 12 )� e���e � ; � e+�e � (5a)and ��+��� � ; ����� � (5b)These two families of particles are known as leptons. The leptons were originally thought of as a set ofparticles all of mass less than that of the proton.5. The Four ForcesThe protons and neutrons were seen as strongly interacting particles whereas the leptons appearedto be weakly interacting particles. This led to the idea that there existed in nature four distinct types offorces and that particles could be classi�ed by their response to these forces. The four forces are referredto as:-1. The gravitational force which is the weakest of the four and has an in�nite range of action. It isa purely attractive force.2. The weak force which is of very short range and is responsible for ��decays.



653. The electromagnetic force which is vastly stronger than the gravitational or weak forces. It can beeither attractive or repulsive according to the signs of the charges involved. Like the gravitationalforce it appears to have an in�nite range of action.4. The strong force which is also a short range force and is associated with strongly interactingparticles such as protons and neutrons.All known particles appear to respond to the gravitational force whereas leptons respond to theweak and electromagnetic forces but evidently not to the strong force.6. Lepton Numbers and Lepton ConservationThe failure of many decays involving leptons to occur even though the decays seem to satisfyall known conservation laws makes one suspect that there is associated a hitherto unknown conservedquantum that we shall call the lepton number L which is zero for all particles that are not leptons whilefor a lepton it has the value �1. Let us choose L = 1 for the electron. For a neutron, proton or photon() L = 0. Consider the decay of a neutron in free spacen! p+ e� + ��e (6)The left-hand-side of Eq (6) has lepton number L = 0 and hence the lepton numbers on the right-hand-side must sum to 0 if there is lepton conservation. This will be assured if we assign L = �1 to the electronanti-neutrino ��e.Likewise the electron-positron annihilatione� + e+ ! 2 (7)requires that the positron has L = �1 and we must also take the neutrino, �e, with L = +1.We might then conclude that similar assignments of lepton numbers to the muon and its neutrinowould hold. But the muons do not decay as in Eq (3a-c), but rather as in Eq (4a,b) ie.�� ! e� + ��e + �� (4a)and the anti-muon as �+ ! e+ + �e + ��� (4b)This implies that the muon has its own lepton numbers and are distinct from those of the electron. Thuswe are forced to associate lepton numbers Le with the four members of the electron lepton family, Eq(5a), and di�erent lepton numbers L� with the muon lepton family, Eq (5b). Attaching lepton numbersto the lepton families we have the two families� e�; Le = +1��e; Le = �1� � e+; Le = �1�e; Le = +1� (8a)and ���; L� = +1���; L� = �1� ��+; L� = �1�� L� = +1� (8b)7. More Lepton Families?By the end of the 1960's the two lepton families were well established and in the early 1970'sthe question "Are there any more lepton families?" was being asked. With stunning successes comingfrom the quark theory of the strongly interacting particles predictions of the possible existence of a thirdfamily of leptons were being considered. The completion of the two mile Stanford Linear Acceleratorwas making possible the study of electron- positron annihilation at hitherto unobtainable energies. Theannihilation process resulted in the creation of a packet of electromagnetic energy that could decay intophotons or particle-antiparticle pairs e+ + e� !??1976 saw the production of a pair of heavy leptons each of mass 1777:1MeV being almost twice themass of the proton. This lepton became known as the tauon (� ). It presumably had associated with it aneutrino �� . It is clear that this is a separate family of leptons with its own conserved lepton numbers.The lifetime of the � was found to be very short with a mean life of � 3� 10�13s.



66 Thus the third family of leptons� ��; L� = +1��� ; L� = �1� � �+; L� = �1�� L� = +1� (8c)was established.8. No More Families of Leptons?Having found three families of leptons is the set of lepton families complete? Are more familieslikely to be found? There are good theoretical and experimental grounds for thinking that there are nomore families of leptons. Cosmological considerations of the amount of helium and lithium in the universeare compatible with fewer that four families. A critical experiment at CERN, which I will refer to in alater chapter, gives the number of families asN = 2:983� 0:025so perhaps the subject of the number of families is closed as is the subject of the number of magichexagons.9. The Magic Hexagon { A Course Irrelevancy1514 139 8 106 411 5 121 218 7 1617 193Every row of the numbers in the above hexagon adds up to the same total (38).This pattern was discovered by the American railway clerk, Cli�ord Adams. Without knowingwhether it was possible to make any magic hexagon, he began his search in 1910. He used a set ofceramic hexagon tiles marked with the numbers from 1 to 19. Again and again he tried arranging thesein di�erent ways so that all the rows added up to the same number. He worked at the problem on ando� for 47 years before discovering this arrangement while recovering from an operation.Unfortunately he then lost the piece of paper on which he had written the solution. He wasunable either to remember it or reconstruct it. But �ve years later in December 1962 he found themissing piece of paper and sent his magic hexagon to the mathematics writer Martin Gardner. Gardnerpassed it on to Charles Trigg who revealed that no one had ever discovered a magic hexagon before.Furthermore, Trigg was able to prove that no other magic hexagon of any size was possible.Source:- Richard Phillips, Numbers, facts, �gures and �ction Cambridge University Press, (1994).10. Some Questions1. Can you construct an analogue of the magic hexagon in three dimensions? (I don't know).2. Take 24 identical coins and arrange them in four rows of 6 so that there are 6 columns of 4 coins.Draw a rectangle around the set of coins. Take a further coin and show that you can rearrangethe coins so that 25 coins �t inside the rectangle. (25 20groszy coins are ideal).



67The will to learn is an intrinsic motive, one that �nds both itssource and its reward in its own exercise. The will to learnbecomes a 'problem' only under specialized circumstances likethose of a school, where a curriculum is set, students con�ned,and a path �xed. The problem exists not so much in learningitself, but in the fact that what the school imposes often failsto enlist the natural energies that sustain spontaneous learn-ing - curiosity, a desire for competence, aspiration to emulatea model, and a deep-sensed commitment to the web of socialreciprocityJ. S. Bruner, Toward a Theory of Instruction Harvard UniversityPress (1966)



68 Chapter Thirteen The MesonsOn a cosmic scale, we are still awakening to the largerworld around us. Yet the power of even our limited in-tellect is such that we can abstract the deepest secrets ofnature.Does this give meaning or purpose to life?Some people seek meaning in life through personal gain,through personal relationships, or through personal expe-riences. However, it seems to me that being blessed withthe intellect to divine the ultimate secrets of nature givesmeaning enough to life.M. KakuSYNOPSISYukawa's meson was eventually discovered in cosmic ray studies. However, this was just the startof the discovery of many other mesons. What role do these play? Can we classify the mesons into anymeaningful patterns? The octets and nonets. Why octets and nonets?1. Yukawa's Mesons FoundYukawa's prediction of the existence of three mesons being involved in his theory of the strongnuclear binding force received support in 1947 with their observation by Lattes, Occhialini and Powell inphotographs exposed at high altitudes to cosmic rays. The following year the Berkeley cyclotron reachedsu�ciently high energies to be able to produce Yukawa's mesons in a controlled manner so that theirproperties could be examined in detail. The three mesons were collectively called pions.2. Properties of the PionsYukawa had predicted a mass of about 300 times that of the electron. Detailed measurementsyielded the masses as �� = 139:56995MeV �0 = 134:9764MeV (1)The �� pions were expected to constitute a particle-antiparticle pair of particles and by the CPT theoremwere expected to be of the same mass. There was no reason to expect equality with the mass of theneutral pion �0 as indeed observed.The pions were observed to be highly unstable particles with mean lives of�� 2:6030� 10�8s �0 8:4� 10�17s (2)Note again the important di�erence between the charged and neutral pions. The �0 has a very muchshorter mean life than the charged �� pions.The charged pions decay almost entirely (to � 99:9877%) via the reaction�+ ! �+ + �� (3)with the negative pion decaying into the charge conjugates of Eq(3). The neutral pion �0 decays almostentirely (to � 98:798%) as �0 ! 2 (4)The fact that the �0 decays into a pair of s each of which is a spin 1 particle shows that the �0 musthave an integer spin and hence be a boson as predicted by Yukawa. Detailed consideration of the rotationand reection properties of the  pair rules out odd spin values leaving just the possibility of S = 0 or 2.The assignment of S = 0 for the �0 is consistent with the experimental observation of a null magneticmoment as would be expected for a neutral spin zero particle.In the case of the �� pions there is direct experimental evidence for S = 0 and we may concludethat the pions form a triplet of particles with S = 0 i.e. three spinless bosons.The observation of the properties of the pions raises several important questions.



691. Why are the masses m�� � m�0 (to approximately 3%) ?2. Why is the mean life of the �0 so very much shorter than that of the �� ?3. Are there any other mesons?4. Could there be mesons with spin S = 1 vector mesons ?5. What is the relationship of the mesons to other particles such as the proton and neutron?6. Are the mesons truly elementary particles devoid of substructure or are they composites of somemore fundamental particles ?3. Laboratory Production of PionsIntense beams of pions can be created in the laboratory, usually by nucleon-nucleon collisions astypi�ed by the reactions p+ p! p + p+ �0p+ p! p + n+ �+p+ n! p + p+ ��p+ n! p + n+ �0p+ n! n + n+ �+ (5)Thus one has meson factories such as Triumf (in Vancouver) that are dedicated to producing controlledbeams of pions.Mesons may also be produced by allowing a beam of high energy 's impinge on protons toproduce  + p! p+ �0 + p! n+ �+ (6)4. Isospin and the PionsWe saw earlier that the mass of the proton was almost the same as that of the neutron and thisled Heisenberg to suggest that the neutron and proton could be regarded as two charge states of a singleparticle - the nucleon. It was suggested that the nucleon could be considered to be a particle having anisospin I = 12 by analogy with the spin of the electron. The proton was assigned an isospin projection ofIz = +12 and the neutron Iz = �12 . Thus the proton and neutron were grouped together as an isospinmultiplet, in this case an isospin doublet.A similar situation arose with the pions. Here there were three particles of approximately thesame mass so could they be treated as members of an isospin triplet with I = 1? In that case the �+ isassigned an isospin projection of Iz = +1 with �� having Iz = �1 as would be expected for a particle-antiparticle pair. Then the �0 must have Iz = 0. Without some underlying principle these assignmentsappear arbitrary. Were isospin an exactly conserved quantity we would expect the masses of the particlesbelonging to a given isospin multiplet to have exactly the same mass. This is almost but not exactly thecase. Could it be that in certain reactions isospin is approximately conserved?5. Isospin ConservationThe photon is associated with electromagnetic reactions and is assigned I = 0. The reaction�0 ! 2 (7)clearly does NOT conserve isospin whereas the reactions in Eqs (5) and (6) DO conserve isospin. Thatreaction involves photons which is a characteristic of electromagnetic interactions.The reaction �+ ! �+ + �� (8)is entirely analogous to the weak interactions that characterise ��decay. Weak interactions are muchweaker than electromagnetic interactions and it is due to that fact that results in the mean life of the�0 being very much shorter than for the decay of of the charged pions. The pions react strongly with



70 protons and neutrons as in the reaction �� + p! �0 + n (9)The observations summarized by the above three equations are consistent with the statementIsospin is conserved in all strong interactions but is broken by weak and electromagnetic interac-tionsThis is consistent with the assignment of isospin I = 0 to all particles that do not involve stronginteractions, i.e. for all leptons and the photon.7. Enter the HadronsThe strongly interacting particles form a set of particles distinct from the leptons and the photon.All particles that involve the strong force are termed hadrons and include both the pions AND thenucleon. Hadrons, as a class, include both bosons and fermions. It is believed that IF one could turno� the weak and electromagnetic interactions then the particles belonging to a given isospin multipletwould be degenerate, i.e. have exactly the same mass. Thus a mass splitting in an isospin multiplet issymptomatic of isospin symmetry breaking via the weak and/or electromagnetic interactions.Our particles now include the photon, in a class by itself, the leptons and the hadrons withthe latter including the pions and nucleons. The pions identify with Yukawa's mesons. Is the picturecomplete? We have introduced isospin as an additional quantum numbers - are there further quantumnumbers to be exposed? Is there a quantum number that distinguishes di�erent isospin multiplets.8. Baryons and MesonsThe hadron class of particles involves both fermions and bosons. The bosonic hadrons are termedmesons and the fermionic hadrons are termed baryons.9. Strange EventsIn 1947 Rochester and Butler used a cloud-chamber to study cosmic rays and observed a par-ticularly strange event. Tracks were observed in the form of a V. One track was identi�ed as a protonand the other as a ��. Charge conservation would imply that they came from the decay of an unknownneutral particle �0 �0 ! p + �� (10)With the development of particle accelerators it became possible by 1954 to bombard pions on to a protontarget. More strange events were observed. In particular�� + p! �0 +K0 (11)with the two neutral particles subsequently decaying as�0 ! p+ �� (12)K0 ! �+ + �� (13)The spin conservation leads to the conclusion that the �0 particle has S = 12 while the K0 had S = 0.If they were hadrons then this meant a new baryon (�0) and a new meson (K0) had been discovered.However, things were very strange. The cross-sections measured for Eq(11) were consistent with a processoccuring via strong interactions whereas the subsequent decays had mean lifes much longer than expected- indeed consistent with weak interactions. This suggested that there must be a hitherto unrecognizedquantum number, appropriately termed strangeness S that was conserved in strong interactions butviolated in weak and electromagnetic interactions. If Eq (11) is to conserve strangeness and the p and� are non-strange particles with S = 0 then �0 and K0 must have opposite strangeness. since thestrangeness on the right-hand-side of Eq.(11) must sum to zero. This will be the case if we arbitrarilyassign S = �1 to the �0 baryon and S = +1 to the K0 meson. The reactions in Eq (12) then have�jSj = 1 (13)and violate strangeness conservation as expected.



7110 Further Baryons and MesonsOne of the great achievements of the 1950's was the controlled production of many new baryonsand mesons using increasingly high energy accelerators and improved detection systems. In particular,the 1952 completion of the Brookhaven accelerator that could produce 2.3GeV protons followed by theBerkeley Bevatron that produced 6.2GeV protons, and Glaser's 1952 production of the liquid hydrogenbubble chamber. The Bevatron was able to create the antiproton �p via the reactionp + p! p+ p+ p+ �p (14)This was fully expected. Completely unexpected was the production of many new baryons and mesons.11. Further Isospin Multiplets of Baryons and MesonsThe proton and neutron had been grouped as an isospin doublet and the pions as an isospintriplet. With the discovery of further baryons and mesons it was natural to attempt to also organisethem into isospin multiplets by looking for particles of nearly the same mass. No charged partners werefound for the �0 baryon so it was classi�ed as an isospin singlet (I = 0) with spin S = 12 . A set of threebaryons, (��;�0;�+), were found with massesm�� = 1197:44MeV; m�0 = 1192:04 m�+ = 1189:37MeV (15)and strangeness S = �1 and mean lives � 10�20s. These three particles were thus assigned I = 1.A pair of baryons (��;�0) with massesm�0 = 1314:9MeV m�+ = 1321:3MeV (16)were observed. The �� particle underwent a two stage decay�� ! �0 + ���0 ! p+ �� (17)each step involved a change in S of one unit and hence the isospin doublet ��;�0 must have strangenessS = �2.The �0 particle has a mass m�0 = 1115:5MeV (18)with isospin I = 0 and strangeness S = �1. Thus the two isospin multiplets ��;�0;�+ and �0, withI = 1 and I = 0 respectively, are both of strangeness S = �1 and have nearly the same mass. Can thisbe an accident? Is there an approximate symmetry higher than that of isospin that can bring togethertwo di�erent isospin multiplets, but of the same strangeness, into some supermultiplet? This will be thesubject of the next chapter.Exercises1. Make a plot of the average mass of each baryon isospin multiplet along a vertical axis with thecharge Q along the horizontal axis.2. Write Y = S +1 and make a plot of Y along the vertical axis and isospin projection Iz along thehorizontal axis marking on your graph the coordinates Y; Iz of each of the eight baryons togetherwith their symbol.3. If Q is the baryon electric charge in units of +e can yuo �nd a simple relationship giving thecharge of every particle in the graph of Ex. 2 in terms of its Y; Iz quantum numbers. If you doyou will have discovered the Gell-Mann - Nishijima formula in the same way as did its discoverers.



72 Summary of Properties of low mass Spin 12 BaryonsBaryon Mass S I Iz Qp 938.3 12 10 12n 939.6 �12 0�+ 1189.4 + 1 1�0 1192.6 - 1 1 0 0�� 1197.4 - 1 - 1�0 1115.7 -1 0 0 0�0 1314.9 12 0-2 12�� 1321.3 �12 - 1Predicting the Future"I think there is a world market for maybe �ve computers," said Thomas J. Watson Snr, chairmanof IBM, just before the �rst true electronic computer, ENIAC, came into use 50 years ago.DEC's founder, Ken Olsen, pro�ered another of the industry's famous last words: "There is noreason anyone would want a computer in their home," he said.Referring to the amount of memory PC software running under Dos would need, Microsoft'schairman Bill Gates said in 1981: "640k ought to be enough for anybody".Breakthroughs by Charles Panati (Boston: Houghton Mi�in 1980)Astonishing advances coming in your lifetime, in medicine, science and technology. By 1984 aliquid will spray away tooth decay; by 1989 physicists will have harnessed fusion power, a cleanand near-limitless energy source; by 1994 hurricanes will be tamed and production of rainfallover arid lands will be commonplace. And more: electric cars, ying trains, drugs to prolong life,people/plant hybrids and awakening the (clinically) dead." A ten-course banquet for the imagination" NEW YORK TIMES



73Chapter Fourteen Patterns of HadronsNo man is wise enough to think of all the ideas that canoccur to a fool.Rudolp Peierls Birds of Passage Princeton University Press(1985)SYNOPSISOne of the great achievements of the late 1950's and early 1960's was to group the various hadrons,baryons and mesons into meaningful patterns. Incomplete patterns indicated missing particles whichgave motivation for their discovery, the high point being the discovery of the predicted 
� particle.1. The Baryon Number BThe proton is an incredibly stable particle with a lifetime >� 1031y, this in spite of the fact that thereare a number of less massive particles to which it could decay. e.g.p! �+ + : : : ; p! e+ + : : :These observations motivated the introduction of the baryon number B. The baryon number has the valueB = 1 for a single baryon and B = �1 for an antibaryon. For all non-baryons, and hence for mesons,leptons and photons, have baryon number B = 0. All members of an isospin multiplet necessarily havethe same baryon number. The baryon number is an additive quantum number and hence for a nucleusinvolving A nucleons the baryon number will be just B = A.2. Baryon Number ConservationThe observation that baryons do not appear to decay into non-baryons is consistent with the statementThe total baryon number in any closed system is conserved.That statement summarises the experimental situation to date. Nevertheless there are many experimentsbeing performed to establish limits on baryon conservation. Most of these involve trying to detect protondecay. The asymmetry between matter and antimatter is strongly suggestive of baryon non-conservationin the early universe.3. The Gell-Mann - Nishijima Charge EquationGell-Mann and Nishijima attempted to summarise the charges Q of hadrons in terms of the three quantumnumbers Iz; B; S and empirically found the relationshipQ = Iz + B + S2 (1)The appearance of B+S suggested their combination be replaced by the equivalent hypercharge quantumnumber Y = B + S (2)



74 4. The Baryon Octet PlottedThe eight low mass spin 12 baryons can be arranged into a highly suggestive pattern by plotting thestrangeness quantum number S along a vertical axis versus the isospin projection Iz, along the horizontalaxis, for each baryon as shown below for the baryons and antibaryons:�� n p �+�0�� �0 IzS
�+ �0 �+ ��np �0 IzS

The Baryon Octet and ant-OctetN.B. in going from particle to antiparticle we haveS ! �S; Iz ! �Iz; B ! �B; Q!�Q (3)Also note that particles of the same charge Q lie on sloping lines and can be expected to have similarelectromagnetic properties.5. The low mass Spin 0 KaonsAs noted earlier, the discovery of the ��mesons was followed by the discovery of the K� mesons, K�and K0; �K0, the kaons. The reaction �+ + p! �+ + K+ (4)required that the K+ be assigned strangeness S = +1 and since K� is its antiparticle partner it musthave strangeness S = �1.The reaction �� + p! �0 +K0 (5)



75is consistent with the assignment S = +1 and hence the fK0;K+g form an isospin doublet with S = +1.The reactions K� + p! �K0 + n�� + p! K0 + �0 (6)were consistent with K0 having S = +1 and �K0 with S = �1. Thus the K�mesons K�; �K0 also formedan isospin doublet but with S = �1.Thus the kaons may be grouped into two isospin doublets of opposite strangeness. The spin of the kaonswere determined as S = 0, the same as found for the pions.A further neutral meson �0 with strangeness S = 0 and spin S = 0 was found. Thus a group of eight lowmass spinless mesons became known. Could these be organised into an approximate multiplet of eightparticles as were the eight low mass baryons? 6. The Eight Scalar MesonsLet us now tabulate some of the properties of the eight mesons described so farProperties of the Low Mass Scalar MesonsName Mass I Iz S Q�+ 139:6 +1 +e�0 135:0 1 0 0 0�� 139:6 �1 �e�0 547:5 0 0 0 0K+ 693:7 12 +e12 +1K0 697:7 �12 0�K0 697:7 12 012 �1K� 693:7 �12 �e7. The Scalar Meson OctetLet us plot the strangeness, S, versus isospin projection, Iz as we did for the baryon octet as below:-�� K0 K+ �+K0K� �0 �0 IzS



76 The Meson OctetNB. In plotting the baryon octet the particles were placed in one octet and the antiparticles in a separateoctet whereas for the scalar meson plot both appear in the same octet. This is consistent with the particle! antiparticle transformation given in Eq. (3), noting in particular that for baryons B ! �B whereasfor mesons B = 0.8. Nonets of Mesons?In addition to the neutral non-strange �0 scalar meson a second neutral non-strange �00 meson of mass958MeV was discovered. Including that in our plot leads to the nonet given below:-�� K0 K+ �+K0K� �0 �0 IzS
The Meson NonetThis raises the question "Do mesons come in groups of nine or should they be viewed as comingin octets and singlets?"9. Baryons of Spin 32The list of known baryons grew with the discovery of isospin multiplets of baryons of spin 32 . A non-strange isospin I = 32 comprising a quartet of particles designated as��; �0; �+; �++with mass 1230MeV to 1236MeV was found together with an isospin triplet with strangeness S = �1���; ��0; ��+with mass � 1385MeV and an isospin doublet with strangeness S = �2���; ��0with mass 1530MeV .Note that the successive isospin multiplets di�er in mass by � 150MeV . Furthermore plotting strange-ness, S, versus isospin projection, Iz, leads to a group of nine particles as shown on the next page:-



77�� �0 �+ �++��� ��0 ��+��� ��0Nine Spin 32 BaryonsS
10. The Baryon Decuplet and 
�What is the origin of the singlets and octets of mesons and the octets of baryons? Could there be patternsof baryons other than just octets as the spin 32 baryons seemed to indicate? Gell-Mann and Ne'emanconsidered these questions in 1961 and came to the conclusion that the spin 32 baryons should form apattern involving ten particles, a decuplet. They concluded that there must be a missing baryon with spin32 , isospin I = 0 and strangeness S = �3 and a predicted mass of � 1680MeV leading to the decupletand anti-decuplets depicted below:- �� �0 �+ �++��� ��0 ��+��� ��0
�S Iz
+��0 ��+��� ��0 ��+��� �� �0 �+

S Iz



78 The Baryon Spin 32 DecupletExtensive searches for the missing 
� particle were undertaken and success was obtained in 1964at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The mass of the 
� was found to be 1672MeV . This was thecrowning result of particle physics and vindicated the "Eightfold Way" of Gell-Mann and Ne'eman. But,what is the origin of these patterns of one, eight and ten? Why octets and decuplets for baryons andsinglets and octets for mesons? Can these patterns be built from a small set of particles more fundamentalthan the baryons and mesons? These questions are the subject of the next chapter.Now this, O monks, is noble truth that leads to the cessation of pain: this is the noble Eightfold way:namely, right views, right intentions, right speech, right action, right living, right e�ort, right mindfulness,right concentration attributed to the Buddha.



79Chapter Fifteen Quarks and HadronsThere is but one safe way to avoid mistakes; to do nothing...This, however, may be the greatest mistake of all.Albert Szent-Gy�orgyiSYNOPSISCan the low mass hadrons be represented in terms of a small set of particles? In other words - Are thehadrons composite particles? In this chapter we introduce the quark model of hadrons and see the originof the singlets, octets and decuplets in terms of quarks.1. PartonsScattering experiments involving the collision of electrons with protons probe the structure of the protonand in the late 1950's it was clear that the nucleon was composite, made up of partons, a phrase introducedby R. P. Feynman. What should we take as these fundamental entities or partons? Recall, mesons haveinteger spin and are bosons whereas the baryons have half-integer spin and are fermions. If we wish tobuild both mesons and baryons out of the same entities and if these entities are not themselves mesonsor baryons then we should take the basic entities as fermions since we may combine fermions to formbosons but not vice versa�. Let us �rst see if we can represent the non-strange mesons and baryons interms of some basic entities.2. Enter the u and d quarksThe simplest assumption is that the basic entities are spin 12 fermions. The �+ and �� mesons form aparticle-antiparticle pair and have spin 0. This suggests that the pions could be constructed by combiningfermions with antifermions. The low mass baryons appear as a spin 12 octet and a spin 32 decuplet. Thiswould be consistent with constructing baryons out of a triple products of fermions and antibaryons fromtriple products of the corresponding antifermions. The pions form an isospin triplet (I = 1) and sinceisospin projections are additive we can assume that the basic fermions form an isospin doublet (I = 12).Following Gell-Mann, let us call this pair of fermions quarks and designate the Iz = +12 quark by theletter u (the "up quark") and the Iz = �12 quark by the letter d (the "down quark") with electric chargesqu and qd respectively. The corresponding antiquarks �u and �d wil have opposite signs for their chargesand isospin projections.3. Quark chargesThe �+ meson has Q = +1, I = 1, S = 0 and Iz = +1 which would be compatible with the assignment�+ � u �d (1)if we take Q = 1 = qu � qd (2)The proton has Q = +1, I = 12 , S = 12 and Iz = +12 which would be compatible with the assignmentp � uud (3)with Q = 1 = 2qu + qd (4)Solving Eq. (2) and (4) gives the quark charges (in units of +e) asqu = 23 qd = �13 (5)Since mesons have baryon number B = 0 and baryons B = 1 it follows that the quarks must carry abaryonic charge of B = 13 .� If magnetic monopoles exist, and to date there is no evidence that they do, then it is possibleto combine particles known as dyons (particles containing both electric and magnetic charge) to formfermions



80 4. The PionsIf �+ � u �d then its antiparticle must be �� � �ud. The neutral pion �0 must be constructed as somelinear combination of the quark-antiquark pairs u�u and d �d��. We can form a second neutral meson stateby taking a linear combination of the quark-antiquark pairs u�u and d �d that is orthogonal to that for the�0.The wavefunctions for the charged pions involve quark-antiquark pairs of di�erent quarks whereas theneutral mesons involve quarks of the same type. Recall the charged pions have a meanlife of 2:6� 10�8swhereas the neutral pion has the much shorter meanlife of 8:4� 10�16s. This remarkable di�erence cannow be understood - the charged pions decay via the weak interaction whereas the neutral pion decayselectromagnetically by quark-antiquark annihilation.The basic ansatz for constructing mesons from quarks is:Mesons are formed by coupling a quark to an antiquark5. The Non-Strange BaryonsThe corresponding ansatz for constructing baryons is:Baryons (Anti-baryons) are constructed out of a triplet of quarks (anti-quarks)We have already noted that the proton may be built out of the quark con�guration uud. For the neutronwe need a quark con�guration with isospin projection Iz = �12 . This would be consistent with assigningthe neutron as n � uddwhich corresponds to an uncharged baryon. However, note that the constituents of the neutron carryelectric charge making it possible for the neutron to display a nett magnetic moment even though it iselectrically neutral, indeed a simple quark model calculation leads to the result for the ratio of the protonto neutron magnetic moment as �p�n calc = �32 �p�n expt = �1:49To construct the � baryon quartet requires a temporary suspension in belief in the Pauli ExclusionPrinciple (PEP). Consider the �++ baryon. It has an isospin I = 32 and isospin projection Iz = 32 . Thiswill only be possible if it is a coupling of three quarks in the con�guration uuu. But the � baryons havespin 32 and hence must be able to have four spin states MS = �12 ;�32 . However to create a three u�quarkstate with spin 32 with spin projection MS = 32 requires that the spin states of each of the three u�quarksbe ms = 12 . Since the quarks in their groundstate carry no orbital angular momentum, unless there isa hitherto unknown quantum number capable of assuming three di�erent values for a single quark, wehave a clear violation of of the PEP! Let us write for the �++ in its maximal spin statej�++i = j+u+u+u iThe other members of the isospin quartet with maximum spin projection would bej�+i = j+u+u+d i; j�0i = j+u+d+d i; j��i = j+d+d+d i�� in detail one forms the quark-antiquark wavefunctionsj�+i = �ju �dij�0i = 1p2(ju�ui � jd �di)j��i = jd�uitogether with the orthogonal linear combinationj�0i = 1p2(ju�ui+ jd�di)



81The various spin states of the � thus arise from the three-quark con�gurationsuuu � �++; uud � �+; udd � �0; ddd � ��and those of the antibaryon �� from�u�u�u � ����; �u�u �d � ���; �u �d �d � ��0; �d �d �d � ��+6. Strange MesonsThe u; d�quarks are unable to produce strange particles as they carry strangeness S = 0. To producestrange particles we need to introduce a strange quark, which we will designate as the s�quark. Thuswe have a set of three quarks and three antiquarks with the quantum numbers tabulated below:quark I Iz S Qu 12 2312 0d �12 �13s 0 0 �1 �13quark I Iz S Q�u �12 �2312 0�d 12 13�s 0 0 1 13Combining the three quarks (u; d; s) with the three antiquarks (�u; �d; �s) leads to the formation of ninemesons with quantum numbers (Iz;S; Q) as belowMeson Iz S Qu �d 1 0 1d�u �1 0 �1u�u 0 0 0d �d 0 0 0s�s 0 0 0u�s 12 1 1d�s �12 1 0s �d 12 �1 0s�u �12 �1 �1If we make an S versus Iz plot of the above quark-antiquark pairs we �nd six of them fall on the verticesof a hexagon with three at the centre of the hexagon. Comparison of the plot with that of the nine scalarmesons shows that the pair d�s; u�s form an isospin doublet with strangeness S = 1 and correspond to themeson isospin doublet K0;K+ while the pair s�u; s �d correspond to the meson isospin doublet K�; �K0. u �dhas the quantum numbers of the �+�meson while d�u has those of the ���meson. The �0; �0; �00 all havethe same quantum numbers I3 = Q = S = 0 and must be formed from combinations of the states formedby the three quark-antiquark pairs u�u; d�d; s�s. Two of these go into forming members of the meson octetand one into forming a meson singlet. Thus we could write3� �3 = 1 + 8Note that the pair s�s involves strange quarks and yet the resulting state has S = 0, such a state is saidto have hidden strangeness.



82 7. Baryons from quarksBaryons are formed by coupling triplets of quarks, or in the case of antibaryons triplets of antiquarks.Recallin that 3� 3� 3 we can expect to form a total of 27 baryons with the quantum numbers as shownbelow quarks I3 S Q Number of Baryonsuuu 32 0 2 1uud 12 0 1 3udd �12 0 0 3ddd �32 0 �1 1uus 1 �1 1 3dds �1 �1 �1 3uds 0 �1 0 6uss 12 �2 0 3dss �12 �2 �1 3sss 0 �3 �1 1There is one baryon for each independent quark wavefunction. Thus for uds we can form six independentorthonormal sets of quark wavefunctions. It is instructive to make a plot of isospin projection, Iz, versusstrangeness, S, for the 27 states. The diagram can be resolved into a decuplet, two octets and a singletcorresponding to 3x3x3 = 1 + 8 + 8 + 10There is only one state of charge Q = +2, namely, that from the uuu quark con�guration and it has thequantum numbers associated with the �++ spin 32 baryon and thus the decuplet is associated with spin32 baryons. Of the two octets, it is possible to combine them to produce a baryon octet of spin 12 , notehowever that we have not considered in detail the antisymmetrization of our states.8. Masses of the Baryons in the DecupletThe baryons in the S = 32 decuplet involve four isospin multiplets. The mass di�erence between successivemultiplets is � 150MeV . This near equality of the inter isospin multiplets can be understood on thequark model by noting that the u�; d�quarks have the same isospin I = 12 and hence can be expected tobe of approximately the same mass. The strange s�quark has isospin I = 0 and should be more massivethan the u�; d�quarks. Starting with the non-strange � isospin quartet one moves through successiveisospin multiplets of the decuplet by successively adding a s�quark and hence to a good approximationwe can anticipate the equality of the inter isospin multiplets.9. Coloured QuarksWe have all ready noted that as it stands our construction of the baryon decuplet violates the much lovedPauli Exclusion Principle. The PEP tells us that the only states allowed for identical fermions are thosethat are totally antisymmetric with respect to the interchange of any two particles. This requires, forexample, in a system of electrons that no two electrons occur in the same state. Each one electron stateis described by a set of quantum numbers and one cannot have two or more electrons having the sameset of quantum numbers. Our �++ baryon in the state with Iz = +32 and Sz = +32 clearly involves threeidentical u�quarks which have the same set of quantum numbers. Antisymmetrisation for electrons isclosely associated with the two-valuedness of the spin quantum number. However to construct a properlyantisymmetrised �++ baryon would require a quantum number that can take on three di�erent values sothat each of the three u�quarks are distinguished. This three-valued quantum number has been calledcolour and �guratively can be labelled as red, (r), blue, (b), and green, (g). Without a further ansazt wewould be led to a great increase in the number of possible baryons and mesons of various "colours". Theansazt isThe only particles that occur in nature are colourlessThis means, for baryons the three colours must occur in equal admixtures. Recall the analogy - blue,red and green are primary colours and equal admixtures produce white. Antiquarks must have thecorresponding anticolours so that the observable mesons are produced without colour. Here one might



83recall the analogy with hidden strangeness in the s�s state. We shall note in a later time that whilethe introduction of colour saves the fermion statistics it also has other important consequences thatlead to experimentally veri�able predictions and provides for the basis of a theory of the strong force interms of quantum chromodynamics and the bosons associated with the strong force, the so-called gluons.ddd duu uud uuudds uds uusdss usssss�3�2�10
�32 0 32 Iz
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84 Chapter Sixteen More Quarks and FamiliesTomorrow is not an extrapolation of todaySYNOPSISExperimental considerations led to the introduction of the charmed quark and the subsequent discovery ofcharmed mesons and baryons. Later, two additional quarks, top and bottom were introduced to completethe picture. The leptons and quarks appear in three families each containing 15 particles.1. The Charmed QuarkThe introduction of the u; d and s quarks led to a greatly increased understanding of the baryons andmesons. In parallel to these developments had been the introduction of quantum chromodynamics withits coloured quarks. In the case of the u; d quarks this meant that they carried a total electric charge Qqof 3� (qu + qd) = 3� (23 � 13) = +1 (1)The lepton e carried a charge �1 and one had for the collection of particles fu; d; e; �eg a total electriccharge Qf Qf = 3� (qu + qd) + qe + q�e = 1� 1 + 0 = 0 (2)Thus the total electric charge carried summed to zero. This balancing of the quark and lepton chargesappeared in quantum chromodynamics as a necessary requirement for a consistent theory of quarks andleptons i.e. X(Qquark + Qlepton) = 0 (3)If we were to partner the strange quark s with the next lepton pair f�; ��g then Eq. (3) would no longersatis�ed. To restore Eq. (3) it would be necessary to hypothesise the existence of an additional quark, c,that carried a charge qc = 23 which would be the partner of the strange quark and was termed the charmquark. The charmed quark had strangeness S = 0 and carried its own quantum number C = 1 termedthe charm quantum number.In the case of the u; d quark pair the d quark was slightly more massive than the u quark (Recallmneutron�mproton � 0:5MeV ). The strange quark, s, was more massive than the u; d quarks and it waspredicted that while the c quark was the partner of the s quark it would be rather more massive thanthe s quark. This implied that the resultant new mesons and baryons involving one, or more, charmedquarks would be signi�cantly more massive than those involving just u; d; s quarks.2. Charmed MesonsBy 1974 the properties of the charmed mesons and baryons had been predicted in some detail. Sevencharmed mesons should exist, three with charm C = +1 f�uc; �dc; �scg, three with charm C = �1 fu�c; d�c; s�cgand one with C = 0 (hidden charm). The charmed quark, like the strange quark, had strong isopin I = 0.Previously we plotted out the quantum numbers of the mesons as a two-dimensional plot of S versus Iz.With the introduction of the charm quantum number we need to make a three-dimensional plot with Sand Iz plotted in a plane, as before, with the charm quantum number C plotted on an axis perpendicularto the S; Iz plane to give the diagram overleaf.



85(a) D+scscu cd�� du K0ds K+us �+udsdsu �0 ��c �0K� K0D+D0
D� D0D�sdc ucsc(b) D�+scscu cd�� du K�0ds K�+us �+udsdsu �0 !J= �K�� K�0D�+D�0
D�� D�0D��sdc ucscSU(4) 16-plets for the (a) pseudoscalar and (b) vector mesons made of u; d; s; and c quarks.



86 The nonets of the light mesons occupy the central planes, to which the c�c states have been added. Theneutral mesons at the centres of these planes are admixtures of u�u; d �d; s�s; and c�c statesNote the appearance at the centre of the �gure of a single meson c�c with hidden charm C = 0 this wasthe so-called J	 particle discovered simultaneously at Brookhaven and Stanford in 1974. Subsequentlyall the particles indicated in the meson picture have been discovered and their decays established inconsiderable detail.3. Charmed BaryonsAdditional baryons are possible if the charmed quark is introduced. Unlike mesons, no hidden charmstates can arise and hence every baryon involving one or more charmed quarks has a de�nite C number.The baryons with C = 0 involve just the u; d; s quarks and give rise to the normal baryon octet anddecuplet when a S; Iz plot is made. If C is plotted perpendicular to the S; Iz plane we obtain the two�gures given below: (a) dcc uccscc�+c �+c�0c �+cddc udc uucuscdsc 
0cssc�0c �++c�� n udd uud puus �+uss�0��dssdds uds� �0



87(b) 
++ccc�+cc �++ccdcc uccscc
+cc�0c �++c�+cddc udc uucdsc uscssc�0c �+c�0 �+�� �� 
� �0 �+ddd udd uud uuudds uds �0 uusdss usssssSU(4) multiplets of baryons made of u; d; s; and c quarks. (a) The 20-plet with an SU(3) octet.(b) The 20-plet with an SU(3) decuplet.The production of the �rst charmed baryons was accomplished at the Fermilab accelerator.4. More QuarksThe discovery of charmed particles strengthened the believe among physicists that there was a pair ofquarks for each family, or generation, of leptons. Thus the u; d quarks were linked to the e; �e leptons,s; cquarks to the �; �� leptons and ... . Was there a further pair of quarks b; t linked to the �; ��leptons? Furthermore it had been suggested that a total of six quarks could lead to a solution to theCP puzzle associated with the neutral kaon mesons K0; �K0 which violated CP conservation, and if CPTinvariance held would imply non-invariance with respect to T (time-reversal). This hypothesis was greatlystrengthened in 1977 with the production, again at Fermilab, of the ��meson involving the expected bquark (or bottom quark). The bottom quark had an electric charge of �13 and carried its own quantumnumber B (not to be confused with the baryon number B) with the other quantum numbers I;S; C allzero. To plot out the quantum numbers of the mesons and baryons involving the quantum numbersS; Iz; C; B requires four-dimensional graph paper which seems unobtainable in Poland, and elsewhere.Nevertheless one can, of course, list the quartets of quantum numbers.The discovery of mesons and baryons involving the bottom quark greatly stimulated attempts to �ndexperimental evidence for the existence of a t quark (top quark). Tantalising hints of its existencedeveloped in 1994 and unequivocal evidence for a meson t�t was made public in early 1995. The top quarkhas an electric charge of +23 and carries its own quantum number T . A plot of the �ve quantum numbersS; Iz; C; B; T requires �ve-dimensional graph paper!Thus a highly satisfying picture of three generations of quarks and leptons is emerging.5. The First GenerationThe existence of three generations of quarks and leptons is surprising. All the particles required forordinary matter seem to involve just the members of the �rst generation. Let us look at the �rstgeneration in a little more detail. It involves the u; d quarks and the e; �e leptons. According to quantumchromodynamics the u; d quarks each come in three "colours" making six coloured quarks while the



88 leptons e; �e do not carry colour. The leptons and quarks are all spin 12 fermions and should come in bothleft-handed, L, and right-handed, R, forms. However, recall the neutrino associated with the electronoccurs only in the left-handed form �L.Physicists have attempted to bring a semblance of order to the particles of a given generation by groupingtogether the left-handed particles into a single family (the right-handed particles form a similar family).The left-handed electron, eL, and the left-handed neutrino, �L, are very light particles and are groupedinto a colourless weak isospin doublet, Iwk = 12 , ��LeL� (4)with �L having Iwkz = +12 .The left-handed quarks uL; dL are likewise grouped together as a coloured weak isospin doublet�uLdL� (5)The left-handed antiquarks, designated as dcL and ucL, are anticoloured weak isospin singlets. Likewise theleft-handed positron appears as a weak isospin singlet designated as ecL (We have attached a superscriptc to indicated the conjugate particle). We are led to a group of 15 left-handed particles, rememberingthat the quarks and antiquarks come in three colours,� �LeL� ; �uLdL � ; ucL; dcL; ecL (6)6. The SU5 PictureCan one group the �fteen particles of Eq. (6) into a more meaningful order? Each particle is associatedwith a de�nite electric charge, which in turn may be related to a weak hypercharge quantum numberY wk, a de�nite weak isospin Iwk and a colour state. Observable particles always occur as colour singlets(i.e. they involve equal admixtures of the three colour quantum numbers. Physicists try to representthese properties in terms of mathematical symmetry groups. For example the quantum theory of angularmomentum is founded upon the rotational invariance of free space and the mathematical group is SO3,the group of rotations in three-dimensions. In the case of half-integer angular momentum the coveringgroup of SO3, the special unitary group in two-dimensions, SU2, is used. Every rotation in three dimen-sions is equivalent to a special unitary transformation in two dimensions. The group SU2 is the groupappropriate to the weak isospin and we designate it as SU Iwk2 . It is associated with weak interactions.The weak hypercharge Y wk is associated with the electric charge of particles and hence with electromag-netic interactions. The charge is quantised. Electromagnetic interactions are associated with photonsand the relevant group is the group of unitary transformations in one-dimension, U em1 . Thus electro-magnetic/weak (or electroweak interactions are associated with a very special group structure writtenas U em1 � SU Iwk2 (7)Quarks are strongly interacting particles and, as noted earlier, each have three possible colour states.The three colour states may be associated with the special unitary group SU c3 known as the colour groupor the group of strong interactions. Thus we might try to describe both quarks and leptons with a groupstructure U em1 � SU Iwk2 � SU c3 (8)Such a structure nevertheless treats the electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions separately. Thephysicists dream is to be able to unite all three interactions in some Grand Uni�ed Theory (GUT)and perhaps ultimately to unite such a theory with the fourth interaction, that of gravity, to produce aTheory Of Everything (TOE).The �rst attempt at producing a GUT involved trying to �nd a single group that contained within itselfthe entire structure of Eq. (8). This lead to the SU5 picture that attempted to combine the quarks andleptons into particular representations of the special unitary group SU5. This led to the classi�cation



89of the �rst generation of leptons and quarks as in the table below which we will return to in the nextchapter. SU5 fermion I Iz Y Q color�L 12 012 �1 1ceL �12 �1�5 dcL 0 0 23 13 �3cuL 12 2312 13 3cdL �12 �1310 ucL 0 0 �43 �23 �3cecL 0 0 2 1 1cWhat God hath put asunder no man shall join together Wolfgang Pauli



90 Chapter Seventeen Pictures of ForcesAnything that happens, happens.Anything that, in happening, causes something else to hap-pens, causes something else to happen.Anything that, in happening, causes itself to happen again,happens again.It doesn't necessarily do it in chronological order, though.| Douglas Adams Mostly Harmless London: Heinemann(1992)SYNOPSISSo far we have discussed the properties and classi�cation of the fermionic leptons and quarks and theconstruction of hadrons from quarks. At the conclusion of the previous chapter we sketched one attemptto produce a GUT. This had the e�ect of bringing together the quarks and leptons into families of 15particles in three generations. But what of the interactions that bind the quarks and antiquarks togetherin the formation of hadrons? Before tackling that problem we shall �rst consider the various picturesof the forces of nature. Virtual reality is nothing new to physicists and much more exciting than thecomputer variety!1. The Three GenerationsIn the previous chapter we ended up with the �rst generation of fermions being classi�ed as in the tablebelow: SU5 fermion I Iz Y Q colour�L 12 012 �1 1ceL �12 �1�5 dcL 0 0 23 13 �3cuL 12 2312 13 3cdL �12 �1310 ucL 0 0 �43 �23 �3cecL 0 0 2 1 1cThe three colours of the quarks are designated by 3c and for the antiquarks by �3c where the c indicatescolour. The leptons are associated with colourless states designated as 1c1. The above table involvesthe �rst family, or generation, of 15 quarks and leptons. The further two families of 15 have exactly thesame structure as in the table given for the �rst family. It is an experimental observation that there arethree generations. In a more complete theory one would like to know why there are three families (andwhether there are only three families). This problem remains to be resolved.1 Technically, 3c, �3c and 1c correspond to the dimensions of certain irreducible representations ofthe colour group SU c3 .



912. Quantum ElectroDynamics (QED)Quantum electrodynamics is the theory of the quantization of electromagnetic interactions and has beenan extraordinarly successful theory. Many properties of the hydrogen atom can be calculated to virtuallyexperimental accuracy. In such calculations the masses of the electron and proton do not come out of thetheory but must be put in by hand, i.e. the experimentally measured masses are used in the calculations.Electromagnetic interactions are associated with a massless particle, the photon (), which is a spin 1boson, but before going further we need to consider the concept of force.3. The Concept of ForceWhat is a force? There are several ways of looking at this question.1. Action-at-a-distance PictureHere we might think of a mass at one point "feels" the gravitational force of a mass at some otherpoint, or a charge at one point being repelled by a charge at some other point, or the earth'smagnetic core forcing a magnetic compass needle to turn around.2. Classical Field PictureIn the classical �eld picture the action-at-a-distance picture is changed to a two-stage process.The mass, charge or magnet creates a �eld whether or not there is another particle to feel (orprobe) it. In this picture we have the notion of an electric �eld, gravitational �eld or a magnetic�eld in empty space. Placing a mass, charge, or magnet at a point results in it sensing the �eldpresent locally and experiences a force proportional to the �eld and to its own mass, charge ormagnetic strength.
M m +Q + q

F = GMmr2 F = Qq4��0r2The classical �eld picture originated with Faraday and became a quantitative theory of electromagnetismthrough Maxwell. The introduction of Einstein's theory of relativity in a sense completed the developmentof the classical �eld picture.



92 3. The Quantum PictureClassically two charged particles repel each other smoothly leading to smooth trajectories. Inthe quantum picture the process occurs in jerks (or jumps)2
+ + + +(a). Classical picture (b). Quantum pictureIn the quantum picture the particle interaction between fermions (and/or antifermions) takes place viathe exchange of bosons. The repulsion of two particles by a force can be pictured as involving a seriesof jumps in which the exchanged boson is successively absorbed by one particle and then re-emitted andreabsorbed by the second particle. Since momentum is conserved in the exchange process the directionof the particles will change in jerks.Electromagnetic forces arise because charged particles can exchange photons (). The photon is the spin1 boson of quantum electrodynamics. If you charge up a gold leaf electroscope the leaves move apartbecause they are vigorously exchanging photons! In the quantum picture you can get attractive forces aswell as repulsive forces.Q1. Why can't we "see" the light particles? Why can't we block them with an opaque material suchas cardboard? These are very di�cult questions which will take us time to answer.Gravitational forces presumably3arise by the exchange of a boson known as the graviton.4. Virtual ParticlesThe exchange particles involved in forces are often referred to as virtual particles. These particles existonly to mediate the forces and have some distinctive properties not shared by the "real" particles thattrigger photomultipliers and such like detectors. The virtual particles are operating at a submicroscopiclevel and as such are permitted to go faster, or slower, than the speed of light c but on the average go atthe speed c. They are in a sense free to choose their speed. This is one of the fundamental di�erences2 jerk n. sharp sudden pull or twist. (Oxford dictionary)3 I say presumably as the graviton remains undetected, due in part from the extreme weakness ofthe gravitational force



93between quantum theory and classical (or relativistic) mechanics. Things allowed in classical physicsare allowed in quantum theory but things not allowed in classical physics are often allowed in quantumtheory. Quantum theory associates a probability with every possible action and the overall e�ect is foundby summing all the possibilities. In most, but not all, situations the e�ects that are classically allowedare the most important. Over long observation times (recall a typical nuclear time can be as short as10�23s!) the particles are found to obey special relativity and travel at speed c.Thanks to the uncertainty principle, violation of energy conservation is possible over a short time intervalsubject to �E _�t � h (1)Thus in the exchange of a particle by absorption, or emission, momentum is conserved but energy neednot be conserved except in the overall process. While the virtual particle is travelling in the space betweenthe original particles a mismatch �E in the total energy at that time can be allowed provided the virtualparticle lives only a �nite time �t given by Eq. (1).5. The Cardboard Question and Refraction of LightWe have seen that in quantum theory energy nonconservation is allowed for a �nite time but always on apayback basis. When two charges interact with one another through a sheet of cardboard the exchangephotons may be stopped in the cardboard for a while - they may be absorbed by the atoms or moleculesin the cardboard. But energy is conserved in the long time and those atoms or molecules must releasetheir energy by re-emitting the photons. The net result is that the photons are slowed down. The slowingdown is a dynamic process comprising short hops and stops till the photon reaches the other side. Thisis also the quantum picture of the refraction of light4. We can see now that the physics of refraction isclosely related to the physics of optical absorption. Understanding the commonly observed "bending ofa stick in water" is a very subtle problem requiring the subtleties of quantum theory and relativity to bediscussed with any degree of honesty and completeness.6. Electrons as Garbage CarriersOur electron can no longer be thought of as a single entity but, like all charged particles, is surroundedby a cloud of virtual photons, each living as long a time as allowed by the uncertainty principle. Onaverage, more energy is required to produce the cloud of virtual particles - even temporarily. Thus in avery real sense the charged particle is surrounded by not only virtual photons but also a host of othervirtual particles since, on the pay back basis, the photons can be momentarily disappearing as a particle-antiparticle pair which subsequently annihilates giving back the photon. The e�ect is to a�ect the massof the electron. We cannot directly observe this mass shift since we never see an electron without charge- it would not be an electron any longer. We can however measure related quantities where the virtualparticles contribute such as to the magnetic moment of the electron5.7. The Casimir E�ectThe physicist's concept of the vacuum is nothing like the classical picture of of nothingness. Ratherthe vacuum is seen as a place of great activity - a boiling soup of electron-positron pairs, virtual innature, according to QED - nothing forbids it now so it happens6. Clearly such imaginative ideas needtesting! Can we predict any new e�ects from such ideas? If not then our theory is sterile. One suchprediction was made by the Dutch physicist, Hendrik Casimir. Casimir suggested that one could changethe vacuum by enclosing it in metal plates. These will short out those electromagnetic e�ects whichoccur at wavelengths of the order of the plate spacing, or greater. Their contribution to the total boilingdynamics is lost. As a consequence their contribution to the temporary and net energy shifts should belost and the energy of the vacuum changed. If I pull the plates apart I am e�ectively putting back intothe vacuum. This energy has to come from somewhere - namely the pull I gave to the plates. ThusI am led to the conclusion that two metal plates in a vacuum experience a force of attraction. Thisforce is proportional to Planck's constant, h, (Thus it is a quantum e�ect and very small!) and inversely4 Indeed Newton had the basic idea, if not the picture, that in entering a material his corpusclesslowed down.5 Technically these e�ects are associated by physicists as mass renormalisation e�ects6 Recall the Aristotlean statement "Nature abhors a vacuum"



94 proportional to c2 (Thus it involves relativity and c�2 is very small!) and to the separation of the plates.The total e�ect is extremely small but measurable! The veri�cation of the Casimer E�ect is but one ofa number of experiments supporting the physicists conception of the vacuum.8. The Lamb Shift1947 saw the completion of two major experiments - Polykarp Kusch's accurate measurement of themagnetic moment of the electron and the measurement of the so-called Lamb shift by Willis Lamb andRobert Retherford. Both experiments were in disagreement with the Dirac theory of the electron andrequired the development of a new approach to QED - at the hands of Bethe, Dyson, Schwinger, Tomonagaand Feynman. Both results involved the e�ects of virtual photons.We have seen that virtual photons interact so as to give the electron a jerky motion (called by physicistszitterbewegung). This means that for an electron in an atom the energy of interaction between theelectron and the nucleus can be di�erent due to the zitterbewegung and the di�erence in the energy shiftis di�erent for di�erent electron orbits. Furthermore there is an additional contribution from the tendencyof electron-positron pairs produced in the vacuum to be polarised by the nucleus. As a consequence theattraction of the electron to the nucleus is changed with the vacuum acting like a dielectric, polarisingand shielding the nuclear charge from the orbiting electrons. Dirac's relativistic electron theory appliedto the hydrogen atom was remarkably precise. However, the two orbits 2S 12 , 2P 12 in the Dirac pictureare degenerate, i.e. they have the same energy. The importance of the Lamb-Retherford experiment wasits demonstration of a small splitting, or energy separation, between those two orbits now measured as�Eexpt = 1057:862MHz� 0:02MHz (2a)and is commonly termed the Lamb Shift. Modern QED calculations give a theoretical splitting of�Eth = 1057:864MHz� 0:014MHz (2b)The splitting is extremely small and requires microwave spectroscopy to detect it. The apparent dis-crepancy between theory and experiment is properly due to the need to estimate the e�ect of an in�nitenumber of ever decreasing terms left out in the calculation. Nevertheless the agreement is remarkableand constitutes further evidence of the physicists conception of the vacuum and its vacuum induceductuations.9. The Magnetic Moment of the ElectronOne of the triumphs of the Dirac relativistic electron theory was its direct calculation of the magneticmoment of the electron as g = 2 exactly! agreeing with experiment until Polykarp Kusch's measurementin 1947. Writing g = 2(1 + a) (2)modern experiments give aexpt = (1:158 652 193 � 0:000 000 004)� 10�3 (3a)or g = 2:0023293 : : : (3b)QED calculations taking into account the e�ects of virtual photons giveath = (1:159 652 197 � 0:000 000 076)� 10�3 (3c)The agreement to nine decimal places is truly remarkable and a further indication of the validity of QED.10. To the Future!The calculations and experiments just alluded to all relate to the hydrogen atom. Nowadays it is possibleto strip heavy atoms of all their electrons but one to leave a hydrogenic atom with a nuclear charge +Zewhere Z is the atomic number. Already ions such as U91+ have been made. These studies will, I believe,be prominent in the physics of the next century since the QED corrections all increase strongly withincreasing atomic number and thus we should eventually get stronger tests of QED than those presentlyavailable. Helium like ions will be able to test our understanding of two-electron interactions. Of coursethere are complications - one must understand in more detail the nature of the interaction of electronswith the nucleus as in highly ionised atoms the electron orbits are much closer to the nucleus and again



95we must turn to a better understanding of the relationship of atomic physics to nuclear physics and inturn of particle physics. Note however, that now one cannot expect to understanding cosmology withoutparticle physics AND vice versa. In the next chapter we return to the question of the forces of nature.Physics Research is Too Expensive!Before jumping to that conclusion don't forget the world budget for defence exceedsUS$1,000,0000,000,000 per annum! or if you like US$2.71Bn per day or �US$100,000,000 per hour. Theworld health cost of smoking is estimated by the World Bank at �US$200Bn per annum. The cost ofphysics research is insigni�cant compared with these �gures.



96 Chapter EighteenWhat Glues the Particles Together? I.Knowledge for the sake of understanding,not merely to prevail, that is the essence of our beingNone can de�ne its limits, or set its ultimate boundaries| Vannevar Bush Science is Not Enough (1967)Lecture 18. What Glues the Particles Together? I.SYNOPSISClassifying the quarks and leptons into three families or generations. (Probably the word generations ismore apt than families as generations imply sequential relationships between families which is closer tothe physicists dream of uni�cation) is to some extent botanical or taxinomic. As Fermi remarked "If Iknew there would be so many particles I would have been a botanist". To make a physical picture weneed to introduce interactions - the glue that sticks the particles together to form matter as we know it.QED provides the prototype for a general theory of the forces of nature. We associate interactions withthe exchange of bosonic particles.1. The Bosons of Weak InteractionsThe exchanged particle for QED is the massless photon . The exchanged particles giving rise to the weakinteraction must also be bosons of spin 1. There is however a fundamental di�erence - electromagneticinteractions have an in�nite range whereas the weak force has a very short range < 10�17m. Yukawa'searly attempt to explain nuclear forces in terms of the exchange of mesons involved short range forces butwith a range � 100 greater than for the weak force leading to the idea that the exchange particles associ-ated with weak interactions must be much more massive than Yukawa's mesons. By 1967 predictions ofthe mass of the exchanged particles (often referred to as weakons) were already being made. Furthermore,unlike for QED, three types bosons are involved in weak interactions, a triplet W+; Z0; W�. The W�are a particle-antiparticle pair so on the basis of CPT invariance should have the same mass while theneutral Z0 is its own antiparticle and can have a mass di�erent from that of the W�. (Technically theweakon triplet is associated with the adjoint representation of the weak isospin group SU Iwk2 forming anisospin triplet with three charge states corresponding to W� and Z0 with zero weak hypercharge).The masses were estimated to be � 80GeV . These particles were produced at CERN in 1983 and theirmasses measured as MW� = 80:22GeV MZ0 = 91:87GeVThe particles were produced by observing very energetic proton-antiproton collisions to producep+ + p� !W+ +W�or p+ + p� ! Z0 + ::;Neither weakon can be observed directly but is identi�ed by its subsequent decays such as, forexample, W+ !�+ + ��e+ + �e�+ + ��hadronsand Z0 !e+ + e��+ + ���+ + ��hadrons



972. Electroweak Uni�cation?Prior to Maxwell, electric and magnetic forces were seen as separate, and unrelated forces. With Maxwell'sintroduction of an electromagnetic theory, and even more so with Einstein's theory of special relativity,electric and magnetic forces became united into a single force - the electromagnetic force and thus arosethe �rst example of uni�cation of seemingly di�erent forces. Could the weak force and the electromagneticforce be woven into a single electroweak theory that encompassed both? At �rst this seems most unlikely,while the photon is a massless particle the weakons are very massive particles.Why is the photon massless and the weakons so massive? Answering the �rst part of the questionseems to lead to a massive contradiction in the second part of the question. A clue to the �rst partis that electromagnetism is associated with the, apparently strict, conservation of electric charge. An"exact" conservation law must involve an "exact" symmetry. This symmetry is of a di�erent type to thatassociated with such things as energy and momentum conservation which arise from speci�c continuoussymmetries of spacetime such as displacements and rotations. Conservation of charge is not of that type.3.Gauge SymmetryThere is a category of symmetries that are distinctly di�erent from those symmetries we have earlierconsidered - these are the so-called gauge transformations. In physics we represent �elds in terms ofcomplex wave functions �(x) that depend in some way upon the coordinates of spacetime x. (HereI use just x to stand for the four spacetime variables commonly given as, say, x; y; z; t placing spaceand time on an equal footing.) Gauge symmetries are very much associated with the freedom of choicethe physicist has in de�ning �(x). While the choice of �(x) is usually severely constrained by physicalconsiderations one expects to be free to specify the overall phase of the wavefunction without changing thephysics deduced from the wave function. That is, the physics (Technically this means that the Lagrangianconstructed from the functions �(x) is invariant under a phase transformation) should be invariant undera transformation of the wavefunction such that�(x) ! ei��(x) (1)where � is called the phase angle (If � = 360� we have ei� = +1 or if � = 180� then ei� = �1 etc.) If thephase angle � is not dependent on the spacetime point x then the invariance is said to be a global gaugeinvariance.Often the gauge transformation will be written in an equivalent, though more explicit form as�(x) ! eiQ��(x) (2)where now Q is the charge associated with the �eld �(x) and � is a real parameter.In the case of electromagnetismQ may be rewritten as eQ in terms of the fundamental charge e. Whereasfor global invariance the parameter � is the same at all spacetime point relaxing that restriction andallowing the parameter � to depend on the spacetime point x leads to local gauge invariance. i.e.� = �(x) (3)This means that the phase angle is now arbitrary at every point x and local gauge invariance means thatthe phase di�erence between two di�erent spacetime points is not measurable.4. Gauge Symmetry and Charge ConservationThe assumption of local gauge invariance immediately leads to conservation of the charge Q. Thusturning things around, the existence of charge conservation implies that it is experimentally not possibleto measure a phase di�erence at two spacetime points - that is the "impossible experiment" associated withcharge conservation. Technically the phase rotations form a one-dimensional Abelian unitary group U (1).Lepton and baryon conservation are likewise associated with local gauge invariance and the "charges" aretermed leptonic and baryonic charges respectively. The principle of local gauge invariance is very powerful- in the case of electromagnetism the principle alone su�ces to derive the full theory of electromagnetismas contained in Maxwell's equations.5. So How do Particles Acquire Mass?Local gauge invariance is associated with gauge particles, in the case of electromagnetism the gaugeparticle is the photon. Such invariance forces the gauge particle to be massless as is indeed the case for



98 electromagnetism. Given the success of local gauge theory in electromagnetism we are tempted to carryover the formalism to weak interactions and therein lies a stumbling block - the photon is massless butthe gauge particles of the weak interaction are massive. Initially it appears that all gauge particles shouldbe massless so how do the weakons W�; Z0 acquire mass?It was realised in 1954 by Yang and Mills, and by Shaw (YMS), that the gauge theory of electromagnetismassociated with the unitary group U (1) of phase rotations could be extended to more general gauge groupssuch as the SU (2) group of the weak isospin BUT this gave the gauge bosons as massless (Technically YMSextended the Abelian U (1) gauge theory of electromagnetism to non-Abelian gauge theories involvingseveral gauge bosons. Thus SU (2) became the non-Abelian gauge group of the weak interactions andinvolved three massless gauge bosons W�; Z0.). This was the dilemma facing physicists in the late 1950'sand early 1960's. The solution was to be found once again in the mysteries of the vacuum and so-calledspontaneous symmetry breaking.6. Spontaneous Symmetry BreakingThe concept of spontaneously broken symmetry originated in solid state physics and illustrates theimportance of physicists being aware of work outside their immediate �eld of endeavour. It also showsthe inter-dependency of di�erent areas of physics and why we cannot say that research in one area isirrelevant to other areas. Furthermore ideas generated in some seemingly exotic area of physics may be ofcrucial signi�cance in a more practical areas of physics and vice versa. The concept of gauge invariancestarted with Maxwell in electromagnetism theory and with Einstein in general relativity.There are many apparent paradoxes in symmetry. A pencil appears to have symmetry with respect toarbitrary rotations about the axis passing through its length and hence the group of rotations in two-dimensional space, SO(2). If I apply a gentle force pushing down on the top of the pencil the rotationalsymmetry remains. I gradually increase the downward force and I suddenly see the symmetry broken -the pencil bends in an unpredictable direction and the symmetry, and perhaps the pencil, is destroyed.
(a) Rotational Symmetry (b) Downward Force Applied (c) Spontaneously Broken SymmetryAs another example, imagine a group of diners sitting around a circular table. Each diner observes atable napkin to their right and to their left. The situation is completely symmetrical. One diner decides



99to pick up a table napkin on his/her left this breaks the symmetry and forces the diner to the left toalso pick up the napkin to the left and the breaking of the symmetry, starting with an arbitrary choice,is propagated right round the table.

(a) Left-Right Symmetry (b) Broken Left-Right SymmetryAs yet another example imagine a donkey placed between two piles of hay. The situation has left-rightsymmetry and the donkey starves unless it chooses to break the symmetry with a decision to eat fromthe left or the right - the decision is arbitrary but the symmetry is broken.Before continuing two brief diversions.7. E�ective Mass in Solid State PhysicsA further clue to the resolution of the mass problem came from solid state physics. In free space theelectron has a de�nite measurable mass me. A solid contains a crystal lattice of positively charged ionsand an electron wandering through the lattice is attracted to it. If we attempt to measure the electron'smass in such an environment we can �nd it has an e�ective mass m�e that may be many times me. In asense the electron has gained mass by interaction with its environment.8. Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking and the Heisenberg FerromagnetA Heisenberg ferromagnet is an in�nite lattice in which every lattice site is occupied by a spin 12 magneticdipole. The spins on neighbouring sites interact with a spin-spin interaction. This interaction is rotation-ally invariant and hence we might expect it would be impossible for the spins to assume any preferreddirection in the lattice but that is not the case! The interaction while rotationally invariant results in thespins becoming aligned to create a ground state of the system that is NOT rotationally invariant! It isenergetically favourable for the spins to all line up in one direction but the direction chosen, in the absenceof external magnetic �elds, is random. Nothing in the underlying physics of electromagnetism can leadto a prediction of the direction taken up by the aligned spins. This example emphasises the observationthat while a given interaction may exhibit a particular symmetry the symmetry of the ground state maybe di�erent from that of the driving interaction. (One might compare the case of the Jahn-Teller e�ectin crystals where the crystal may lower its symmetry by a distortion that reduces the degeneracy of the



100 ground state and in the process lowers the energy of the ground state.)9. Spin, Massless and Massive ParticlesIt is a characteristic of massless particles such as photons, gravitons and presumably the massless gaugebosons to possess just two spin (or helicity) states, either the spin is parallel to the momentum (positivehelicity) or the spin is antiparallel to the momentum (negative helicity). Thus the photon having spinS = 1 has just two helicity states corresponding to the spin projections onto the momentum of MS = �1and presumably for the graviton which has spin S = 2, just MS = �2. A massive particle (In physicsa massive particle is a particle that has non-zero mass as opposed to a massless particle.) of spin S hasa total of 2S + 1 values of the spin projection MS . Thus a massive particle of spin S = 1 should havethree spin (or helicity) states. Compared with a massless S = 1 particle it has a state with MS = 0 (zerohelicity). How can we start with a massless spin S = 1 which has just two helicity states and end upwith a massive particle with three spin states? Two discoveries were to shed light on this problem - theintroduction of Goldstone bosons and the Higgs bosons. Again the transfer of results from the theoryof the solid state played a crucial role in the solution that has led to what is now referred to as TheStandard Model.10. The Goldstone BosonIn 1960/61 Nambu and Goldstone independently studied the problem of broken global symmetries andshowed that a spontaneously broken continuous symmetry gives rise to massless spin S = 0 bosons. Thisseemed, at the time, very surprising for it was felt that surely such a particle would have already beendiscovered. Goldstone, Salam and Weinberg studied the problem further and concluded that whenever asymmetry like isospin or strangeness is spontaneously broken Goldstone bosons must occur. ( Even worsethey would remain massless to all orders of perturbation theory.) It thus appeared that the solution ofthe problem of mass was further away than ever.11. The Higgs Mechanism to the RescueA way out of the Goldstone boson dilemma developed in 1964 with the work of Higgs, Kibble and others.It was shown that the massless gauge bosons of the Yang-Mills-Shaw theory and the Goldstone bosonscould be simultaneously avoided via what has become known as the Higgs mechanism. (It is perhapslinguistically strange to use the word mechanism with its overtones of 18/19th century mechanisticviews. Rather Higgs developed a procedure, method or recipe for generating masses from interaction ofparticles with the Higgs �eld.) The Higgs method is a particularly beautiful specialisation of Lagrangian�eld theory which while technically transparent to anyone familiar with �eld theory is a challenge toadequately describe in words, a task that I shall attempt in the next chapter. The Higgs method wasto supply the missing piece in understanding weak interactions and in the hands of Ward, Salam andWeinberg was to lead to a uni�ed theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions, the electroweak theory.The weak interaction cannot supply the "glue" to bind particles together - it, like gravity, is much tooweak. However, much of the methodolgy developed in establishing the electroweak theory was to playan important role in developing a theory of the "glue", but that must await another chapter. All thesedevelopments were also to impact strongly on the relationship between particle physics and cosmologyas particle physics allows us to look back in time much further than any telescope.Serendipity serendipity:faculty of making happy discoveries by accident. Oxford Dictionary"... I remember travelling back to London on an American Airforce transport ight. ... I couldnot sleep. I kept reecting on why Nature should violate left-right symmetry in weak interactions....While crossing over the Atlantic, came back to me a deeply perceptive question "The photonmass is zero because of Maxwell's principle of gauge symmetry for electromagnetism ... why isthe neutrino mass zero?" ... But during that comfortless night the answer came. The analog forthe neutrino of the gauge symmetry for the photon existed: it had to do with the masslessnessof the neutrino. ...Nature had the choice of an aesthetically satisfying but a left-right symmetryviolating theory, with a neutrino which travels exactly with the speed of light; or alternativelya theory where left-right symmetry is preserved, but the neutrino has a tiny mass - some tenthousand times smaller than the mass of the electron" Abdus Salam,Nobel Prize Address"... At some point in the fall of 1967, I think while driving to my o�ce at MIT, it occurred tome that I had been applying the right ideas to the wrong problem. It is not the � meson that is



101massless: it is the photon. And its partner is not the A1, but the massive intermediate bosons,which since the time of Yukawa had been suspected to be the mediators of the weak interactions.The weak and electromagnetic interactions could be described in a uniform way in terms of anexact but spontaneously broken gauge theory. And this theory would be renormalizable likequantum electrodynamics because it is gauge invariant like quantum electrodynamics." StevenWeinberg,1979 Nobel Prize Address



102 Chapter NineteenWhat Glues the Particles Together? II."... The goddess of learning is fabled to have sprung fullgrown from the brain of Zeus, but it is seldom that ascienti�c conception is born in its �nal form, or ownsa single parent. More often it is the product of a seriesof minds, each in turn modifying the ideas of those thatcame before, and providing material for those that comeafter"G. P. Thomson,1937 Nobel Prize AddressSYNOPSISThe Yang-Mills-Shaw gauge theories led to the embarrassing result that ALL gauge bosons were massless.While in agreement with QED where the gauge boson, the photon, was indeed massless that could notbe the case for the gauge bosons of the weak interaction. A way out was sought in spontaneously brokenglobal symmetries but this introduced massless spin zero Goldstone bosons. The Higgs mechanism wasto supply the way out of the double dilemma of massless gauge bosons and Goldstone bosons and tocreate a method for generating massive bosons.1. The Central Problem of 1964The central problem of 1964 in the theory of weak interactions and attempts to produce a uni�ed theoryof weak and electromagnetic interactions was how to generate masses for the weak interaction bosonswhile at the same time keeping the photon as a massless gauge boson and to somehow get rid of theunwanted Goldstone bosons. Is it possible to somehow spontaneously break the gauge symmetry andavoid the Goldstone bosons?2. The Higgs SolutionThe way started to become clear with Peter Higgs seminal paper Broken Symmetries and the Masses ofGauge Bosons fPhys. Rev. Lett. 13, 508-9 (1964)g. Higgs noted parallel developments in the theory ofsuperconductivity. In particular "Like the "superconductor theories" these gauge theories have su�eredfrom a zero mass di�culty: The gauge principle appears to guarantee that the associated vector7�eldquanta are massless, ... But the only known massless vector boson is the photon; the existing evidencesuggests that all other vector bosons must be massive. Higgs followed with a more detailed paper entitled" Spontaneous Symmetry Breakdown without Massless Bosons" fPhys. Rev. 145, 1156-63 (1966)gHiggs realised that breaking global symmetries would not do the trick. What was needed was to spon-taneously break down the local gauge symmetry. Higgs needed to �nd a way to cause his gauge vectorbosons to interact with some �eld to break the local gauge symmetry and for his gauge bosons to ac-quire mass. To do this he needed to start with �eld equations that satis�ed the symmetry of the gaugegroup but with a vacuum state that did not preserve the local gauge symmetry leading to a spontaneousbreaking of local gauge invariance.3. Higgs Model CalculationHiggs set up a model or prototype calculation in which he imagined the vacuum was permeated by a pairof scalar �elds, a Higgs doublet8. His massless gauge vector bosons, represented by two real functions,interacted with the scalar �elds. After spontaneous breakdown of the local symmetry he obtained anequation9describing an interacting massive scalar �eld, represented by a real function, together with amassive vector �eld, represented by three real functions. There was no embarrassing Goldstone boson, ithad disappeared in the spontaneous symmetry breakdown being transformed to supply the extra degreeof freedom required for a massive vector boson10. The massive scalar �eld has as its quanta a spinless7 Scalar �elds are associated with spin zero bosons whereas vector �elds are associated with spinone bosons.8 Strictly speaking a complex scalar �eld involving two real functions.9 The Lagrangian of the system.10 Recall that a massless vector boson has spin one but only two spin states, MS = �1 - there is



103neutral boson, commonly called the Higgs Boson.Higgs' model showed how massless gauge bosons could gain mass by interacting with the Higgs �eldwhich is assumed to permeate all space. The larger the interaction of a particle with the Higgs �eld themore mass the particles appear to have. Higgs' model gave a mechanism for generating masses but whilehe recognised its relevance to the theory of weak interactions it was to be up to Weinberg and Salam toapply Higgs' model to create a realistic uni�cation of electromagnetic and weak interactions.4. The Salam-Weinberg Electroweak TheoryQED was associated with the massless vector gauge boson, the photon (), while it appeared that thegauge bosons of the weak interaction involved three massless vector bosons (W�; Z0), the weakons. Thuselectromagnetism, uni�ed with weak interactions, must be associated with four massless gauge vectorbosons. The problem was to be able to give mass to the weakons while leaving the photon massless. Thegauge group was designated U1 � SU2 with the photon belonging to U1 and the weakons to SU2.The �rst clue was the Yang-Mills-Shaw theory for breaking the symmetry of non-Abelian groups such asSU2 albeit with the generation of massless Goldstone bosons. Higgs spontaneous symmetry breaking gavethe second clue as it avoided the Goldstone bosons and showed how gauge bosons could gain mass. Salamand Weinberg, independently, applied the Higgs mechanism to break the U1�SU2 gauge symmetry downto the U1 gauge symmetry of electromagnetism leaving the photon massless while the weakons gainedmass as a result of their coupling to the Higgs �eld.5. Predictions of the Electroweak TheoryThe electroweak theory , in its simplest form, is characterised by a single parameter sin2 �W , where �Wis the mixing angle between the bare Z0 and . It was possible to express the masses of the weakonsW�; Z0 in terms of sin2 �W . In 1967 no accelerators existed capable of creating the weakons. The ratioof the masses of the charged (W�) to the neutral (Z0) weakons was predicted to beMZ = MW�cos �W (1)However, every prediction at that stage depended upon a knowledge of the parameter sin2 �W .The introduction of the neutral Z0 boson led to the prediction of so-called neutral currents which es-sentially meant it should be possible to scatter neutrinos o� electrons with no change in charge as forexample in reactions such as �� + e� ! �� + e� (2a)��� + e� ! ��� + e� (2b)which were mediated by the exchange of a Z0 boson as illustrated in the diagram overleaf:-
no zero helicity, or longitudinal state with MS = 0. In Higgs model the Goldstone boson supplies thismissing state.



104 �� ��Z0e� e�The process �� + e� ! �� + e�Such a neutral current was observed at CERN in 1973. The cross-section for such a neutralcurrent process can be expressed in terms of the parameter sin2 �W and hence led to the �rst experimentaldetermination sin2 �W = 0:25+0:07�0:05 (3)Modern measurements give a value of sin2 �W = 0:2319� 0:0005 (30)The observation of neutral currents was the �rst veri�able result of the electroweak theory and was thebasis of the Nobel Prize award to Glashow, Salam and Weinberg in 1979, even prior to the observationof the W� and Z0 bosons at CERN in 1983. The measurement of sin2 �W and subsequent improvementsin the measurement then allowed, by 1982 the mass predictionsMW = 83:0+3:0�2:8GeV (4a)MZ = 93:8+2:5�2:4GeV (4b)which may be compared with the currently known masses ofMW = 80:22� 0:26GeV (4a0)MZ = 91:187� 0:007GeV (4b0)6. Mass Generation for FermionsSo far we have presented just the boson mass generation by spontaneous symmetry breaking via thecoupling of the gauge bosons to the Higgs �eld. Fermions also couple to the Higgs �eld giving mass tothe quarks and charged leptons. As yet we do not have the ability to make detailed predictions of themasses of fermions and I will not pursue this topic at this moment.7. Parity Violation in Atoms



105As noted the weak interaction between fermions is mediated by W�; Z0 bosons11. The electroweaktheory leads to the prediction of Parity Non-Conserving (PNC) interactions between electrons and thefermionic constituents of nucleons (the quarks in the form of protons) leading to the admixing of statesof opposite parity leading in turn to handed-ness of emitted photons. These e�ects are extremely small- almost at the limits of experimental detectability. However the e�ects increase rapidly with increasingatomic number Z. Thus in thallium and bismuth the e�ects are some six orders of magnitude greaterthan for hydrogen.In the much studied case of Bi83 atom the e�ect of PNC is to give a very small mixing of the oppositeparity states of the 6p3 and 6p27s electron con�gurations. This has as a consequence a predicted rotationof the plane of polarization of the emitted photons of � 10�7radians. Basically one places a columnof bismuth vapour between two nearly crossed polarizers and looks for changes in intensity � 1 : 10�3corresponding to a predicted rotation angle of � 3� 10�7radians.Experiments for both bismuth and thallium have yielded, albeit with great experimental di�culties,results in agreement with the electroweak theory.8. The Higgs Boson - The Missing LinkThe electroweak theory has been extraordinarly successful with many con�rmed predictions. Combinedwith quantum chromdynamics, the theory of strong interactions, we have what has become known as theStandard Model (SM). The SM has stood up to, and survived, many tests. Many of the features of theSM are well tested, however, there remains an important missing link, the Higgs boson, quanta of theHiggs �eld. The SM gives no prediction as to the mass of this enigmatic particle though some boundshave been predicted. The Higgs boson is a neutral spin zero particle making its detection especiallydi�cult. The discovery of the Higgs boson would supply the missing link and will be one of the keyobjectives of the European Large Hadron Collider. The Higgs boson is unlikely to be observed in thiscentury.9. Uni�cation of ForcesThe electroweak theory appears to successfully unify the weak and electromagnetic forces into a coherentuni�ed theory. At our energy scale these two forces appear very distinctive. Each force is characterisedby a coupling constant which is a measure of the strength of the respective forces. However, the couplingconstants are energy dependent and at some 1016GeV are expected to be of the same magnitude. Theelectroweak theory has the weak angle, �W , as a parameter which cannot be determined from withinthe theory. The next step must be to attempt to unify the electroweak theory with the theory of stronginteractions. We then �nd testable predictions of the size of �W . There appears to be a price to pay insuch a grand uni�cation - leptoquarks that threaten to decay protons! This must await the next chapter.Some Quotable Physics... which suddenly seemed to change the role of Goldstone bosons from that of unwanted intrudersto that of welcome friends, S. Weinberg.We now realize, with special clarity, how much in error are those theorists who believe theorycomes inductively from experience. Even the great Newton could not free himself from this error.,A. EinsteinPure logical thinking cannot yield us any knowledge of the empirical world; all knowledge of realitystarts from experience and ends in it., A. EinsteinYou may notice some contradiction in the above Einstein quotations!11 Of course other interactions between fermions are possible such as the strong interaction betweenquarks. However, these do not violate parity conservation.



106 Chapter TwentyWhat Glues the Particles Together? III."I quickly found out the di�erence between a Fellowshipand a job. The former pays at the beginning of themonth, the latter at the end."Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin1900-1979SYNOPSISWe have seen how particles may gain mass, and worrisome Goldstone bosons may disappear but thatdoes not tell us what glues the particles together. That is the task of QCD and its eight gluons! Thisleads to a theory of strong interactions. Can the theory of strong interactions be uni�ed with the uni�edelectroweak theory? Are there observable, or testable, predictions from such a Grand Uni�ed Theory?1. Freedom and SlaveryYukawa's theory of mesons gave the �rst picture of the strong interactions that bind protons and neutronsin the nucleus. We now know that such a theory cannot explain the very much stronger forces that bindtogether the quarks in neutrons and protons. Yukawa's mesons, viewed as bound states of quark-antiquarkpairs, indeed give a picture of nuclear forces but at a more fundamental level one expects to be able todiscuss both nuclear forces and the forces between quarks, and antiquarks, in terms of quark-quark andquark-antiquark interactions. The nuclear forces in some sense can be regarded as the analogue of vander Waals forces between molecules with the weak van der Waals forces appearing as a left over part ofthe much stronger Coulomb force.The force that binds quarks and antiquarks appears to be of a quite di�erent nature to those encounteredin electroweak theory and any successful theory must descibe this di�erence. No free quark has everbeen observed in spite of numerous attempts. There is good evidence to suggest that mesons are formedas bound states of quark-antiquark pairs and baryons as triplets of quarks. However, no bound statesinvolving a pair of quarks has been observed, or indeed of four or �ve quarks.Probing protons by energetic beams of electrons or photons seems the indicate the proton is made up ofpoint-like quarks. Within the hadrons the quarks appear to be asymptotically free. When they are closetogether they enjoy freedom but as they move apart their freedom becomes slavery. There appears noway for them to escape and enjoy the freedom experienced by the leptons. If we supply su�cient energyto set free the quark we observe a quark-antiquark pair, or meson.2. The Necessity of ColourWhat is the origin of the strongly attractive forces that bind �qq? Based upon our experience withelectroweak theory it is tempting to associate the strong forces with the exchange of some spin onebosons that "glue" the quarks together in forming hadrons, the "gluons". What properties must weattribute to these gluons? We have already argued that the quarks and antiquarks must carry a colourquantum number capable of assuming three values or colours. This was necessary to save the Pauliexclusion principle in building a quark model of the �++ spin 32 baryon from three u quarks.There is a considerable body of other evidence supporting the introduction of colour. For example, it ispossible to calculate exactly the decay rate for the decay �0 ! 2 but the calculation requires summingover all the quarks coupling to the �0 and this is proportional to the number of colour degrees of freedomNc attributed to the quarks. The observed decay rate can only be satis�ed if Nc = 3.Furthermore, experimentalists have measured the products , hadrons and mesons, produced in electron-positron collisions. the cross-section ratio�(e+e� ! hadrons)�(e+e� ! Pi �qiqi) / NcAgain we �nd the measured ratios being compatible with Nc = 3.



1073. Coloured Gluons and QuantumChromoDynamics (QCD)Quantum chromodynamics is the current theory of strong interactions and we expect it to remain anintegral part of any more comprehensive theory that may be developed in the future in the same senseas Newton's mechanics remains as an important approximation to Einstein's more comprehensive theoryof relativity. QCD is a gauge theory of the strong interactions and has at its heart a mathematicalstructure based on the special unitary group SU c3 where the superscript reminds us that this is thesymmetry group associated with the colour group. We have already met the group SU3 in our discussionof the symmetries of baryons and mesons. There we encountered objects �tting into singlets, octets anddecuplets, most notably the baryon octet of Gell-Mann's Eight-Fold-Way. However, the group of QCD,while mathematically the same as for the hadrons is applied in a very di�erent manner. In QCD it is agroup of gauge transformations.Central to QCD are an octet of spin one massless gauge bosons termed gluons. These eight gluonscarry colour but not quantum numbers such as charge Q, isospin I, or hypercharge Y . These latterthree quantum numbers are associated with the electroweak theory of SU Iwk2 �UYwk1 In QCD the quarksinteract through the eight bosons, the gluons which are the gauge bosons of QCD. The gluons play therole of the photon of electromagnetic interactions but with a fundamentally di�erence - the photon doesnot interact with itself whereas gluons do! This feature makes QCD very di�erent from QED! This isseen in part in the diagrams shown below. The �rst diagram illustrates the electromagnetic interactioncontribution while the succeeding diagrams show the e�ects of gluon interactions.
e+e� qq + g + g + g

Some interaction diagrams for e+ + e� ! �qqIt is a feature of QCD that the only observable "free" particles are those corresponding to colour singlets(i.e. states in which the colour is e�ectively washed out). Thus the gluons and quarks can only appearin objects without colour such as hadrons. It is impossible to construct colourless states from quarkcon�gurations where the number of quarks is a multiple of three or the number of quarks and antiquarksare equal. Colourless combinations of gluons could form observable "glueballs" though no such objectsappear to have been found. A similar situation appears to hold for exotic quark con�gurations such asq6 etc. The primary evidence for the existence of gluons come from predictions based upon QCD such



108 as in the appearance jets in high energy collisions of particles and in the self-consistent picture of stronginteractions that emerges from QCD. It is a feature of QCD that the force between quarks increaseslinearly with separation, a feature quite distinct from other known forces.4. The Standard Model (SM)The electroweak theory combined with QCD is commonly referred to as the Standard Model (SM) ofparticle physics and is associated with a gauge theory based upon the gauge group structure SU c3 �SU2�U1. The essential ingredients of the SM the gauge bosons, photon (), weakons (W�; Z0), and the eightgluons. Interaction with the Higgs �eld gives mass to the weakons and to the charged leptons and quarksand thence to the hadrons, baryons and mesons.5. Limitations of the Standard ModelThe SM has been extraordinarily successful and has had many predictive successes. Nevertheless, for anytheory we can never o�er a �nal and complete proof rather, in the Popperian view, we must attempt tofalsify the theory and try to assess its limitations.The most serious shortcoming is our failure, as yet, to experimentally identify the Higgs boson. This isone of the key objectives of the Large Hadron Collider. The weak interaction angle sin2�w enters thetheory as a parameter. Why does it have the value it has?There is no reason emergent from the SM as to why there should be three families of quarks and leptons.Charge quantisation, and in particular the relationship of the quark to lepton charges, is outside thetheory of the SM. There is no reason given as to why the quarks and leptons have their particular massesand how these are related to those of the W�; Z0 bosons. The SM model gives no relationship betweenthe leptons and hadrons or of the relative strength of the electroweak and strong interaction.6. The �rst Grand Uni�ed Theory - SU5The �rst attempts to go beyond the SM involved trying to develop a Grand Uni�ed Theory that encom-passed both the electroweak and strong interactions into a single theory. To that end one seeks a highersymmetry in which at some high uni�cation energy the coupling constants that measure the strengths ofthe electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions all tend to a common value. This means that the cou-pling "constants" are in fact energy dependent. Studies of the coupling constants as a function of energysuggest a uni�cation energy of � 1016GeV , an energy well beyond any conceivable particle accelerator.Such a uni�cation energy domain could only have been reached in the very early universe (at t � 10�36seconds!). In that sense, cosmology and particle physics also become uni�ed.
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couplingconstant�i 1 102 1016 GeV

Uni�cationEnergy � 1016 GeVSU3
SU2U1 SU5A pictorial representation of grand uni�cationBelow the grand uni�cation energy the symmetry is broken down to that of the SM. The physics ofour epoch comes from the symmetry breaking. The GUT should contain the SM after the symmetrybreaking. The �rst GUT theory was suggested by Georgi and Glashow in 1974 (Phys. Rev. Lett. 32,438(1974)) Their GUT involved �nding the smallest mathematical symmetry group that contained thestandard model gauge group SU c3 � SU2 � U1 as a subgroup. This turned out to be the group SU5.Their theory had some immediate successes - charge was naturally quantised, as expected, but moreimportantly the third integral charges of the quarks came out naturally as did their relationship to thecharges of the leptons. Furthermore, the right-handed SU2 doublets of leptons were found to be partneredwith a right-handed singlet of quarks. Thus the SU5 GUT predicted that the right-handed quarks aresinglets under SU2. Another attractive feature was that the entire set of 15 states associated with asingle quark-lepton family could be accommodated in such a way that previously disturbing anomaliestha plaqued earlier theories automatically cancelled out.Whereas in the SM sin �w is a parameter the primitive version of the SU5 GUT gave a prediction of itsvalue. Initially the predicted value seemed in disagreement with experiment until it was realised that thepredicted angle was appropriate to the grand uni�cation value and is changed in the symmetry breakingdown to the experimental energies at which sin �w was measured.7. The Terrible Lepto-quarks!Initially the SU5 GUT looked tremendously encouraging and certainly scored some stunning successes.We have already seen that electromagnetic interactions involved a single boson, , the weak interactionsa further three bosons, W�; Z0, and the strong interactions eight bosons, the gluons. What, if any,additional bosons arise in GUT? Technically the answer has to be found in the adjoint representationof SU5. We �nd a total of 24 gauge bosons. Among these, not surprisingly are the friendly bosons justreferred to and all with the right quantum numbers and colours. But (24 � 12) = 12. Who are the 12new bosons? We �nd they divide into two sets of 6 bosons which carry hypercharge, isospin AND colourquantum numbers. There hypercharge is third integral with one set forming a colour triplet and the other



110 a colour anti-triplet. Thus they appear to share quantum numbers associated with leptons and quarksand yet are bosons. These are the lepto-quarks and indeed must arise in some form in any GUT.What are the consequences of having lepto-quarks in a GUT? The most serious consequence is that theycan violate both baryon number conservation (�B = 0) and lepton conservation (�L = 0). This meansthat they could cause a proton to decay e.g. p! e+ + �0. Calculations of the lifetime of a proton weremade on the basis of the SU5 GUT giving the upper limit prediction of �n;p � 1031years. This is atremendously long lifetime even compared to that of the universe. Nevertheless, experiments have shownthat the lifetime is certainly longer than 1032years and thus the SU5 GUT theory is falsi�ed.8. Grander Grand Uni�ed Theories?The simple SU5 GUT came very close to providing a GUT and its near failure inspires further attemptsto construct other GUTs. Note however, the SU5 GUT gives no solution to the family problem, no clearprediction for the mass of the Higgs boson and su�ers the technical problem of placing the quarks andleptons in two representations of SU5 whereas one might have hoped for a single representation. Thislatter problem can be overcome by using groups larger than SU5 as is indeed the case for SO10 modelsbut that is achieved at the expense of the introduction of a right-handed neutrino which has not beenobserved. In the SM the masses of the neutrinos are precisely zero. Current experiments at Los Alamossuggest the possibility of a small mass (� 2:4eV ) but that is still a very tentative result. Finally, it shouldbe noted that the GUT's do not include the fourth interaction - gravity.9. Concluding RemarksThe SM has been remarkably successful but is certainly not the �nal theory. Symmetry has played a keyrole in the development of the SM but have we exploited all possible symmetries? I shall explore thistopic in the next chapter.Seeing Muons!I suggest you attempt the following experiment and report your results at the next lecture. Muons areproduced in the atmosphere from cosmic rays. As they travel through the liquid in your eyeballs theyemit a cone of �Cerenkov radiation. When you go to bed at night and the room is dark close your eyesgently and wait sometime, avoiding falling asleep!, and see if you can see an occasional ash of light.Note, this experiment explains the ashes of light seen by astronauts when in darkness.Worth Quoting?"When a thing was new, people said, 'It is not true'. Later, when its truth became obvious, peoplesaid, 'Anyhow, it is not important' and when its importance could no longer be denied, peoplesaid, 'Anyway, it is not new'". (William James, philosopher)"... highlights the dilemma confronting Australian science as it is dragged away from probing thedeep questions to what writer Barry Jones once dismissively termed, 'panel beating for industry'"(The Australian August 1995)"Once a sage was asked why scholars always ock to the doors of the rich, whilst the rich are notinclined to call at the doors of scholars. 'The scholars' he answered, 'are well aware of the useof money, but the rich are ignorant of the nobility of science" (Al-Biruni, 973-1048)Perhaps the motto for particle physics should be "Freedom brings constraints!"



111Chapter TwentyOneTowards a Theory Of Everything?"Anyone who believes that exponential growth can con-tinue inde�nitely in a �nite world is either a madmanor an economist"Prof. Kenneth Boulding (economist)SYNOPSISIn spite of our greatly increased understanding of the structure of matter in terms of the Standard Modela �nal theory still eludes us though some view the ultimate construction of a Theory Of Everything(TOE) as within the forseeable future. In this �nal chapter we sketch some of the features of currentattempts and some of their associated problems and thus bring to an end our never ending story.1. The Kaluza-Klein AttemptMaxwell's uni�cation of electricity and magnetism was essentially completed with Einstein's special theoryof relativity. Newton had introduced his theory of gravity which in a sense was completed with Einstein'sgeneral theory of relativity. At the beginning of this century these two theories encompassed all knownforces. Could these two theories be uni�ed into a single coherent theory? Einstein had introduced theconcept of four-dimensional spacetime with three spatial and one time variable. The school teacher,Kaluza, wondered if you could consider a �ve-dimensional spacetime and would it lead to the desireduni�cation. There seemed to be no evidence for such an additional dimension and yet Kaluza realisedthat he could produce a uni�ed theory of electromagnetism and gravitation. Kaluza viewed the ordinaryspacetime dimensions as in�nitely extendable whereas his �fth dimension was restricted to a very smallrange rather like a long pipe, or tube, very long but very narrow width as if the additional dimension iswrapped around itself as illustrated below:1

In a sense the familiar four-dimensional spacetime is viewed as a projection from a higher dimensionalspacetime. Kaluza wrote up his suggestion and mailed it to Einstein to get his opinion, a year laterEinstein wrote to Kaluza saying he was intrigued by the idea and would recommend its publication (T.Kaluza, Sitzungsber. Preus Akad. Wis. P-M 966 (1921)). Further development was made by OscarKlein (O. Klein, Quantentheorie und f�unfdimensionale Relativit�atstheorie, Z. Physik 37, 895 (1926)) andit became known as the Kaluza-Klein �ve-dimensional theory. However, thanks to the work of Curie,Rutherford and others it became evident that there were other forces beyond just gravitational and



112 electromagnetic and the Kaluza-Klein theory was largely abandoned.2. Knots and StringsPhysics seldom develops along predictable directions. Ideas often arise only to be discarded at sometimeand to be revived sometimes a century or more later. Often ideas are discarded as been incorrect orirrelevant only to reappear with a new interpretation and to assume a key importance. The theory ofstrings and knots in physics and mathematics provides an excellent illustration.In 1867 Lord Kelvin (Also known as W. Thomson) attempted to understand the diverse properties ofatoms as vortices in the hypothesised aether (On vortex atoms, Phil. Mag. 34, 15-24 (1867)). Kelvinwondered if the di�erent elements could be interpreted as knots in the vortices of the aether. Could aclassi�cation of knots lead in turn to a classi�cation of the atoms of the emergent periodic table? PeterTait, using pencil, eraser and paper, attempted such a classi�cation exhausting himself at knots with tencrossings. This was to be the start of the mathematical theory of knots. The �eld progressed slowly overmany decades. Were some of Tait's knots that seemed di�erent really di�erent or could two apparentlydistinct knots simply be transformed into each other without cutting the string making up the knots(technically can one knot be topologically deformed into the other) ? Many mathematicians had spenttheir careers studying the properties of knots and their classi�cation.Partially successful attempts were made but even in the early 1980's there were knots in Tait'scollection where the question was unresolved. In the 1920's Alexander de�ned a knot polynomial thatdistiguish certain pairs of knots. If the knot polynomial was di�erent for two knots then the two knotswere distinct, but if the knot polynomial was the same one could not infer that the knots were equivalent.Thus the trefoil knot and its mirror image shown below were clearly distinct knots and yet they possessedthe same knot polynomial.

(a) The Trefoil Knot (b) The Mirror Image.The big breakthrough came in 1984 with the announcement by Vaughan Jones of a new knot polynomialwhich immediately resolved the undecided knots of Tait's collection including the trefoil knot. Joneswas not a knot theorist but was interested in a seemingly unrelated area of mathematics, von Neumann



113algebras, coming to the subject of knots from a totally unexpected direction. Knots is now a subject ofintense study not only by mathematicians but also physicists and indeed biologists. Knots were in a veryreal sense the forerunners of the modern theory of strings in physics.3. StringsUp until the 1970's theories of elementary particles involved the properties of point-like objects withno sensible extension. String theories wre �rst developed as models of hadrons - quarks and antiquarkslinked by a "string", the quarks and antiquarks being the ends of the "string". In such a model thestrings can oscillate and the di�erent modes of oscillation or "excitations" were to lead to a spectrumof the hadron resonances. These theories seemed to lead nowhere and were, like Kaluza-Klein, largelyabandoned. The subject underwent a signi�cant revival in 1971 with attempts to develop string models,not for describing hadrons, but rather the elementary particles themselves and to give them some spatialextension. Now the "excitations" of the string were to be used to describe the spectrun of the elementaryparticles themselves.The relevant particles to be described would be the gauge bosons such as the spin 0 Higgs, the spin 1gluons and photon, and the spin 2 massless graviton and the fermions - the spin 12 leptons and quarks.The �rst problem to be solved was "How to you produce a string theory encompassing both bosons andfermions?"
4. O'Raifeartaigh says "No go"In 1965 O'Raifeartaigh examined the possibility of combining the symmetries associated with internalquantum numbers such as spin, hypercharge etc with the symmetries associated with Lorentz invariancerequired in a relativistically correct theories. He sought a symmetry group that combined the features ofthe internal symmetries with Lorentz symmetries and produced a famous (or infamous) No-go theoremthat said such a task was impossible. One could not combine into a single theory bosons (integer spin)and fermions (half-integer spin).5. The Open Boson StringThe earliest string model involved an open string (i.e. a string with free ends). This model immediatelygave rise to a number of unpleasant features. It was constructed as a bosonic string (technically it wasconstructed from boson creation operators) and hence its excitation spectrum could only create bosonstates. Worse, its lowest state, or vacuum state was found to have a massed squared that was negative- a so called tachyonic state having negative mass and violating cherished ideas of causality and havingparticles travelling at speeds necessarily greater than the speed of light. Of course with such a string



114 there was no possibility of generating fermions. Clearly the concept of the string needed to be developedfurther and given a fermion sector as well as a boson sector.6. New Strings1971 saw the �rst steps in starting to produce more realistic string models. Neveu and Schwarz and Ra-mond independently constructed two new string models. Each contained both bosonic and fermionicfeatures but were inherently di�erent structures with seemingly no direct connection. The Neveu-Schwarz string still su�ered from having a tachyonic ground state. Neither string was able to evadeO'Raifeartaigh's no-go theorem and hence could not relate the boson states of the string to its fermionstates.7. Meanwhile back in 1829Back in 1829 the mathematician C. G. J. Jacobi had noted some very strange identities that he termedaeqatio identica satis abstrusa one such being of the form12q� 12  1Yn=1(1 + qn�12 )8 � 1Yn=1(1 � qn�12 )8! = 8 1Yn=1(1 + qn)8 (1)The details need not concern us but such an identity appears both surprising and unmotivated. At �rstsight it appears of no signi�cance and should be left among Jacobi's collected works.8. Jacobi ReturnsOnce again string models seemed fraught with di�culties. A hint of a way out came in 1977 from asurprising application of Jacobi's identity which showed that in a ten dimensional spacetime (nine spaceand one time) it was possible to combine the Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond strings in such a manner thatthe the number of physical boson states in the boson sector of the Neveu-Schwarz model the fermionRamond sectors were equal at each mass level. This new string model became known as the Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond string. The important novel features of the Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond string were theexistence of an apparent supersymmetry between the boson and fermion sectors, the introduction ofhigher spacetime dimensions, the freedom from a tachyonic ground state. However, the Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond string still did not circumvent O'Raifeartaigh's no-go theorem. [We (R. J. Farmer, R. C. Kingand B. G. Wybourne, Spectrum-generating functions for strings and superstrings, J. Phys. A21, 3979-4007 (1988)) have given a number of examples of the occurrence of the Jacobi identity and indeed otherobscure Jacobi identities in connection with strings and superstrings]9. Exchanging Bosons and FermionsIf two identical bosons are interchanged the sign of the wavefunction is unchanged. The wavefunction issaid to be totally symmetric with respect to the interchange of any pair of identical bosons and this is thebasis of Bose-Einstein statistics. In is also the reason why lasers are possible and can produce quantumcoherent light. (Remember photons have spin 1 and are hence bosons. There is no restriction on thenumber of bosons that can occupy a given quantum state.)If two identical fermions are interchanged the sign of the wavefunction is changed. This prevents twofermions being in the same quantum state as in the Pauli exclusion principle. The wavefunction must betotally antisymmetric with respect to the interchange of any pair of fermions.



11512  12 � 
(a) Bose-Einstein statistics (b) Fermi-Dirac staistics.10. SupersymmetryO'Raifeartaigh's no-go theorem had a loophole in it. It excluded the possibility of symmetry transforma-tions that turned a boson into a fermion and vice versa. So-called supersymmetry transformations. Sucha supersymmetry transformation then relates bosons to fermions.

B F
Illustration of the supersymmetry transformation.11. Awful In�nitiesBoth QED and QCD su�er from the appearance of highly divergent terms that lead to awful in�nities.These arise when one attempts to include quantum corrections for a given process associated with virtualparticles, discussed earlier. For example if one attempts to calculate the mass of a Higgs boson one mustinclude the e�ects of virtual particles such as quark-antiquark fermionic pairs and W+ � W� bosonic



116 pairs as shown below:-
H Hqq H HW+W�Fig. (1) (a) Virtual quark-antiquark pair (b) Virtual W+ �W� pairTechniques have been developed (so-called renormalisation techniques) that still allow one to extractprecise results for such things as energy levels, decay rates etc, often in quite remarkable agreement withexperiment. Nevertheless, such jugglings with in�nities creates a feeling of unease.12 Supersymmetry to the RescueWe have seen that fermions and bosons have di�erent statistics leading to the two contributions in Fig.1 having the opposite sign. Thus we can expect some cancellation when we add the two e�ects but howcomplete is the cancellation? Supersymmetry theories relate bosons and fermions and hence the degree ofcancellation can be made precise. Indeed in some supersymmetric theories the cancellation is exact andthere are no awful in�nities left. One of the striking successes of supersymmetric theories has been theprediction of the weak interaction angle sin2 �W with almost unbelievable precision, certainly far betterthan any non-supersymmetric theory.13. Enter SupergravitySoon after the introduction of supersymmetry transformations it was realised that there was a realpossibility of producing a theory of gravity. The big stir in the 1970's following upon the introductionof supersymmetry was the realisation that repeated applications of the supersymmetry operations resultin the translation of particles (more precisely Poincar�e transformations) and hence such supersymmetrictheories, that became known as supergravity theories, automatically built in the e�ects of gravity. Thegauge �eld associated with gravity is associated with the graviton, a massless spin 2 particle, as yetunobserved. (direct detection of gravitons is most unlikely but they do carry with them the possiblyexperimentally veri�able gravitational waves which will be the focus of a number of experiments in earlynext century. Local supersymmetry contains the graviton among its gauge �elds and thus includesEinstein's theory of gravity.Supergravity avoids O'Raifeartaigh's no-go theorem and hence can have connections between states ofdi�erent spin and thus multiplets containing both bosons and fermions. Such theories are more generalthan GUT theories that attempt to unify QCD with electroweak theory. GUT theories involve uni�cationof electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions at an energy of � 1015GeV=c2. What is the scale atwhich uni�cation occurs with the gravitational coupling becoming equivalent to that of the other threeforces?



11714. The Planck NumbersThe full properties of strings take place at the so-called Planck scale which involve special quantitesderived from the three fundamental constants:-Planck's constant h = 6:626� 10�34JsNewton's constant G = 6:672� 10�11m3kg�1s�2Speed of light c = 2:9979� 108ms�1From these three constants we can construct three Planck numbers:-Planck mass MP = r hGc3kg � 1019GeV=c2Planck length ML = rGhc3 � 10�35mPlanck time TP = rGhc5 � 10�43sIt is believed that the ultimate uni�cation occurs at an energy equivalent to that of the Planck mass(1019GeV ) some four orders of magnitude above the energy involved in GUT.15. Supersymmetric PartnersSupersymmetric theories have many desirable properties. Many of the horrible in�nities ofnon-supersymmetric theories disappear in supersymmetric theories. Part of this desirable feature comesabout from the requirement of supersymmetric theories that bosons and fermions be linked and to dothis it is necessary that for every particle there exists a supersymmetric particle with the same set ofquantum numbers but di�ering in spin by a half-integer. Thus the spin 2 graviton is accompanied by aspin 32 gravitino, the spin 1 photon by a spin 12 photino etc. These supersymmetric partners are expectedto be much more massive than their non-supersymmetric partner.To date there is no direct evidence fortheir existence but supersymmetric theories appear to be in better accord with experiments than theusual GUT's. The detection of the supersymmetric partners, along with the Higgs bosons, is a primaryobjective of the European Large Hadron Collider and of the planned upgrading of the European LargeElectron-Positron collider (LEP2). For the latter it could be 1996 and for the former 2003. Of one thingI am sure is that physics of the next century will be just, if not more, as exciting as physics has been thiscentury.16. The M-theory Revolution of 19951. The entire situation changed in mid-1995 heralding the second string revolution. I sketch onlythe briefest of details. This involved the discovery of new symmetries associated with superstringtheories. Already startling results have appeared - in some cases calculations, previously beyondany supercomputer, have been reduced to pencil and paper calculations. All the various stringtheories turn out to be related and hence cannot be regarded as distinct theories but rather onetheory becomes the limiting form of one of the other theories. The key idea is known as "StringDuality.2. Recall Maxwell's equations of electromagnetism, in the absence of sources, (i.e. currents andcharges) r �E = 0 r� E + _B = 0r �B = 0 r�B� _E = 0The equations are invariant under E ! B; B !�E which exchanges electric and magnetic�elds. This is an example of duality symmetry. If charged particles are added to the equations,the duality symmetry is only preserved only if both electric charges and magnetic monopoles.3. The possible existence of magnetic momopoles was considered by Dirac leading to the quantiza-tion condition which relates the electric charge e to the magnetic charge g as, with �h = 1,eg = 2�n n = �1:



118 In that case duality exchanges not only the electric and magnetic �elds but also electric andmagnetic charges. Since eg is �xed and e � 1 while g � 1 we can regard electrodynamicsin terms of electric charges as a weakly coupled theory while if it was based upon magneticcharges it would be a strongly coupled theory and would require, unlike conventional QED, avery complicated and di�cult non-perturbative treatment.4. The M-theory revolution of 1995 is the recognition of the duality symmetry as a symmetry ofstring theory. The key idea is that the strongly coupled limit of any string theory is equivalent tothe weakly coupled limit of some other string theory. Thus all string theories become connectedand all are subsumed in an eleven-dimensional M-theory with the duality symmetry manifest. Toatomic physicists the analogue can be seen in LS�coupling and jj�coupling. In LS�coupling thecalculation of Coulomb matrix elements is "easy" while the calculation of spin-orbit interactionsis "hard". Conversely in jj�coupling the calculation of Coulomb matrix elements is "hard" whilethe calculation of spin-orbit interactions is "easy".5. The M-theory is developing very rapidly. One of the �rst applications has been in the applicationof quantum theory to black holes. Over the past 20 years it has been thought that one couldnot successfully combine quantum theory and general relativity in nthe description of black holesand hence some modi�cation of quantum theory would be required. Calculations in the past fewmonths, based upon the concept of duality and strings has shown that one can indeed give aconsistent treatment of the quantum theoretical description of black holes without the need tomodify the basic ideas of quantum theory.17. Ultimate SymmetriesThe developments of M-theory are startling and may indicate that we are on the path to the discoveryof the ultimate symmetries of the laws of the universe. There is still a long way to go and history showsthat it is always dangerous to assume we are reaching the end of the road. With the exciting experimentsplanned for the next century I am con�dent that it will be possible to make tremendous progress inunderstanding very basic properties of the universe, its past, present and future. Much imaginative anddaring thought will be required with ultimate constraints coming from experiment, though signi�cantareas will remain unveri�able as the energies that occurred in the very early universe will be foreverbeyond human possibilities. Poets, musicians, creators of great literature will all be required to expressour story for our story is a never ending story. Finis...... If you look at the history of 20th century physics, youwill �nd that the symmetry concept as a most fundamen-tal theme, occupying center stage in today's theoreticalphysics. We cannot tell what the 21st century will bringus but I feel safe to say that for the next twenty yearsmany theoretical physicists will continue to try variationson the fundamental theme of symmetry at the very foun-dations of our theoretical understanding of the structureof the physical universe{ C. N. Yang Chinese J. Phys. 32, 1437 (1994)



119The only questions worth asking are theunanswerable ones{ John Ciardi Saturday Review-World (1973)For every complex question there is a simple answer | andit's wrong.{ H. L. MenckenHaere koe i te ara a taihoa, ki a tae ai koe ki aua atu.Travel on the pathway of by and by, so that you may reachgoodness knows where.{ Maori proverb


